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Abstract
This thesis deals primarily with a class of elastostatic contact problems
involving circular elastic cylinders, whose axes are parallel and whose boundaries
touch initially along a line. T h e object of the study is to establish the nature of the
contact region (a narrow rectangular strip) which develops w h e n a pair of equal
and opposite forces is applied compressing these cylinders together. O f prime
interest is the pressure distribution which acts in this region for a given set of
variables: the radii and elastic properties of the cylinders, combined with either
their relative approach or the total compressive force. Specifically, the problems
of incorporating the effects of curvature, sharp edges and surface layers, which are
all neglected in the existing Hertz theory are investigated within the framework of
linear elasticity. Results are discussed in light of their implications to the industrial
process of roller coating.

The effects of curvature are accounted for by considering the two-dimensional symmetrical compression of a circular elastic cylinder by two identical
arbitrary compressors. T w o cases of boundary conditions are studied. In each
case the general approach adopted involves a simple superposition of basic point
force solutions for the circular boundary to derive the governing integral equation
for the pressure distribution in the contact region. Complex variable methods are
utilised to obtain the point force solutions, while the contact pressure distribution
is derived using the properties of thefiniteHilbert transform. T h e first boundary
condition constitutes a prescribed horizontal circumferential displacement while
the vertical displacement is left to take on whatever value is generated by the given
deformation; in this case, the horizontal pressure distribution is sought. T h e second
boundary condition pertains to the physical situation of complete adhesion wherein

-IX-

both the horizontal and vertical circumferential displacements are specified; in this
case, both the horizontal and vertical pressures are determined. Analysis relating
to thefirstboundary condition yields an exact formula for the pressure distribution
for the following rigid compressors: (i) parallel plates, (ii) circular cylinders of
equal radius to the central cylinder, and (iii) elliptical cylinders whose minor axes
coincide with that of the central cylinder. Approximate expressions are given for
the general cases of (ii) and (iii), and for the situations in which these compressors
are elastic. Comparisons are drawn between some of the results and the Hertz
pressure.

The problem of incorporating the effects of sharp edges and surface layers
is dealt with in the context of three-dimensional linear elasticity. A numerical
method of solution is developed which utilises the generalised Boussinesq stressdisplacement relation for a layered elastic half-space, in conjunction with the
flexibility method of structural analysis. A n iterative scheme is employed in which
the systems of linear equations for the contact pressures so obtained are solved
subject to the conditions of total equilibrium and the exclusion of tensile forces.
Subsequently, the method is extended to account for the presence of sharp edges
in roller contact by assuming at the outset the inverse square root singularity form
for the pressure near the sharp edges. Numerical results are compared with both
published theoretical and experimental data. The method is applied to specific
roller coating systems, demonstrating h o w it m a y be utilised to identify the most
influential factors which govern the intensity of the contact pressures for a given
roll profile.

Finally, a brief examination of the contact between an elastic cylinder and
a thin beam in bending is included. The deflection of the beam is deduced in

-xaccordance with elementary beam theory. This is followed by a treatment of
the limiting case of contact with a rigid cylinder. For the elastic cylinder, the
displacement solution corresponding to a point force acting on its circumferential
boundary is determined using complex variable methods.
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CHAPTER 1 Industrial Background
Iht whole, of modem life is in a sense, imbued with mathematics.
The everyday acts and worlds of mtn bear its stamp; even our artistic pleasures
and our moral life are under its influence.
'Saul'Montti

1.1 Introduction

The classical problem of determining the interfacial pressure distribution,
induced by the contact of two circular elastic cylinders, belongs to the most prominent class of elastostatic contact problems encountered in contemporary engineering studies and design. This contact system is shown in Figure 1.1. D u e to the
technological significance of the subject, cylindrical elastostatic contact problems
have attracted continuous attention since the pioneering work of Hertz. In 1881,
Hertz developed a theory on the contact of two elastic bodies of revolution, which
he extended to include the contact of cylindrical bodies (this theory is discussed in
detail in Section 2.3). Despite the simplistic assumptions upon which the theory is
based, it has served as the most versatile model for the study of contact mechanics.
Such a highly idealised model, however, does not represent adequately the full
spectrum of real elastostatic contact systems. Indeed there are cylindrical contact
systems which exhibit definite departures from the Hertz theory. These departures
are attributable to the somewhat restrictive assumptions on which this theory is
based: parabolic body profiles, frictionless surfaces, homogeneous bodies, and the
use of elastic half-space theory in which the effects of curvature and sharp edges
are neglected. Consequendy, m a n y of the studies which have followed Hertz's
original work have focused on removing some of the simplifying assumptions in

Industrial background

Figure 1.1 T w o circular elastic cylinders pressed together into contact
by mutually compressive forces F.
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an effort to generate an improved model which is a step closer to reality. This
thesis develops improvements which account for the principal characteristic features of the industrial process of roller coating. Specifically, the objective is to
refine the existing theories within the context of linear elasticity by incorporating
three pertinent factors: curvature, sharp edges and surface layers.

The impetus for the research presented in this thesis arose from the practical
need to understand the physics of the roller coating process. Roller coating is
the standard means of paint application in the manufacture of precoated sheet
metal such as C O L O R B O N D steel (produced by the B H P Steel Coated Products
Division). Essentially, the roller coating machinery consists of cylindrical rollers
which are placed in contact parallel to, and alongside each other. A photograph of
this coating machinery in operation is shown in Figure 1.2. The rollers are m a d e
of solid steel, of which one or more is covered with an elastic material such as
polyurethane rubber. In practice, the key to the coating process lies in the nature of
the contact interface between the rollers. Specifically, it is the deformation of the
elastic cover caused by the contact pressure which controls thefinaldistribution
of paint applied to the metal sheet. The precise details of this dependence have
yet to be established.

An idealised model for the roller coating system may be formulated on the
principles ofthe theory of elastohydrodynamic lubrication (Dowson and Higginson
[37]), otherwise referred to as E H L . The field of elastohydrodynamic lubrication
concerns the study of lubricant behaviour between two moving surfaces, one or
both of which m a y be elastic, and therefore subject to deformation. Under certain
conditions, E H L contacts share features in c o m m o n with their respective elastostatic counterparts. A typical approach, therefore, is to exploit this phenomena
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by retaining the solution of the elastostatic frictionless contact problem as an
integral part of the solution for the governing E H L problem. Hence, regardless
of the presence of a lubricant (i.e., in the case of roller coating, the paint) or
whether the conditions are static or dynamic, analysis of the contact between
cylindrical bodiesfindsa multitude of applications in the design of m a n y industrial
machineries. Mechanical devices which m a y be modelled by such contact systems
range from the smallest roll bearings, gears and cams to the rollers which constitute
the principal part of processing machines used in the paper, textile and coating
industries.

1.2 The coil coating industry

Currently the majority of industrial coatings are applied continuously in
a production line where the actual 'painting' or coating process is just a step in
the overall operation. At the turn of the nineteenth century, the principal methods
of coating used in large scale production of precoated sheet metal were dipping,
flow coating, spraying, electrocoating or a combination of these. Such types of
coating techniques suffered from a number of disadvantages; they were inherently
slow, labour intensive, and space consuming. In an attempt to overcome these
drawbacks, the Venetian blinds industry adopted roller coating as a means of
applying paint to their slats. This idea was by no means novel as roller coating
had been employed previously for m a n y years to lithograph metal sheets used for
the production of cans, toys and bottle caps. This process was also used in the
manufacture of plywood sheets. The utilisation of the roller coating process for
the manufacture of blinds proved to be so successful that a company, k n o w n as
Hunter Engineering, installed the roller coating system within the structure of a
continuous production line. A Hunter associate described the original equipment

Industrial background
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as a masterpiece of ingenuity: "The painting mechanism was aflatpan over which
was mounted a set of wringer rollers from an old-fashioned washing machine.
Paint flow was by centrifugal force from a five-gallon bucket suspended above
and attached to the pan by a hose. A hand-cranked take-up reel supplied the
power to move the strip through the line."*

In 1935 Hunter Engineering built the very first manufacturing line which
specifically utilised roller coaters; this type of production line is commonly referred to as coil coating. Thereafter, the company proceeded to develop coil
coating into a general method for producing precoated sheet metal. By the end of
the Second World War, coil coating saw its first major application in the building
industry by providing a way of recycling surplus sheet aluminium from military
aircraft production. Since then, the market for precoated sheet metal has flourished, resulting in the development of coil coating into a highly sophisticated
process. A modern version of the coil coating line consists largely of tightly
controlled precision machines employing state-of-the-art technology. The complex sequence of operations which constitutes such a production line is shown
schematically in Figure 1.3. At present, there are over three hundred of these
lines in operation world-wide, producing in excess of six million tonnes of precoated sheet metal each year.

Coil coating applies various types of paints, plastic laminates and adhesives
to metal that is in coil form through a series of steps in a continuous operation.
The first step involves uncoiling the metal in preparation for the three stages of
surface treatment: precleaning, pretreatment and coating. The process of preclean-

* Coil coating magazine, 1971
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ing is designed to bring the metal surface to the appropriate state of cleanliness
by washing, degreasing and brushing. The purpose of pretreatment is twofold: (i)
to improve the compatibility of the base metal with the coating, and (ii) to add
corrosion resistance by a chemical treatment which is governed by the type of
metal being coated. The intermediate and top layers of coating are then applied
to achieve the desired coating properties. Finally, the sheet metal is dried and
recoiled, after which it is ready for the commercial market. A photograph of the
finished product is shown in Figure 1.4.

1.3 The roller coating system

The roller coating machinery consists of a driven set of steel and rubber covered rollers, in contact with each other, to achieve a perfectly uniform
and precise distribution of paint across the width of the metal strip. Each roller
m a y be driven in a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction by its o w n variable speed motor. Roller coating machines are n o w standardised to a great extent. Figure 1.5 shows typical coaters incorporating conventional pick-up, m e tering and applicator rollers which m a y be used in a variety of arrangements.
These coating systems are classified primarily by the number of rollers involved,
and whether the periphery of the applicator roller runs with (direct coating) or
counter to (reverse coating) the metal strip as illustrated in the figure. The m e tering roll is optional, and is used mainly to achieve an extremely thin film
thickness for the primer coat. Thin coatings are obtained w h e n the metering
roller turns under pressure in a reverse direction relative to the pick-up roller,
thereby removing a certain amount of paint before transfer to the applicator
roller. Figure 1.6 depicts in more detail the two basic operational modes of
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Direct roll coating

A thinner coating isl
achieved in ^t
reverse mode.

Reverse roll coating

Figure 1.6 The two operational modes of roller coating.
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roller coating. The rollers are usually m a d e of polished stainless steel or of a
textured ceramic material. Applicator and metering rollers, however, are typically
covered with polyurethane rubber and are precisely machined to close tolerances
to enable uniform application of paint across the width of the metal strip. Control
of the coating thickness is achieved by varying the speed and the exact position
of each roller. The contact region, which is established w h e n the rollers are compressed together and which is defined by the aforementioned operating variables,
determines precisely the coating thickness. Fine adjustments of the contact regions between the strip and applicator roller, and between the other rollers, are
critical for a successful coating. A mathematical relation between the operating
variables and the coating thickness has yet to be determined.

The most widely utilised roll configuration in modern coil coating lines is
the semi-reverse coater shown in Figure 1.7. In thisfigure,the direction in which
the metal strip travels and the direction of rotation of the rollers are indicated
by arrows. A s the pick-up roller, which is partially immersed in a tray of paint,
rotates counterclockwise it draws the paint through the contact region between it
and the applicator roller. The paint emerging downstream is split into two layers;
the layer of paint on the pick-up roller is returned to the tray, while the layer on
the applicator roller is transferred subsequently to the incoming uncoated strip.
Moreover, the applicator roller rotates in the opposite direction to the strip so that
paint is applied simultaneously with an intense wiping action. The end result is
an improved finish.

Typically, the pick-up roller is 250 mm in diameter and up to 1000 mm
in length. The applicator roller is of the same diameter and length as the pick-up

Industrial background
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to ovens

applicator
roller

pick-up
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Figure 1.7 The semi-reverse roller coating system.
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roller, except that it is covered with an elastic material such as polyurethane rubber
which is usually 30 m m thick. The applicator roller m a y therefore be subject to
deformation in both contact regions: from between 2-5 m m in thefirstcontact
region (between the pick-up and applicator rollers) and at most 0.5 m m in the
second contact region (between the strip and applicator roller). Thefirstcontact
region delivers a film of precisely measured thickness to the applicator roller for
subsequent transfer to the uncoated metal strip. In the second contact region, the
strip which is supported by the back-up roller is positioned such that it makes
contact with the central portion of the applicator roller. The thickness of paint
flowing through these contact regions ranges from 1-5 fj,m.

1.4 Problems associated with the roller coating process

The rapid increase in the demand for precoated coil products has required
the commensurate development of more sophisticated and highly automated machinery in every phase of the coil coating line. Despite all the advances m a d e
on the various other sections of the manufacturing line, refinement of the roller
coating system has lagged behind. Although significant improvements were m a d e
on the original design of this coating system, it still suffers from a number of
drawbacks:

(i) Operator knowledge: roller coating operation remains an arcane art, and
individual operators apply their knowledge differently.

(ii) Process limitations: there are definite limits in strip speed within which
acceptable control of coating thickness and profile can be achieved, in
particular, higher line speeds inevitably lead to the occurrence of film

Industrial background
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defects—a circumstance which entails significant costs to the industry. At
present, roller coaters are incapable of matching the speeds of the other line
machineries, and have therefore become the 'rate-determining' step in the
overall line operation. Consequently, the latest paint lines are operating at
speeds below their designed capabilities.

(iii) Process variables (e.g., speeds, dimensions and the relative positions of the
rollers, viscosity of paint and elastic properties of the rubber cover for the
applicator roll): the effects of process variables on the coating thickness are
neither well defined nor easily controlled. This is hampered by the fact that
in situ and/or on-site measurements are often difficult.

Clearly, the need to identify the underlying mechanisms of the roller coating
process is of paramount importance. Studies of the physics and, in particular,
the rheology of the coating process should lead to more logical adjustments of
the contact regions, thereby obviating the need for 'art' in roller coating operations. The governing aim of roller coating research is for such studies to facilitate
changes which may be implemented into the existing coil coating lines.

1.5 The mathematical modelling of the roller coating process

One of the most stringent demands in the manufacture of precoated coil
is the requirement for the final layer of paint on the metal strip to be extremely
thin, highly accurate to its prescribed thickness, and perfectly uniform across the
strip width. Two of the industry's major objectives arise for these reasons: the
first is to quantify the influence of the various operational variables on the final
distribution of paint; the second is to gain insight into the phenomenon of edge

Industrial background
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beading, a type of coating defect which is characterised by excess paint deposited
along strip edges ( further details are given later ). Consequently, the models
for the roller coating system proposed in this thesis address these two subjects.
The modelling process involves a two-phase study: thefirstis the analysis of the
associated elastostatic dry contact system, while the second concerns the study of
the governing elastohydrodynamic lubricated system.

1.5.1 The elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) model

Under the operating conditions described in Section 1.4, the roller coating
process is modelled assuming three cylinders in contact, one of which is deformed
under the action offluidpressure. The following conditions are assumed for the
lubricated contact regions:

(i) the lubricant ( paint ) is a Newtonian fluid subject to a steady twodimensional laminar flow,

(ii) the film thickness is infinitesimally small compared to the radii of the
cylinders,

(iii) the lubricant pressure is constant across the film thickness,

(iv) inertial and body forces are negligible, and

(v) thermal effects are negligible.

Based on these assumptions, the conditions in the two contact regions are classified
into a special category of elastohydrodynamic lubrication contact. This category

Industrial background
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is, defined as "soft, highly deformed" E H L contact by H o o k e and Donoghue [79]
in reference to homogeneous cylinders, while Gupta [56] deals with it for the
case of layered cylinders. Specifically, all of these authors describe a particular type of cylindrical contact in which the deformation of the body surfaces is
several orders of magnitude larger than the thickness of the fluid film separating
these surfaces. In this case, the dominating influence on the fluid pressure is
the deformation of the elastic surfaces. Consequently, the contact pressure distribution of the fluid conforms to that obtained under dry static and frictionless
conditions, except at the highly localised extremities of the contact (i.e., the inlet and outlet zones), as depicted in Figure 1.8. This feature may be exploited
by isolating the extremities of the contact and treating them separately from the
central region of contact, where the fluid pressure is assumed to be that developed had the surfaces been in contact without the lubricant. In certain other
EHL contact systems, the elastostatic pressure given by the classical Hertz theory provides a reasonable representation of the central pressure. In the present
class of EHL contact as described by Hooke and Donoghue [79], however, the
elastostatic contact pressure distribution may no longer be as predicted by the
classical Hertz theory— rather it will depend upon the precise geometry of the
surfaces in contact. This is a factor which is ignored in the Hertz theory. In light
of this, a successful analysis of the EHL contact problem hinges on an accurate
solution of the corresponding dry elastostatic problem. This thesis deals with the
dry elastostatic contact problems relating to the two contact regions arising in the
roller coating system. The following subsection describes the specific function
and properties of each contact region, and identifies the most influential factors
which must be taken into account in the formulation of their mathematical models.

Industrial background
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1.5.2 The elastostatic models for the non-Hertzian contact systems arising
in roller coating

There are special circumstances in which certain physical properties of the
contact system, which are neglected by the Hertz theory, are essential features of

that system. Consequently, these contact systems give rise to pressure distributions
which are different from the predicted Hertz pressure, and are thus loosely termed
'non-Hertzian'. The reasons for the existence of non-Hertzian contact in roller
coating are discussed as follows.

The demand for an extremely thin film in precoated sheet metals is a-

chieved through sufficient indentation of the applicator roller by the pick-up rolle

in the first contact region shown in Figure 1.9, leading to a significant contact are
Under these conditions, important curvature effects result in a contact pressure
which is different from that predicted by the Hertz theory. Accordingly, a twodimensional model which incorporates curvature effects must be formulated for
the first contact region.

The second contact region shown in Figure 1.10, in contrast to the first,
involves infinitesimally small deformations. In this case the deviation from the
simple Hertz system may be due to edge effects. Here the contact is established
between an elastic cylinder whose length is greater than the width of the metal

strip being coated. This means that the sharp edges of the strip are involved in the
contact and hence their effect must be accounted for in the analysis. This was not

of concern in the first contact region, since the lengths of the pick-up and applicat

-20-
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rollers are greater than the width of the metal strip. Careful positioning of the
strip and rollers ensures that the application of the paint emerging from the central
regions of both rollers is free from these edge effects. In general, extremely
high stress concentrations are found along these sharp edges, which in turn have
detrimental effects on the life of the elastic covered applicator roller. Failure in
rollers from cuts is often caused by this phenomenon. More recently edge loading
has also been identified as another possible contributing factor in the apparent
peculiar flow of paint along strip edges. Although this is not directly examined

since this thesis deals only with the dry contact system, this is an important subject
of possible investigations in the future. The second model, which takes proper
account of edge loading on the basis of three-dimensional linear elasticity, is a
prerequisite to such studies and is accordingly designed for this contact region.

1.6 Plan of this thesis

As a historical background to this thesis, Chapter 2 reviews the mathematical approaches that have been employed in the analyses of cylindrical elastostatic
contact systems. Particular emphasis is given to those techniques which deal
directly with the objectives of this thesis.

Chapter 3, examines the contact for a circular elastic cylinder which is
symmetrically compressed by two identical rigid compressors. Here the boundary
condition in the contact region constitutes a prescribed circumferential horizontal
displacement; the associated vertical circumferential displacement is left arbitrary
and assumes whatever value is induced by the given deformation. This assumption leads to a singular integral equation for the contact pressure, which can be
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reduced to an integral equation involving thefiniteHilbert transform. The exact formula derived for the contact pressure is also given in terms of the finite
Hilbert transform. For the simplest geometries, this expression may be evaluated

in closed form. In general, however, it is difficult to obtain a closed form solution,
and in such cases, the finite Hilbert transform is evaluated either approximately or
numerically. Solutions are established for the special cases of an elastic cylinder
deformed by the following rigid indentors: parallel plates, circular or elliptical
cylinders. Approximate analytical expressions for the contact pressure are given
for the latter two cases. In particular, the results for the compression by two rigid
cylinders are compared with those arising from a full numerical integration of the

finite Hilbert transform. Finally, brief discussions are also given for the situation
involving elastic compressors: parallel plates and circular cylinders.

Chapter 4 presents a study of an extreme case of boundary condition,
in which the coefficient of friction is infinite. This is otherwise referred to as
the case of complete adhesion. The contact system considered in Chapter 3
becomes subject to the more general displacement boundary value problem within
the contact region. Specifically, this relates to the situation in which a zero
vertical circumferential displacement and a prescribed horizontal circumferential
displacement are assumed for all points within the contact region. This formulation

leads to a pair of coupled singular integral equations for the horizontal and vertica
pressure distributions. Basic equations and some approximate analytical solutions
are derived for the symmetrical compression of a circular elastic cylinder by
parallel plates and circular cylinders, both rigid and elastic. Numerical results for
approximate analytical solutions are given for the simpler problems of contact by
rigid parallel plates and circular cylinders.
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Chapter 5 presents a numerical method which unifies the isolated efforts
of various workers to form one generalised procedure for the solution of threedimensional contact problems involving layered bodies that are subject to sharpedge loading under frictionless conditions. Confidence in this numerical method is
gained from comparisons with existing experimental and theoretical data. Moreover, the utility of this method is demonstrated for specific roller coating systems;
complete measurements of both the deformation and the contact pressure distribution are shown for a given set of operating variables which include the elastic
properties and dimensions of both rollers and the total applied compressive force.

Chapter 6 closes with a preliminary study of a system which departs somewhat from the mainstream cylindrical contact problems dealt with principally in
this thesis. It concerns production line machinery which directly follows the main
roller coater. This equipment is designed to coat the reverse side of the metal
strip. The interest here lies in the nature of contact between the metal strip and
the rubber-covered roll. A n elastic cylinder loaded transversely onto a thin beam
is used to model this contact system. The deflection of the beam is determined
using the elementary theory of bending. S o m e preliminary calculations for the
limiting case of the beam in symmetrical contact with a rigid cylinder are subsequently given. For the elastic cylinder, the linear elastic displacement solution
due to an isolated force acting at the circumferential boundary is derived. This
solution is a prerequisite for determining the displacement of the cylinder subject
to a normal distributed load at its boundary.

Finally, it is important to note that all of the mathematical symbols used
in each of the following chapters are unique to each chapter, and are defined
upon their introduction. The exceptions are the symbols cr, and E{ which are
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used throughout to designate the following elastic properties of the body i: <r;
represents the Poisson's ratio, and Ei represents the Young's elastic modulus.
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CHAPTER 2

Mathematical Approaches to
Elastostatic Contact Problems

Mechanics is the paradise of the mathematical sciences,
because in it we come to the fruits of mathematics.
Leonardo da 'Vinci

2.1 Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to provide a historical background for the
work presented in this thesis and thereby identify the place of this research in
the overall setting of the field of contact mechanics. T h e next section outlines
briefly the progress in this area from its inception, while Section 2.3 concerns
itself entirely with the seminal theory of Hertz. Section 2.4 presents the analytical
studies on curvature effects in the context of two-dimensional linear elasticity.
Section 2.5 reviews the numerical studies on three-dimensional contact systems
with particular attention given to those which address the effects of sharp edges
and surface layers in cylindrical contact systems. Although the mathematical
approaches mentioned here have all been applied to linear elastic contact problems
involving the circular cylinder, their ranges of application are not necessarily
exclusive to this geometry.

2.2 The development of contact mechanics

Mankind's utilisation of the properties of solid bodies in contact dates back
to prehistoric times to that remarkable of all discoveries—the wheel! Indeed, in
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virtually every structure and machinery, there exists the situation in which one
solid body comes in contact with another. In essence, it is through this contact
that forces are transmitted within these systems, thus enabling them to sustain
loads. Moreover, the deformation, the motion, the distribution of stress and the
service life of a given system are governed by the contact mechanics between the
various parts of that system. In view of this, it is not surprising that the mechanics
of contact between solid bodies play such a fundamental role in defining the
behaviour of any structural and mechanical system.

The first scientific study of contact phenomena can be traced back to the
Italian renaissance. Specifically, its origin stems from the initial studies on friction
by Leonardo da Vinci in 1519, followed by A m o n t o n in 1699 and Coulomb in
1781. These investigators dealt with factional phenomena in the context of 'rigid'
bodies since the concept of a 'deformable' or elastic media was notrealisedat the
time. Studies in contact mechanics which, strictly speaking, relate to contacting
bodies of which at least one is elastic, did not appear in the literature until the
basic foundations of continuum mechanics were laid d o w n half a century later by
Navier, Poisson, Cauchy and others (Love [110]).

Poisson was the first to investigate the equilibrium of elastic bodies. His
previous investigations on the vibrational motion of thin rods suggested a possible solution to the problem of impact between two colliding elastic bodies. In
1829 Poisson studied the elastic impact problem with the hope of establishing a
connection between the vibrations induced in two bars impinged longitudinally
and the internal vibrations of two elastic bodies upon collision. Unfortunately,
this work proved unsuccessful due to an error in his analysis. The research was
continued during the second half of the eighteenth century by Saint-Venant and
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Voigt. Both studies, which remained within the framework of vibrational theory,
achieved little success in elucidating the phenomena of elastic impact. Evidently,
this line of approach to the impact problem using the theory of vibrations had to
be abandoned.

The first successful study on elastic impact phenomena was presented by
Hertz in 1882. H e proposed that the compression of the elastic bodies in the
region of contact evolves and subsides gradually. Consequently, the resulting
deformation was regarded as local and static. Thus, Hertz's most celebrated
theory on elastostatic contact resulted from his initial work on impacting elastic
bodies.

The Hertz theory laid the foundations for the development of two mathematical methodologies for studies in contact mechanics. The first consists of
classical approaches, chief of which is the Hertz theory itself; the second comprises of non-classical approaches. Highlights of both of these methodologies are
discussed separately in the following subsections. Since this thesis belongs to the
realm of classical methods, more detail is given to this category.

2.2.1 The classical approaches

The classical approaches were largely developed in the early part of this century by the Russian school of elasticians headed by Muskhelishvili (Galin [48]).
The work of these academicians resulted in the development of the theory of
complex variables which has become one of the most powerful tools in mathematics. Specifically, Muskhelishvili and his collaborators can be given credit for
the following significant achievements: (i) the development of elegant analyti-
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cal techniques such as the theory of conformal transformations; (ii) the solution
of several fundamental integral equations; (iii) the generalisation of the existing
principles of mathematical physics comprising the theories of Cauchy, Poisson,
Green, Plemelj, Saint Venant and others; and (iv) the consolidation of all of the
above theories into a logical and systematic mathematical framework. The two
books by Muskhelishvili [125, 126] present an excellent exposition of these accomplishments in their entirety.

At the start of the 1950's another tool, known as the theory of integral
transforms, was introduced in the studies of plane elastostatic contact problems.
The principles and applications of this technique are embodied in the studies of
Sneddon [162,163]. M o d e m research on contact mechanics, especially the mixed
boundary value problems on layered bodies in contact and analyses on friction,
are largely formulated in terms of integral transforms.

While the theories of complex variables and integral transforms have
served as the two major mathematical tools in the classical category, other approaches which have been employed since the 1970's warrant a brief mention.
O n e of the complicating features of contact problems concerning bodies which
are elastic is that the contact area is unknown initially; indeed, the determination
of its size and shape forms part of the contact problem. Muskhelishvili [125] eliminated this complication by proposing that the contact between two elastic bodies
m a y be represented by an equivalentrigidfrictionless indentor acting on an elastic
half-plane. The original problem is thus simplified to a punch problem in which
the contact area is k n o w n in advance. Hall and Savage [62] adopted this approach
w h e n they formulated their elastostatic problem (corresponding to an elastohydrodynamic system), and then solved the resulting governing integral equation by
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expressing the surface pressure and displacement in terms of the Chebyshev series. The use of Chebyshev polynomials in solving integral equations arising in
plane elastostatic contact problems is discussed in Gladwell [50, 52] and England
and Shail [46]. The application of Chebyshev polynomials to plane elastic contact
problems involving circular cylinders was usedfirstby Poritsky [145], however,
his somewhat perfunctory presentation of this technique m a y explain w h y it did
not receive m u c h attention until the more recent works of Hall and Savage [62]
and Myers [127].

Asymptotic methods, which are fundamental to studies in fluid mechanics,
represent another interesting approach to solving contact problems. O f particular
importance is the research of Kalker [95] which deals with the special case in
which the bodies m a k e contact over an area which is slender, that is, the contact
area is very small in width relative to its length (which is often the case for cylindrical contact). The stress and displacement fields are assumed to change slowly
in the longitudinal direction of the contact area, such that in the neighbourhood
of the contact area the problem is two-dimensional; while in the region far away
from it, the surface tractions assume a line of concentrated forces. Tuck and Mei
[172] extended this work to the case of multiple slender bodies.

A more general approach adopted in this thesis, begins with the task of
deriving the surface displacement solutions due to a specific set of concentrated
forces. These surface displacement solutions m a y be determined from the complex
variable methods of Muskhelishvili [125]. Once these solutions are established
they are then s u m m e d over the contact area in accordance with the superposition
principle to produce the governing integral equation. In three-dimensional contact
this formulation yields integral equations which are virtually only tractable by
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numerical means. The numerical methods which have been proposed for solving
three-dimensional contact problems are discussed in Section 2.4. Finally, an excellent treatise on the analysis of contact problems using classical methods has
been presented by Gladwell [50].

2.2.2 The non-classical approaches

Non-classical approaches to the study of contact mechanics are based on
the variational theory which was introduced by Signorini in 1959 (Kikuchi and
O d e n [106]). The prime advantage of formulating contact problems within the
framework of the variational theory is that itrendersthese problems amenable to
numerical techniques. Specifically, the variational inequalities involved facilitate
the transformation of the original contact problem into a minimisation problem
of energy functionals which, on discretisation, m a y then be solved by the wellestablished techniques of mathematical programming. O w i n g to this, variational
methods have led to a number of major advances in the analysis of more difficult
classes of contact phenomena. In particular, it has opened up n e w avenues into
the studies of the contact of viscoelastic and elastoplastic materials.

Furthermore, the development of finite element methods within the variational framework has allowed the numerical simulation of a whole n e w class
of contact problems which are termed 'receding' implying that the contact area
decreases with increasing load as illustrated in Figure 2.1. This is in contrast to
advancing contact (the class to which all the contact problems discussed in this
thesis belongs) where the contact area grows with increasing load. Most of these
significant advances, which are delineated in Figure 2.2, have been achieved within
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Advancing contact

o
C

: Zero load or undeformed configuration

C : Deformed configuration

Figure 2.1 The transformation of the contact region in a receding and
advancing contact; before and after deformation.
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Figure 2.2 Development of the theory of contact mechanics.
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the non-classical framework. Clearly, the continuous enhancement of computer
power together with the development of more sophisticated numerical techniques
will pave the w a y for the future growth of contact mechanics from this perspective.
A comprehensive review of variational techniques in relation to contact mechanics
has been presented by Kikuchi and O d e n [106].

2.3 The Hertz theory of elastostatic contact

The classical theory of Hertz deals with two elastic bodies of revolution
which are brought into contact by a pair of externally applied compressive forces
F (Hertz [72]), as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Its chief objective is to establish the
precise details of h o w the forces are transmitted through the bodies—attention is
thus focused on the small area of contact at the interface. The assumptions of the
theory m a y be summarised as follows:

(i) the bodies are made of materials which are homogeneous, isotropic and
linearly elastic,

(ii) the dimensions of the contact area must be small in comparison to both
the dimensions of the bodies and the relative radii of curvature of the body
surfaces (body surfaces which satisfy this latter condition are described as
'non-conforming'), and

(iii) the contact is frictionless.
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Figure 2.3 The frictionless contact problem considered by Hertz.
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Hertz formulated the problem by examining the state of the contact before

and after deformation. In particular, the exact locations of points si and s2 whi
lie on the surface boundaries near the initial point of contact O, were noted in
each case, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. The choice for si and s2 was made on

the basis that their projections onto the x-y plane correspond to the same point.

Before deformation, the surfaces of the bodies were approximated as second-order
surfaces by virtue of assumption (ii). Hence the separation h between sj and s2
is expressed as

h = zx + z2

2 \Rlx Pix) 2 \R\y R-2y)

1

2 1 2

=

ar H

y ,

(2.3.1)

where 1/Rix and l/Riy are the principal radii of curvature of the surface of body

i (i = 1, 2) in the x and y directions; or, alternatively, h is expressed in term
of the relative radii of curvature of the two bodies, 1/RX = [l/R\x + 1/R2x]
and 1/Ry = [1/Riy + l/R2y\- After deformation, points 5! and s2 are displaced
parallel to the z-axes, towards O, by an amount 8X and 62 respectively. Denoting

the displacements of these surface points by wi(x, y) and 1^2(2^, y), the follow

statements were deduced accordingly: if the points 32 and s2 are coincident insid
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Figure 2.4 The contact of two elastic bodies; before and after deformation.
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the contact area, then

u>i(z,y) + w2(x,y) = S-

T-^-X2

- r^-y2, (2.3.2)

where <!> = <5i -(- 62; otherwise, if si and s2 lie outside the contact area, then

wi (a:, y) + w2(ar, y) > 6 - ITS-*2 ~ T5"y2> (2.3.3)

implying they lie separate from each other. Thus the essence of the contact
problem is the determination of the pressure distribution transmitted between the
surfaces in contact, such that the resulting displacements satisfy equation (2.3.2)
inside the contact area, and equation (2.3.3) outside it.

In relating the displacements to the stresses within the contact area, Hertz
postulated that by virtue of assumption (ii) each body m a y be regarded as an elastic
half-space. Consequently, he was able to use the existing results of studies on
the elastic half-space due to Boussinesq. In particular, the classical Boussinesq's
solution describes the resulting normal displacement of an elastic half-space z > 0
which is subject to a normal concentrated force P on the boundary z = 0, with
the rest of the boundary stress free as illustrated in Figure 2.5; that is

w

(*> y) =

rF

HT7=^- 2-3-4
*E

yjx1 + y 2

Thus, the normal displacement of a surface point due to a normal pressure distribution p(x, y) acting over fi is given by
.

,

(l-o2)

«*>* —nrfh

[ [

p(x',y')dx'dy'

^.l^+frV

(2 3 5)

-'
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Figure 2.5 Boussinesq's problem involving the elastic half-space.
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Substitution of the above relation into equation (2.3.2) yields
(1-a2

\

l-a2\

TTEJ

f f

p(x',y')dx>dy>

J J U y/(x - x>y + (y - y')

-KE2

_£
2

1 _2

" 2_BX

1

^

2i2y
(2.3.6)

Thefinalcondition for the contact is that of equilibrium in which the total force
F compressing the bodies together is given by
[ [ p(x,y)dxdy = F. (2.3.7)
Hertz solved the integral equation (2.3.6) together with the condition (2.3.7) by
drawing an analogy with a result in electrostatic potential theory. In particular,
he m a d e use of the fact that a charge on a conductor, whose intensity varies as
the ordinate of a semi-ellipsoid and is distributed over an elliptical region on the
surface, gives rise to a parabolic variation in electrostatic potential throughout the
surface. Moreover, his familiarity with the particular geometry of the problem
from his work on the Newton's optical interference fringes arising from glass
lenses in contact m a y have suggested that theresultingarea of contact would be
elliptical in shape. Recalling equation (2.3.1), it is evident that the contours of
constant separation h are indeed ellipses, which once again supports the hypothesis
of an elliptical contact area. Hertz concluded that the pressure distribution which
is of the form
(

\

p(x,y) =

3 P

27TXoyo

\xo)

\yo)

(2.3.8)

produces displacements within the ellipse (x/x0)2 + (y/yo) 2 = 1 in the form
w(x, y) = a1- a2x2 - a3y2; (2.3.9)
where a\, a2 and a3 are functions of the total applied force P, the elastic properties of the bodies <r, and Ei (i = 1, 2), the dimensions of the contact ellipse
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x0 and y0, and the complete elliptic integrals K(e) and E(e); K(e) and E(e)
are, respectively, complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind whose
argument is e = [1 -yo/z 2 ,] 1 / 2 , x0 > y0. Similarly, the dimensions of the contact
ellipse are given in the form of elliptic integrals whose values m a y be found from
existing tables (Dyson [42]).

The case of non-conforming line contact

The case of non-conforming line contact was considered by Hertz as the
limiting case of the above contact problem. Non-conforming line contactrefersto
the contact of two circular elastic cylinders, each with plane ends at right angles
to its axis, as depicted in Figure 2.6. W h e n these cylinders are brought into
contact under zero load they will touch along a line parallel to the y-axes. U p o n
application of a pair of normal compressive forces F per unit length, the cylinders
deform in the vicinity of the contact line which then spreads into a rectangular
area.

Hertz's approach to the line contact problem was to consider the contact
to be in plane strain, and regard it as the limit of an elliptical contact in which one
of the semi-axes of the contact ellipse was allowed to become large relative to the
other—thus degenerating into parallel fines. The contact area therefore becomes
a rectangle, or a strip, of infinite length. Following his original formulation, the
surface profile of each body near the contact area can be expressed as a quadratic
surface such that the separation between the surface points si and s2, before
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Figure 2.6 Non-conforming line contact of two circular elastic cylinders;
before and after deformation.
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deformation, is given by:

H(MV

2 3 io)

(--

where a and b denote the radii of cylinders 1 and 2, respectively. Supposing now

that in the deformed state si and s2 are coincident, then the relation for t
displacements is
Wl(x)

+ w2(x) = 6 - i Q + ^\ x2. (2.3.11)

For an elastic half-plane loaded over — £ < x < £ by a normal pressure p(x),

the surface displacements are deduced from a superposition of the displaceme

due to a concentrated normal force P acting at the origin of the elastic hal

z > 0, as shown in Figure 2.7. This elementary plane problem was solved in 1

by Flamant (Rekach [147]) who found the normal displacement on the surface t
be
w(x) = (-1~(T 'P ln x A C, (2.3.12)
"Kill

where the constant C may be determined from a suitable choice of datum point.

Thus, a simple superposition of the above solutions over the loaded strip yi

the corresponding normal displacement on the surface due to the pressure p(x
2(1 — cr2) f^
(x)= V vE ) J p(x')ln\x-x'\dx'-r-C1

(2.3.13)

which on substitution in equation (2.3.11) gives
2 (\-cr\

l-o2

7T \

E2

E\

) J_ p(x') ln \x - x'\dx' = 6 - C2 - i f I + 1 ) z 2 ,

(2.3.14)

where C\ and C2 are constants. Equation (2.3.14) is then solved subject to th
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Figure 2.7 Flamant's problem involving the elastic half-plane.
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P(±0

= o.

(2.3.15)

It is easier to deal with the derivative of equation (2.3.13) with respect to x:
l-o- 2
-KEX

l - a | \ [* p(x')dx' lfl
_£ x — x'
2 \a
TTEO
•

)

/

.

1
bJ

(2.3.16)

which is a singular integral equation of the first kind (whose solution may be
found in Muskhelishvili [126]). The pressure distribution is in the form

P(x) = ^

(e - x2f\

(2.3.17)

where the total compressive force, the maximum pressure and contact half-width
are, respectively,
= / p(x)dx,
A
2F_
Pmax —

e=

t

7?
4Fab l-al +
7t(a + b) \ T:E\

l-al
-KE2

(2.3.18)
Finally, since an unbalanced force on the elastic half-plane leads to an infinite
displacement at infinity (recall equation (2.3.12)), one of the drawbacks of the
above Hertz theory on line contact is that the relative approach of the cylinders
is consequently indeterminate. The relative approach can only be found if the
exact shapes of the bodies are taken into account in the analysis. Various analyses
which address this issue are presented in the next section.
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2.4 On the effects of curvature

The question of curvature effects in cylindrical elastostatic contacts is a
matter of considerable practical interest, especially in relation to the processing
roller systems employed in various manufacturing industries. Unfortunately, published experimental data on the important contact properties of these cylindrical
rolls, in particular the interfacial pressure distribution, are scarce. Essentially,
there are two reasons for this dearth of available information. Firstly, accurate
measurements of contact pressures present a formidable task. The area of these
contactregions,within which measurements are taken, is extremely small and thus
presents serious instrumentation problems (Sibley and Orcutt [160]). Secondly,
the commercial significance of these studies often means that companies which
have successfully undertaken such experimental studies keep theirfindingsconfidential. S o m e of the few published works of particular relevance to the present
study are those by Parish [137, 138] which report experimental results on the
contact between cylindrical rolls. These experimental results for rubber covered
rolls in contact with a metal cylinder (assumed rigid) clearly show a disparity
between the measured interfacial contact pressures and that of the Hertz estimate.
Although these departures m a y be attributed to the fact that the cylinders used
in the experiments were layered, subsequent studies conducted by Hannah [67],
which modified the Hertz theory for layered bodies, provide only a partial account
of these findings.

Apart from the genuine need to establish the effects of curvature in the
study of cylindrical contacts alluded to above, the other motivation is the need to
determine the relative approach or indentation of the cylindrical bodies in contact.
This well-known inadequacy of the Hertz theory is attributed to the fact that the
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two half-planes, which Hertz used to represent the cylinders in plane strain, are
subject to unequilibriated forces on their boundaries. In two-dimensional linear
elasticity, such unequilibriated forces lead to displacements which are arbitrary
to within a constant translation and become infinite in a logarithmic manner at
infinity.

One of the first attempts at incorporating curvature effects in the analysis
of cylindrical contact was that of Loo [109]. His approach to the problem was
to eliminate the half-plane assumption, and consider instead the exact shapes of
the bodies. Specifically, he examined the symmetrical compression of an elastic
cylinder by two identical cylinders which m a y have distinct elastic properties from
the central cylinder. H e assumed that the compressing cylinders were also subject
to systems of equal and opposite horizontal forces. Thus, by considering the
symmetrical contact system consisting of three cylinders, he was able to utilise
the existing linear elastic displacement solution for the circle under equal and
opposite concentrated forces at the boundary as depicted in Figure 2.8. This
solution, which was given by Muskhelishvili [125], m a y be stated in terms of
horizontal and vertical components respectively, as follows:

u(x,y) =

2(A + 2fi), r2
2/-cosfls
—
ln
(
- (cos 2«i — cos 2 a 2 )
47rfi I A + n
ri
A + fi a

v(x,y) =

\ /• «
. « \ 2a cos 6 y
2u ,
4:7Tfi [ A •(<*!
+ fi + a2) - (sin2ai - s m 2 a 2 ) A + p, a
(2.4.1)

where a = E/2(l + o) and A = Eo/(l + o)(l - 2o). Loo then superposed these
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Figure 2.8 Muskhelishvili's problem involving the elastic circle.
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elementary solutions over the contact circumferential arc, — s0 < t < s0 to derive
an integral equation for the contact pressure distribution p(t):
z
2 (11 —
- aa})
) f°

^r-L 0
+

r

p(5) lntan

l

\i-s\
2a + cos

G)C°S U

2 ( l - o - | ) fao , ,ln tan — —
M
\F
\
2b

(d

\- cos

ds

cos,-

ds

= a l-cos(l) +4l-cos(i) "«.
(2.4.2)
on the assumption that a pair of circumferential points having the same circumferential distance on each cylinder come into contact, and remain so throughout
deformation; a schematic together with the nomenclature of Loo's problem is
given in Figure 2.9. In solving the governing integral equation (2.4.2) he expressed the trigonometric functions in terms of a power series, and then neglected
second-order terms thereby reducing (2.4.2) to
«0

(2.4.3)
/

p(s) In \t — s\ds = Ci — c2t2,
where the constants c\ and c2 are defined by
ci = FE*

cr2

ln2a + i ^ l n 2 6 - l
Eo
L £i

TTE"

c2 =

1

+

; A)

+

1-a2
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j
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x8E*

l-ol\ 2F_
E2b2 J TT
(2.4.4)
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Assumption:
Points, /1 and 12, of the same circumferential distance from the initial point
of contact (x,y) = (a,0), meet and remain in contact after deformation;
11 = ad 1 = 12 = bd 2.

Figure 2.9 The contact problem considered by Loo.
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and
So

/

p(s)di
•So

E*

E\

E2
(2.4.5)

Equation (2.4.3) is of the same type as the Hertz integral equation (2.3.14
that the constants cx and c2 are different. As can be seen above, the constants ci
and c2 are defined in terms of the radii of curvature of the bodies and are thus
regarded as 'curvature correction' terms. Loo'sresultsmay be summarised as
follows; the contact circumferential pressure, the contact circumferential arc, the
total applied force and the relative approach are, respectively,
P(t) = ^j(sl-t2)i,

(\C2SI-Ci)

F=
6 = F, r - ^ l „ 2 o +

?Xy!lla2b+ -Lin (~ic
TCE2

'

TTE*

\ F

J

TTE*

(2.4.6)

The shortcoming of this mathematical approach lies in the fact that the approximations made in reducing the governing integral equation (2.4.2) to (2.4.3) incur
errors which are essentially of the same order of magnitude as those associated
with the approximations of the Hertz theory.
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Sternberg and Turteltaub [169] presented the first rigorous analysis of the
symmetrical compression of an elastic cylinder within the framework of plane
strain linear elasticity. They discussed the simplest case involving two rigid,
flat and parallel plate compressors. A schematic with the nomenclature of their
problem is given in Figure 2.10. Their formulation leads to a singular integral
equation for the unknown horizontal pressure distribution p(9) in the contact
region — 6Q < 6 < 60, accompanied by a set of boundary conditions. These
conditions, which apply on the boundary of the cylinder in both its undeformed
and deformed state, may be summarised as follows. Denoting the horizontal and
vertical surface tractions by rrx and rry respectively, and the horizontal surface
displacement by it, the boundary conditions are:

(i) no surface tractions are applied outside the contact region,

rrx =0, 00<0<^; (2.4.7)

(ii) the contact is completely frictionless,

rry = 0, 0 < 0 < ^; (2.4.8)

(iii) the horizontal displacement is specified within the contact region,

u = a(cos0* -cos0), O<0<0O; (2.4.9)
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deformed
surface
deformed state

Figure 2.10 The contact problem considered by Sternberg and Turteltaub.
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(iv) the bodies do not penetrate each other,

u < a(cos0„ - cos0),

0Q<0

< -;

(2.4.10)

(v) no tensile force develops throughout the contact region,

rri < 0, 0 < 0 < 0O; (2.4.11)

(vi) the contact pressure distribution must be zero at the edge of the conta
region,
rri =0, 0 = 0O; (2.4.12)

and lastly, (vii) the equilibrium condition which must hold is:

fe° -F
/

Trxd6

=

.

(2.4.13)

J — Oo

The governing singular integral equation for the horizontal contact pressure
—rrx was reduced to a mixed Hilbert problem for the half-plane, the solution

of which yielded the solution to the original problem. Specifically, an exac

formula for the contact pressure, the contact width and the relative approac
were presented:
, ,

£(sin2 0 O - sin2 0)*

p

W=(l-a*)(l

+

2a sin 0 O

co^0)' 1*1 ^«;
(1 - 2o)a(E' - cos2 0OK')

^_(l + cos20o) (l-a)(l+cos20o)
2a(E - sin2 0 O K )
6 a
~ (l + cos20o) ;
(2.4.14)

„

I/H

]
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where K and K' are complete elliptic integrals of the first kind, and E and E'
are complete elliptic integrals of the second kind, namely
K = K(cos0 o ),
K ' = K(sin0 o ),
E = E(cos0 o ),
E ' = E(sin0 o )-

The distinguishing feature of this mathematical approach lies in the aforementioned boundary conditions. Specifically, conditions (ii) and (iii) define surface
stresses and deformations of the central cylinder over part of its deformed surface. In contrast, the conventional approach in solving boundary value problems
involves boundary conditions which are prescribed entirely on the undeformed
surface.

Gladwell [50], using the formulation of Sternberg and Turteltaub [169],
proposed a different solution procedure utilising a combination of complex potentials relating to the unit circle loaded over a pair of its antipodal arcs. H e applied
this approach to the case of compression by two rigid cylinders. In addition,
he presented afirstapproximation to the problem of symmetric compression by
elastic cylinders, originally attempted by L o o [109],

Alternative methods toward identifying the relative approach of the bodies
have been adopted by Schwartz and Harper [156] and Johnson [89]. The former
workers used a formal perturbation procedure to provide a measure of the relative
approach between a pair of circular elastic cylinders. Johnson [89], on the other
hand, gives a simple expression for the relative approach by assuming the cylinder
is subject to a stress distribution from two stressfields:thefirstcorresponds to two
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pressure distributions from contact with a pair of half-spaces along its antipodal
arcs, and the second is due to a constant bi-axial tension which subsequently frees
the boundary of the cylinder from stress.

2.5 On the effects of sharp edges and surface layers

The effect of sharp edges in elastostatic contact behaviour is a threedimensional phenomenon.

Accordingly, a proper analysis of it must be per-

formed within the framework of three-dimensional linear elasticity. In this section w e delineate the development of the three-dimensional elastostatic branch
of contact mechanics, with particular emphasis on studies which are concerned
specifically with the two complicating aspects of cylindrical contact: sharp edges
and surface layers. T h e plane strain theories (for example, the Hertz theory)
which assume that the cylinders are of infinite length, do not take into consideration the contact at the roller ends. In practice these end regions exhibit
contact behaviour which differ significantly from those over the central portion of the cylinder length. A s depicted in Figure 2.11, high stress concentrations exist at these edges which m a y have detrimental implications for the
roller contact system; indeed, these are proven sites for the onset of fatigue and
wear. Surface layers, on the other hand, are of practical interest because various cylindrical contact systems are covered by materials with distinct properties from their substrate (i.e., the core). The range of such systems spans from
the rubber-covered steel rollers which are widely used in processing machineries to the steel roller bearings with a 'softer' core (i.e., a material of lower
elastic modulus, such as aluminium or magnesium (Chiu and Hartnett [25]).
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Figure 2.11 Finite line contact and the resulting contact pressure distribution
with the characteristic stress concentrations at the roller ends.
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Assuming the bodies may each be approximated as half-spaces (i.e., without accounting for the existence of sharp edges and/or surface layers), the threedimensional elastostatic contact problem may be formally stated as follows: determine the relative approach 8, the contact area O, and the distribution of pressure
p(x, y) which acts therein for a prescribed normal force F (or, alternatively, the
relative approach may be specified in which case the total applied force F must
be sought) given that
(1~<7 2 ) t f p(x,y) dxdy
-KEX

J Jn

p

(1 - a2) f f p(x,y) dxdy
T:E2

J JQ

p

( = o, (x,y)en,
+ h(x,y) -8 <
( > 0 , (x,y)<£Q,
(2.5.1)
subject to the condition of equilibrium

J J p(x\y')dx'dy' = F, (2.5.2)

where p = y/(x — x')2 + (y — y')2 and h(x, y) represents the separation o
two bodies before deformation, Le., at zero load.

As discussed in Section 2.3, Hertz found a closed form solution to the
above problem for the special case in which h(x, y) is of the second-order form:
h(x,y) = cQ + cxx2+c2y2, (2.5.3)

where c0, ci and c2 are constants. If, however, the bodies have surface p
whose separation at zero load cannot be expressed in the above form (such as,
at a sharp edge) then the contact problem involves solving integrals which are
analytically intractable. The same mathematical complication arises if one of
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the bodies is layered (this problem is dealt with in Chapter 5). Consequendy,
various numerical theories have evolved. These theories were designed to generate
mathematical models not only of the contact between homogeneous bodies of
arbitrary profiles, but of other classes of contact phenomena. Such phenomena
which are frequently encountered in modem day structures and machinery possess
complex features and mechanisms, and are therefore beyond the scope of the ideal
Hertz theory.

The numerical procedures for solving three-dimensional elastostatic contact
problems may be classified into two types: variational and non-variational. In
this section, the underlying principles of these two types of numerical approaches
are discussed in reference to the elastic half-space contact problem (in which the
bodies are each represented by a homogeneous elastic half-space). The treatment
of contact problems incorporating sharp edges and surface layers are, in essence,
modified versions of the numerical theories employed to solve the elastic halfspace contact system. A review of previous research which incorporated such
modifications follows the discussion on the half-space contact system.

The numerical solution of three-dimensional contact problems begins with a
discretisation process in which the tentative contact area 12* is divided into small
elements of a certain size and shape so as to form a grid. Then the continuous
contact pressure distribution is approximated by a set of elemental pressures of a
specific form acting at the discrete elements. It is convenient in this discussion
to assume a regular grid in which the elements are all of equal size A, and that
a uniform or constant pressure pj acts at each element j. Next the idea of an
"influence coefficient" is introduced. Specifically, an influence (or flexibility)
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coefficient ay represents the displacement at the centroid of element i, (xi,yi)
due to a unit pressure acting at element j:

aii=

y p fj

*v

(2.5.4)

such that the displacement is expressed as

wfaij yt) = ^ «ijPi5 (2.5.5)
i
In discretised form, the governing equations are thus (2.5. l)i in the contact region:

Y^ FiiPj + h(Xi,

yi)

-8 = 0, (2.5.6)
j

and the equilibrium condition (2.5.2) which becomes

Variational approach

The basic principle in formulating a contact problem using the variational approach is to regard the true contact area and the pressure distribution which acts
therein as those which minimise an appropriate energy function. This leads to a
set of governing equations for the contact system which are in a form amenable
to computation. Specifically, the variational inequalities of the theory lead to
statements which constitute a minimisation problem of functionals. In a numerical implementation these problems m a y be discretised, thereby facilitating their
solutions from well-developed techniques of optimisation such as quadratic programming.
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Conry and Seireg [30] were among thefirstto establish the connection
between mathematical programming and the frictionless contact problem. They
formulated a procedure which utilised a simplex-type algorithm to minimise the

total potential energy of the two bodies in contact. At an arbitrary element i t
governing equation (2.5.1) was rewritten in the form

Y2 FijPj + h(x{, yi)-8- g(xi,yi) = 0, (2.5.8)
3

wherein the new variable y(x,, y,) is such that
g(xi,yi)>0, (2.5.9)
and
Fij = aij +ay . (2.5.10)
J

J

body(l)

J

body(2)

Thus the criterion for contact becomes
if g(xi, y{) = 0 then p(xt, yi) > 0,
if g(xi,yi) > 0 then p(xi,yi) = 0,
(2.5.11)

and the solution for the discretised contact problem is the set of pressures pi =

p(xi,y,) (i = 1,2,... n) which satisfy (2.5.4) to (2.5.11). In these terms the co

tact problem can be stated as: find a solution (R, 8, G) satisfying the constrai

-CR + 8e + IG = H,
eTR = F,
either pi = 0 or gi = 0,
and with pi, gi and 8 > 0
(2.5.12)
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where C = [Fij],n x n; R = \pi\,n x 1; e = [l],rc x 1; H = [/*,], n x 1;
G = [yj],n x 1 (a vector of slack variables). For n discrete pressures, the strain
energy for the two bodies m a y be written as
Strain energy = RTCR (2.5.13)

such that finally the contact problem assumes the form of a quadratic programming
problem:

minimise

R T (CR + H-£e)
such that

- C R + 6e<H,
e T R = F,
R > 0,

8 > 0.
(2.5.14)

Kalker [94, 96] independently applied the variational approach to contact
problems involving homogeneous bodies for both frictionless and frictional conditions. H e reduced the problem to one in which the total complementary energy
U* was minimised subject to the condition of strictly positive contact pressures
Pi (i = 1,2,...n). The total complementary energy U* defined as

r/* = I // p(Ul + u2)dQ + f [ p(h- 8))d£l (2.5.15)
result in the discretised form:

U

* = f E { T,Fi>Pi \P* + ^ ]•>(*. -*), (2.5.16)
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where U* is an objective function quadratic in /?,-. The problem was then reduced
to finding the pressures p,- (i = 1,2,...n) which minimise U* subject to pi > 0
(i = 1,2,... n). This was readily solved using a standard quadratic programming
routine to yield the values for the true contact pressures. The contact area, whose
shape is defined to the accuracy of the element size by the boundary between zero
and non-zero pressures, appeared as a by-product of these calculations. Kalker
and van Randen [98, 99] extended this method to frictionless contact problems
between two bodies of general profiles which are either linear or non-linear elastic.
In an effort to produce more accurate models for the contact pressure distribution,
they adopted a piecewise linear form for the elemental pressures. This approach,
however, led to complicated expressions requiring longer computational time with
little gain in accuracy.

Oh and Trachman [133] applied the method proposed by Conry and Seireg
[30] to the contact of cylinders which were partially crowned at the ends. They
demonstrated a procedure which could be implemented in a design level, in particular, for tracking an optimum profile for roller bearings; i.e., the profile which
leads to the m i n i m u m stress concentration at the roller edges. A n illustration of
the profile correction used to relieve these stress concentrations in roller bearing
manufacture is given in Figure 2.12.

In the methods discussed above, sharp edge loading was not properly
accounted for. T h e method proposed by O h and Trachman [133] merely suggests
the use of a finer grid (i.e., smaller elements) in the regions where the profile
of the roller varies abruptly. Although, this approach m a y be adequate for wellrounded roller ends, this is not suitable for modelling sharp ends or severe
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edge loaded contacts (i.e., for which little profile correction was implemented).

An interesting study which provided a genuine resolution of the problem
offiniteroller contact is that of de Mul, Kalker and Frederikson [124]. They
introduced a twofold adjustment of the basic half-space model proposed by Kalker
[96]. Specifically, their adjustment incorporates both the finite length and the finite
depth of the contact. Simulation of thefinitelength of the roller contact is achieved
using a "mirroring technique". In essence, the idea is to simulate the stress free
end faces of the roller by assuming the elastic half-space pressure distribution and
then reflecting the pressure distribution about 'mirror' planes located precisely at
the end faces. In consequence, the shear stresses at the end faces cancel out due to
symmetry; however, the normal stresses double. Hetenyi [73] and Keer, Lee and
M u r a [103] presented methods which eliminate the normal stress but both these
methods are complicated and involve major computational work. In an effort
to develop a faster method, de Mul, Kalker and Frederikson [124] introduced
an approximation by neglecting the normal stresses at the end faces of the roller.
They justified this approximation based on afindingby Ruesner [148] w h o pointed
out that the influence of the normal stress is so small and hence m a y be neglected.

The adjustment for the finite depth of the contact was also attributed to
Ruesner [148]. de M u l et al. described that Ruesner "observed w h e n playing
with a rubber eraser on a table top" that a piece of rubber which is subject to an
applied load deforms within a neighbourhood near the point of action of that load.
Far away from this neighbourhood, however, the surface of the rubber appeared
undisplaced. Based on this, the depth adjustment to the half-space theory was
m a d e such that the displacement vanished at a certain depth £ below the surface
boundary. This was achieved by subtracting the displacement at the level £ from
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that at the surface using the elastic half-space theory.

Non-variational approach

Singh and Paul [161] were among the first to employ a non-variational
approach to the solution of three-dimensional elastostatic contact problems. Together with the conditions (2.5.1) and (2.5.2), they add that the contact pressure
must satisfy

p(x,y)>0, (x,y)eQ,
p(x,y) = 0,

(x,y)$Q
(2.5.17)

The integrals defining the flexibiUty coefficients for the discretised eleme
1,2,... n in equation (2.5.4) were evaluated by numerical quadrature. Equations
(2.5.6) and (2.5.7) generate (n + 1) linear algebraic equations for the n unknown
pressures and the (n + l)th unknown which is the relative approach 8. The
resulting pressures are subsequently checked against the inequalities of (2.5.17); if
the discretised pressures do not stricdy satisfy these inequalities then the tentative
contact area is systematically adjusted until all these inequalities are satisfied.
This method was shown to be numerically unstable in the general sense because
the solution vector of the set of (n + 1) linear algebraic equations is sensitive to
small perturbation in the elements of the influence coefficient matrix. If, however,
the contact system possesses some symmetry and this feature is utilised to full
advantage the method is capable of providing good predictions for the stresses.

Hartnett [69] adopted the basic principles of Singh and Paul [161] but
employed a new procedure which overcame the numerical difficulties described
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above. Specifically, Hartnett [69] used the flexibiUty method of analysis in conjunction with the Boussinesq half-space force-displacement relation and designed
an iterative scheme to solve the u n k n o w n pressures. This method imposes no restrictions whatsoever on contact symmetry, hence it is appUcable to misalignments
in roller contact.

The theory of linear elasticity models sharp edges in contact systems as stress
singularities. Thus the best w a y to model sharp edges within the framework of
linear elasticity is to inbed the appropriate stress singularity in the numerical
theory. Dundurs and Lee [40] performed a comprehensive analytical study on
the exact nature of stress singularities for frictionless contact, while Comninou
[29] provided the complementary study for the frictional situation. The stress
singularities were found to be governed by the elastic properties of the bodies and
the precise geometry of the contacting edge. In particular, Dundurs and Lee [40]
concluded that for a sharp rigid edge the stress singularity is of the form 1/p1?2
where p is the distance to the sharp edge. In accordance with this, Ahmadi, Keer
and M u r a [1] extended the scheme of Hartnett [69] by specifying at the outset the
inverse square root stress singularity near the edges of a rigid roller. Moreover,
they simplified Hartnett's scheme by reducing the number of parameters to be
checked per iteration to one. This method is discussed in detail and implemented
in Chapter 5. Hartnett and Kannel [70] compared the predictions of this theory
with experimental values of contact stresses for simple roll profiles and found
good agreement for all cases. Kannel and Hartnett [101] conducted the same
evaluation for roller contacts under severe edge-loaded conditions involving very
little profile correction. In addition, they looked at conditions of misaUgnment
which are k n o w n to further exacerbate the stress concentrations at roller ends.
Their results highlight not only the real occurrence of high pressures near roller
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edges but also the subsequent increase in contact area in these regions.

Johnson [89] discusses the physical mechanisms underlying the sharp edge
phenomenon. The reason for the high stresses at the edges is because an increase
in pressure is necessary to produce the same deformation which prevails in the
central portion of the cyUnder length. This is due to the fact that the deformations
at the cyUnder mid-length are caused by forces which act on either side, whereas at
the edges the compressive forces extend in one direction only; the other direction
is stress free. The question which n o w arises is: h o w can the theory of linear
elasticity (with its Umitation to small strains, stresses and displacements) provide a
vaUd model for this phenomenon? Infinite stress is a concept which is, of course,
never realised in practice. Real materials will yield at finite stress. Nonetheless, as
demonstrated in Chapter 5 these predictions can serve as a useful tool in qualitative
analyses of contact behaviour. Specifically, in an industrial scenario, a parametric
study of the relevant contact system over a wide range of operational conditions
would lead to some conclusions on the behaviour of that system. Moreover,
Johnson [89] cites that in linear elasticfracturemechanics these predictions have
provided valuable information on stress concentrations and the probable extent of
plastic flow.

A numerical method for determining the pressure distribution and footprint
shape for the roller incorporating edge effects was also given by Heydari and G o har [74]. Their method was specifically designed to allow roll profile variations in
the search for the ideal profile which will yield a longitudinal pressure distribution
which is either nearly uniform or one without any severe edge peaks. O w i n g to
the great significance of this subject in the roll bearing manufacturing industry,
other studies which are not mentioned here have been performed with the same
objective in mind.
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Mostofi and Gohar [122], Bahadoran and Gohar [7], Hooke [76], Wymer
and Cameron [175] studied elastohydrodynamic(EHL)finiteline contacts both
from a theoretical and experimental point of view. Under these lubricated conditions, edge effects are manifested once again by pressure peaks as encountered
in elastostatic contact. A n interesting finding in these E H L research is that the
m a x i m u m pressure is found at each roller end and not at the outlet regions where
it occurs for an infinite Une contact, as depicted in Figure 2.13. This demonstrates
that the high concentrations of edge pressures in elastostaticfiniteUne contact
manifest themselves under lubricated conditions and must thus be accounted for
in the analyses of E H L line contact systems.

In general, the various numerical methods of solution proposed for the
three-dimensionalfrictionlesscontact of homogeneous bodies can be applied to
layered bodies. The modificationrequiredis the calculation of the appropriate flexibility coefficient. Chiu and Hartnett [25] applied the technique of Hartnett [69]
to the layered elastic half-space problem by using a modifiedflexibilitycoefficient
which they derived from a superposition of the generalised Boussinesq's solution.
Burmister [22] established the solution to the problem of a layer perfectly bonded
to a half-space subject to a normal concentrated force at the boundary surface.
This solution which is k n o w n as the generaUsed Boussinesq's solution reduces to
the well-known Boussinesq's solution for the particular case in which the elastic
properties of the layer and the half-space are the same. Since this technique is
implemented in Chapter 5, more details will be provided there. Other relevant
research include that of M u k i and D o n g [123] on the semi-infinite layered elastic media under a specified axisymmetric surface traction, and the theory of Bufler
[21] on multilayered media. These studies were performed with a view to provide
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Figure 2.13 Isobars at the roller end region of contact under lubricated conditions.
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stresses and deformations of layered soil deposits which are of great interest in
foundation and geotechnical engineering.

The method of Hartnett [69] has been successfully applied by various
workers to study different classes of contact problems: Ahmadi, Keer and M u r a
[1] extended the scheme to incorporate friction; Keer, Lee and M u r a [103] applied
it to a punch problem involving the elastic quarter-space; and more recently, Chiu
and Hartnett [26] presented a modifiedflexibilitycoefficient unique to cylindrical
bodies (i.e., without using the half-space assumption).

Variational versus Non-variational

Comparisons of the results generated from variational methods with those
from non-variational techniques, have generaUy shown that the former provide
more accurate predictions of the'global' properties such as therelativeapproach
of the bodies or the total force. The contact pressure distribution is predicted with
good accuracy at the expense of the form of the contact area, which is represented
crudely. This is also true infrictionalstudies in which the boundaries between
the regions of slip and adhesion are poorly defined. A highly refined mesh or grid
would have to be implemented to ascertain the form of the contact area.

Non-variational methods, on the other hand, have the advantage that they
give good predictions of aU the properties of the contact: the contact pressure
distribution, the contact area and the aforementioned global properties. Moreover,
the non-variational formulation leads to faster computer programs. The drawback,
however, is that the scope of numerically tractable problems within the nonvariational framework is Umited and is generally confined to simple geometries
andfrictionlesscases.
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CHAPTER 3 Symmetrical Compression of a
Circular Elastic Cylinder
At one time there were prophets of misfortune; they reiterated that all the problems have been solved, that
after them there would only be nothing but gleanings (eft....rBut the pessimists have always been compelled
to retreat so that I believe there are none (eft today.
'Soincari

3.1 Introduction

The question of curvature is addressed in this chapter by considering the
problem of a circular elastic cyUnder symmetricaUy compressed by two identical
arbitrary compressors. We adopt an approach which is based on the work of
Loo [109] for the specific case of compression by rigid circular cylinders. Loo's

analysis utiUses the well-known tinear elastic solution for a cylinder under a pai
of equal and opposite concentrated forces on its boundary. The solution to this
problem, which is illustrated in Figure 3.1, may be found in MuskheUshviU [125].

In the first instance, we consider the case of an elastic cylinder compressed
by two arbitrary rigid compressors. By the Green's function method, we formulate

an integral equation for the pressure distribution by superposition ofthe Unear ela
tic displacement solution for the cylinder under equal and opposite concentrated
forces. We then reduce the integral equation to one involving the finite HUbert
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ure 3.1 The circular elastic cylinder subject to a pair of equal and opposite
concentrated forces at the boundary.
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transform and accordingly deduce an exact solution for the contact pressure. This
solution is itself in terms of the finite Hilbert transform which may be evaluated
easily for the simplest geometries. For more complicated body shapes, however,
the finite Hilbert transform may have to be evaluated either approximately or
numericaUy. Moreover, as we iUustrate in Appendix Al, the analytical approximations may be readily extended to include higher order terms, or be utilised
to derive explicit form expressions for the pressure distributions relating to some
artificially constructed compressors. For completeness the necessary finite HUbert
transforms are listed thereinafter.

In Section 3.3 we derive a formula for the contact pressure appropriate for
the compression of an elastic cylinder by rigid parallel plates. This formula is
consistent with the result obtained originaUy by Sternberg and Turteltaub [169]
and later recovered independentiy by Gladwell [50]; both solutions arose from a
complex variable formulation of the problem. In Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we examine
the cases in which an elastic circular cyUnder is deformed by rigid compressors:
(i) circular cylinders and (ii) elliptical cylinders, respectively. A simple exact

expression for the contact pressure is attained in special situations: in case (i), i
the radii of the circular cylinders are the same as that of the central cylinder, or

in case (ii), if the minor axis of the elliptical cylinders coincide with that of the
central cylinder.
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In Section 3.6 w e examine briefly the cases pertaining to compressors
which are elastic; parallel plates and circular cylinders are considered. In the

final section we give a full numerical evaluation of the finite Hilbert transform f
the case of symmetrical compression by rigid circular cylinders. We compare the
numerical results with both the Hertz estimate and the approximate expression for
the contact pressure.

3.2 Formulation by the Green's function method

Consider a circular elastic cyUnder which is symmetrically deformed by
two identical rigid compressors as shown in Figure 3.2. We assume that in the
contact region —0O < 0 < 0o, circumferential points of the cylinder undergo a
horizontal displacement of magnitude e minus the 'initial gap' towards the centre
of the cylinder where e is assumed to be the displacement of each of the rigid
compressors. Thus for the right-hand compressor X = f(Y), circumferential
points in the contact region undergo a horizontal displacement of magnitude

e - {a(l - cos 0) + [f (a sin 0) - a]} ,

in the negative X-direction. Following Loo [109] it may be easily shown, using
the classical linear elastic solution for two equal and opposite horizontal con-

centrated forces, that the horizontal displacement for circumferential points of th
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p(d)add

.p(0)ad6

X
a.
X=-f(Y)

X=f(Y)

Figure 3.2 The symmetricalrigidcompression of a circular elastic cylinder;
therigidcompressors are given by X = +f(Y), where/ is even
mdflO) = a.
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cylinder is given by

u(a cos 0, a sin 0) = ——-—-a j p(tj>) < log tan •— 1- cos 0 cos ip > dtp

= f(a sin 0) — acos0 — e,
(3.2.1)

where p(0) denotes the unknown horizontal pressure distribution in the contact
region which is an even function. Since p(0) is even, (3.2.1) can be written
alternatively as

j ° p(t/>) | log tan '

^' + cos(0 - t/>) 1

r rf

TvE

• /\\

n

i

2a(l - a )•{/(asm0) — acos0 — e),
2

(3.2.2)

which on differentiating withrespectto 0, and noting the elementary integral

/ °OS " de = log tan V + cos0, (3.2.3)

J_n/2 sm0

6

2

v

;

gives
fe°
cos2(0 - ib)
nE
/_„ ^'IRWP = 2(irP) {" « + /*(« sin •) cos «} (3.2.4)

where the symbol prime denotes differentiation with respect to the indicated argument.
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W e n o w proceed to reduce (3.2.4) to an integral equation involving the

finite Hilbert transform. Again using the fact that p(0) is even, (3.2.4) can
shown to become

+

2(l^)/,(asing)c08g-

(3.2.5)

W e n o w consider the left-hand side of (3.2.5) as foUows:
9o

p(i/>)dif>
J-$0 sin(0 - tj)) J0 sin(0
sin(0—- t/<>/)>) yJ
si + t/>)
o 0 sin(0

0

= 2sin0 /

Jo

4si n 0 /'"

p(V0c o s i^dtj)
sin(0 - V ) sin(0 + V>)

P(</>)coBiJ>dtl>

./o (cos20-cos20)

-2sin0 '^ K^)cos^0
./o (sin^ V> - sinJ 0)
(3.2.6)

Thus on introducing

z = sin 0,

£ = sinV>,
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q(z)=p(sin~1(z)),
(3.2.7)

w e have

/- J*|W_ . _2, f° ^L , _ P « (3.2.8)
;_<,„ sm(0 - V>)

J0 (e2 - z2)

J_ZQ ( C - 2 )

where z0 denotes sin 0O. Finally from (3.2.5) and (3.2.8) we may deduce a singular
integral equation involving the finite Hilbert transform, namely

/_„ ^ - - {2(T^j+y_M«(««} * - so^/vxi - o
(3.2.9)

If we now introduce

X =~

z
5

y=

?

ZQ

<K*)--= q(xz )
0

then,

»(*)={w^i + i L4iy)dy}x+wyy/iaz°x)il -zW)^
(3.2.10)

and the singular integral equation (3.2.9) becomes the airfoil equation or the fin
Hilbert transform in standard form,
1 f1 <f>(y)dy

* L y y = -9(x)'

(3 2 n

-->
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the general solution of which m a y be found in Tricomi [171] (p. 173) as

(! - *M,) = | £ «y)*

+

I £ ^'fW (3.2.12)

Noting that the pressure function p(9) is such that p(±0o) is zero we have from
(3.2.12) and <£(±1) = 0,

J1 <f>(y)dy = £ (1±^) 2 y(y)<-y = - £ (j=-^ ' g(y)dy, (3.2.13)
and the last equaUty can be confirmed because g(x) is an odd function. From
(3.2.12) and (3.2.13) we have

yi±n ni^y.) jwdy.
TT

J-i\l + yJ

y-x
(3.2.14)

From this equation and <j>(l) = 0 w e require that

f ,fV)dL

= 0>

(3.2.15)

2

J-i (l-y )2
which is again valid because g(x) is odd. From (3.2.14) and (3.2.15) we have

* J-i (1-y2)* {\y-xj J
and therefore we may deduce

^ - (i-*2)' f1 9(y) dy
nJ)

z
*

/

rr7
2

r,

y_i (l-y )2 (y-x)

(3.2.16)
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as an alternative to (3.2.12) which automatically incorporates the conditi
<f>(±l) = 0.

On equating the two expressions (3.2.12) and (3.2.16) for <j>(x) and makin
use of (3.2.15) it is not difficult to establish the identity

lf%(y)dy = lf -fl^ay, (3.2.17)
w

J-i

* J-i (l-y2)*

which when utilised in (3.2.12) yields yet another expression for <f>(x), n

(1 - *»)*«,) = I /' -S^. (1ZS) iy. (3.2.18)
* J-i ( l - y 2 ) ^ V y - x J

Furthermore, we note that because of the relation shown in (3.2.15), the in

in (3.2.18) is necessarily zero for x = ±1 and therefore (f>(x) as given b

is not infinite at these points. In the foUowing three sections we consider

special cases involving rigid compressors: parallel plates, circular cylind
elliptical cylinders, respectively.

3.3 Compression by rigid parallel plates

For rigid parallel plates initially located at X = ±a we have f(Y) = a and

therefore f'(Y) = 0 and from (3.2.10) g(x) is simply linear. Using the stan
result for finite Hilbert transforms
1 f1 y(l-y 2 )i

7

1
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w e have for example, from (3.2.12)

d - ,»>*«,) = i £ «„)*+{5^+J £ *m) (l - **)
(3.3.2)
and from this equation and ^(±1) finite (actually zero) we may deduce

?/_>* = ^ Jx»-».r

(3 3 3)

-'

which could also have been obtained from equation (3.2.17). From these equation
we may readily confirm
_ Ez0(l - s2)*
#*) = (1_<T2)(2-,2)-

(3 3 4)

'-

In terms of the original variables of the problem it is a simple matter to
verify that the pressure distribution is given by
_ £(sin20o-sin20)*
* W = (l-<x 2 )(l + cos 2 0o)'

|(?l

~ ^°'

(3 3 5)

-"

where the contact angle 0o is determined by the condition that the total force
exerted by the horizontal pressure is the prescribed applied force, that is,
j p(9)ad9 = F, (3.3.6)
J-0o

which involves elliptic integrals. The expression (3.3.5) is precisely that obt
by Sternberg and Turteltaub [169] which is also given by Gladwell [50]. (The
corresponding expression (3.3.5) given by Gladwell [50] contains the radius of
the cylinder as a factor which is a typing error.)
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3.4 Compression by rigid circular cylinders

For rigid circular cyUnders of radius b, initially in contact at X =
function f(Y) is given by

f(Y) = a + b-(b2-Y2)i, (3.4.1)

and therefore g(x) defined by (3.2.10) becomes

(3.4.2)

and evidendy if b/a < 1, then the contact angle 0O must be such that 0

sin-1(6/a). In the special case when b = a, g(x) is again simply linea
using (3.3.1) we have from (3.2.12)

(i - x2)H(x) = \J^ d>(y)dy + [j^^ + Z-~J\ #*)<&} Q - *2) •
(3.4.3)

From this equation and <f>(±l) = 0 (or directly from (3.2.17)) we have

\f_My)dy=(1_*«2_4Y (3.4.4)
which together with (3.4.3) yields
., , 2Ez0(l-x2)$

Thus, in the special case of b = a, the pressure distribution is give
,a. 2£(sin20o-sin20)i
^ ) = ( l - . 2 ) ( l + cos20o)-

W

*«»

( 3 A

^
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where 0o is again determined by the condition (3.3.6).

If b ^ a then the problem of evaluating the Hilbert transform in either
(3.2.12) or (3.2.16) is far more difficult. However from (3.2.16) and (3.4.2) we
have

rSHw^A/AA

(I-*2)

f1 [_

Eaz0
+

2

2TT(1- o ) Aj L(l

(1 " *oV)
-y )(62-a%2y2)J
2

ydy
(y-x)'
(3.4.7)

where w e have utilised a standard result forfiniteHilbert transforms, namely

I/1

*

=0

2

TT J-i (1 -y )*(y-

(3.4.8)

x)

From (3.2.17) and (3.4.2) w e can deduce

Uj(y)dy=2(l-*)l2-zl
x0 +

-H—

(i-^oV)
y2dy >,
2
2
2 2 2
y )(6 -a z y )J
(3.4.9)

as an exact result for the integral of (f>(x). The integral on the right-hand side

of (3.4.9) can, if necessary, be expressed in terms of standard elliptic function
We also observe that for the special case b = a, it is not difficult to show that
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(3.4.9) agrees with (3.4.4). W e can also derive (3.4.9) by multiplying (3.4.7) by
(1 — x2) 2, integrating x from —1 to 1 and making use of another standard result
for finite Hilbert transforms, namely

i l1 (i - y2)'
* J-1 (y-x)

•dy = -x.

(3.4.10)

In thefinalsection w e present a full numerical evaluation of (3.4.7). In
general for b ^ a there are a variety of possible approximations to the finite
Hilbert transform arising in either (3.2.12), (3.2.16) or (3.2.18). For example if
we approximate f(Y) by

/(K) *«+£ + £, (3.4.11)
and (1 - zlx2)* arising in g(x) by 1 - z2.x2/2 and then from (3.2.10) we have
,2 fl

x

(3.4.12)
and from (3.2.16) w e can deduce

^{^(!+o+*/>»;
+

5£W(§M(
••+_•:
(3.4.13)
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Now either we can use this estimate in conjunction with the exact value of the

integral appearing on the right-hand side, obtained from (3.4.9) or we can evaluate
this integral to the same approximation as the above estimate. On multiplying
(3.4.13) by (1 — x2)~2 and integrating x from —1 to 1 we obtain

so that (3.4.13) becomes
,

N

Ez0 (l-x2)*

(a

\

«*) *(i-V.)(2-,8) (I + x )
z2-

^•fSG-O

z2 + 4 + 4x 2 (2 - z2)
(3.4.15)

W e observefirstlythat the leading term of this equation gives a standard approximation to this problem (as shown by Gladwell [50], p. 403), secondly this estimate
gives the exact result (3.4.5) in the special case b = a and thirdly the numerical

results given in Section 3.7 indicate that (3.4.15) is an excellent approximation t
(3.4.7) especially for b/a > 1.

3.5 Compression by rigid elliptical cylinders

For rigid elliptical cylinders of major and minor axes A and B respectively
and initially just touching the circular cylinder at X = a, the function f(Y) is
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given by
A(B2-Y2)i

f(Y) = a + A-

(3.5.1)

so that g(x) defined by (3.2.10) becomes
Ez0
2(1-a2)

g(x) =

+

^ J_^ <f>(y)dy

EaAz0
f 1 — z2x2
x+
2B(l-a2) \B2-a2z2x2

x,
(3.5.2)

and again w e observe that if B/a < 1 the contact angle 0 O must be such that

0o < sin-1 (2?/a). Clearly if the minor axis of the ellipse is the same as th

of the circle, that is if a = B then the following exact expression can be r
deduced
2
EzQ(l - x2\*
)*
<j>(x) =
4
2
(l-a )(2-z2) \B

+ 1*

(3.5.3)

If a ^ B then from (3.2.16) and (3.5.2) w e have
<f>(x)
(l-x2)

r

Z2 f1

Ez0

=

+

T^ {w^) ^L
+

mdy

EaAz
Az0 0 f1 [
(i - * 0 V)
2B(1 - °2) J-i 1(1y2)(B2-a2z2y2)\

ydy
(y-x)'

(3.5.4)
and using equation (3.2.17) we may deduce
Ez0

ljj(y)dy =wz o )(2-z )
2

2

AaA
x <1 +

f1 [

(i - * 0 V)
2

2

2 2 2

y )(B -a z y )

y2dy } ,
(3.5.5)
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as an exact result. If w e approximate f(Y) by
A /y-2 y4 \

/(r).a + -(-

+ 35T),

(3.5.6)

and (1 — z%x2)% arising in g(x) by 1 — ZQX2/2 then g(x) is given by
,2 ri

+i +

;

«Hv&i(* ) *L«'» .

X

(357)

+J0^{&-*h

--

and from (3.2.16) w e obtain

<K*)
2

+

H^(lH W>M

(l-x )

O n multiplying this equation by(l — x 2 ) * and integrating x from — 1 to 1 w e can
deduce

ZaAzj fa2
\]
2
+1 +
2
2
^/_/^-2(l-^X2-,o ){(^ ) SB \B yj'
(3.5.9)
which together with (3.5.8) gives

0W

-(l-^)(2-4)

x

I (' aA1

+

1 w+4+4l,(2 I?)1

(# + ) S(^- )
(3.5.10)

- }-
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This agrees with the exact result (3.5.3) when a = B and also with the approxim
expression (3.4.15) when A = B = b.

3.6 Compression by elastic parallel plates and circular cylinders

In this section we derive the appropriate singular integral equations and
give simple approximate solutions for the problems of the symmetrical compres-

sion of a circular elastic cylinder by either parallel plates or circular cylin
which are assumed to be elastic. For elastic paraUel plates, the Flamant displacement along the surface X = a and in the X -direction, corresponding to a
concentrated force P acting at the point (a,Y0) in the positive X-direction is
given by (Rekach [147], p. 236)

^ = -^{'-^20^ (3.C.1)
assuming that subscript 1 designates parameter and variables associated with
the cylinder while subscript 2 refers to the paraUel plates. Thus with Y =
asin0, Fo = asinip and assuming each plate is moved a distance e towards
the centre of the circular cylinder then we have

2(1- — — a I ° p(*p) i log tan ' ^ ' + cos 0 cos i> 1 dxj)
2
TTEI
J-O0
I
J
+

2 ( 1

/

TTE2

2 )

o / ° PW
J_6o

= a(l -cos0)-e. (3.6.2)

(log | sin0 - sinr/,\ + —
) <ty
I
2(1-a2) J
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In formulating this equation we assume thatpi (0) is the horizontal pressure

on the cylinder while p2(9) is that exerted on the elastic plate, so that fo
on elementary segments to be equal and opposite, we require
Pl(9)ad9

= p2 (0)dY = p2 (0)a cos 9d9; (3.6.3)

and hence,
Pi(O)=P(0),

m

P2(0) =
COS0

(3.6.4)
O n differentiating (3.6.2) withrespectto 0 w e can deduce the singular integral
equation

x J_0O \ Ei E2 J (sin rj> - sin 0)

1

(1 — <72>) f6°

= -sin0^- + i-^-iiy^ K ^ ) c o s W
(3.6.5)

where we have utilised (3.2.6) to (3.2.8). In terms of the variables introduc
Section 3.2, this equation becomes

1 f' j(l-^i2) , (l-'Dfl-zjx'y] <f>(y)dy
* J-i

Ei

(3.6.6)

E2

\l-z2y2J

\ (y-x)
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W e can deduce a simple approximation to (3.6.6) by expanding the square
root and then taking the first two terms, thus

+s

(3 6 7)

lLj^*M* ?L«>»h

--

where the constants a and /3 are defined by
(l-<r2)
Ei

[

^_(l-a2)
Ei

|

a=

(1-a2)^
2E2

(1-a2)
E2
(3.6.8)

From (3.2.17) w e may readily deduce

\f_«vy*»*m\4y (3-6.9)
such that (3.6.7) becomes simply
m
'
- -V^TT,
* J-i(y-x)*"~
(20-czty

(3-6.10)

and (3.2.16) immediately gives
,. . ZQ(1 -X2)a

*{X) * (20-Ji)'

(3-6'n)

which is consistent with the exact result (3.3.4) for the case of rigid para

By taking the first three terms of the square root in (3.6.6) and making use

results (3.3.1) and (A1.8)i, we may deduce from (3.2.12) the higher approxim

4>(x) ~ "

v

-LL, (3.6.12)
2
2(3 - az
4

-¥(-S)}'
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where 7 denotes the constant (1 - aj)/8E2. We note that in deriving this result
we reduce (3.6.6) to an approximate equation of the form (3.2.11) where g(x) is
given by

g(x) = x- {| + 2d J^ ^dy A ^ J^ y2<i>(y)dy) + ^ j\ <f>(y)dy,
(3.6.13)

such that as intermediate steps we need to obtain the integrals appearing in (3.6.
and these can be shown to become

l£^^filf(x + -J){v-«j-.22-(i + g)}-1.
(3.6.14)

For the problem of a circular elastic cylinder of radius a which is compressed symmetrically by two identical elastic circular cylinders of radius 6, we
need to assume that the compressing elastic cylinders are also undergoing a symmetrical deformation so that we may also exploit the horizontal displacement as

given in equation (3.2.1) for these cylinders. If pi(0i) denotes the horizontal pre
sure on the central cylinder and p2(02) denotes that on the compressing cylinders
we assume that at the same height, namely

a sin 0i = b sin 0 2 ,

(3.6.15)
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the elementary forces are equal and opposite so that
Pi(0i)ad0i = P2(02)bd02. (3.6.16)
Thus we have the relations
d02 a cos 0i
lfl ~ b cos 02 '

P2(02)=Pi(0i)C-^.
COSC7j

(3.6.17)
Now assuming contact angles 0O and 0* for the two cyUnders of radii a and b

respectively and that the compressing cyUnders are each displaced a distance e
towards the central cylinder, then using (3.2.1) we have
2(1-*i) f°0 , , ^ l\ |0i-^i I „ 1
V
^E Ja J pi (V>i) j log tan

2

+ cos Bx cos V>i [ <fyi

2(1-al). f6° . , . f, 102-^21 1
h
+ \E2
]_ . P2(V'2)|logtanl

2^

21

+ cos0 2 cos^2 [ # 2

= a(l — cos 0i) + 6(1 — co/302) — e.
(3.6.18)
On differentiating this equation with respect to 0X and making use of (3.6.17)!
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w e obtain
(l-<r2) f00 sec0lPi(tl>i)diPi + (1 - a\) [n sec02^2(^2)^2
TT^I J_$0 Bin($i-il>i) ' -KE2 J~ sin(02-V'2)

1
(1 — a2) fS°
= tan0i { - -\
^ - /
pi(i/>i)coBi/>id%f>i

{

1

(1 - a2) f9°

r H
F
(3.6.19)

2

/

•*S

^2(^2) cos ^ 2 ^ 2

Following the procedure described in Section 3.2 w e introduce variables

zi = sin 0i, £1 = sin^i, qi(zi) =pi(sin-1(zi)),
z2 = sin 02, 6 = sin ^2, 92 (z2) =p2(s\xT1(z2)),
(3.6.20)

such that

a
z2 = -rZi,

ft(*2) = qi(zi) ( J~f)
(3.6.21)

Then from (3.6.19) on dropping the subscript 1 from zx, fi and qx w e m a y deduce
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the following singular integral equation

* J-zo

(l-a2) + (l-a2) (l-z*)(l-k2e)
E2 [(l-£2)(l-k2z2)
Ei

(l-a2)+k2(l-a2)
Eo
J-z0 Ei

_ £ fz°

*

1+h

h\ (hh

q(0
di
i-z

(l-z2)(l-k2j2)
(i - i2)(i - k2z2)

q(Odt,

2 \ 2

(3.6.22)

where k denotes the ratio a/b.

W e observe that if b = a then (3.6.22) admits the exact solution (3.4.6)
with /? in place of (1 — a2)IE. For b ^ a we may deduce, on expanding
square roots as previously described, an approximate equation of the
where g(x) is given by

9(x) = j {(* +1)| + ^ £ #v)<*v} + K*2 -1)^, (3.6.23)
and the constant a* is defined by
. = (1 ~ '1) , (1 + k2)(l - a2)
Ei "•• 2£2

(3.6.24)
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thus in the usual w a y w e m a y obtain
(k + l)z0(l - x 2 )i
(j>(x) ~
(2/3 - a*z2)

x{l

+ k(k-l)f

2(l + 2x 2 ) + ^ ( l - 4 x

2

)
(3.6.25)

which is the appropriate extension of (3.4.15) for compression by elastic circular
cyUnders. We remark that in principle, for both problems considered in this section, higher approximations may be obtained by making use of the finite HUbert
transforms given in Appendix Al, although the details rapidly become more complicated. In the foUowing section we present numerical results for the case of
compresssion by rigid circular cyUnders.

3.7 Numerical results and discussion

In this section w e present results arising from the fuU numerical integration
of (3.4.7) and (3.4.9) which we compare with the approximate expression (3.4.15)

and also with the Hertz estimate (2.3.17). The numerical integration of (3.4.7) an

(3.4.9) can be effected by subdividing the range of integration into several inte

to locate all the various singularities at the end-points of these intervals. Mor
the singularity at y = x is accommodated in the sense of the Cauchy principal
value and the convergence is confirmed by taking smaller and smaller values of
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the small parameter used in defining the Cauchy principal value. The foUowing
numerical results were obtained using quadpack packages due to Piessens et al.
[143] and were checked and tested on standard Hilbert transforms (such as (3.3.1)
and those given in Appendix A). Further the results given relate to the nondimensional pressure p*(0) and force per unit length of cyUnder F* which are
defined respectively

P*(»)
F. =

= ^-gA>w,

^,

aE

'

(3.7.1)

where the dimensional pressure p(0) and force per unit length of the cylinder F
are related by equation (3.3.6).

Table 3.1 gives the numerical values ofthe non-dimensional pressure p*(0)
for three values of b/a and a contact angle of 0o = 7r/8. The first column is
obtained from (3.4.15) taking only the leading term while the second column
results from the complete expression (3.4.15). The third column arises from a
full numerical evaluation of (3.4.7) and (3.4.9). Clearly (3.4.15) represents a
reasonable approximation to (3.4.7) and (3.4.9), especially if b/a > 1. Figure
3.3 shows the variation with contact angle 0O of the non-dimensional force per
unit length F*, as obtained from (3.3.6) and either (i) the numerical evaluation
of (3.4.7) and (3.4.9), or (ii) the approximate expression (3.4.15). For b/a > 1,
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3.3 Variation with contact angle 0O of the non-dimensional force per unit
length of cylinder F* (see (3.7.1)2) for both the full numerical evaluation of (3.4.7) and (3.4.9) and that arising from the approximate
expression (3.4.15).
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the curves are virtually indistinguishable, reflecting the close agreement for the
pressure as indicated in Table 3.1. For a fixed F*, namely F* = 0.5, Figure 3.4
shows the variation in the non-dimensional pressure p*(0) for both cases (i) and
(ii). Again for b/a > 1, the curves are indistinguishable while for b/a = 0.5, the
purely numerical and approximate curves have slighdy different contact angles 0O
which are those predicted from Figure 3.3. From Table 3.1 and these figures it
is clear that the analytical approximation provides a reasonably accurate estimate
for the contact pressure, especially if b/a > 1.

We next turn to the differences between our approximation (3.4.15) and
the Hertz estimate given by equations (2.3.17) and (2.3.18) for compression by
a rigid circular cylinder. Figure 3.5 depicts the variation of the non-dimensional
force per unit length of the cylinder F* with contact angle 0O for both estimates.
It is apparent from the figure, that for a prescribed F* the Hertz approximation
predicts a larger contact angle 0O. For the value F* = 0.5, Figure 3.6 shows
the variation of the non-dimensional contact pressure p*(0) for both the Hertz
approximation and the approximate expression (3.4.15). We note that for each

b/a the contact angles for the two theories are slightly different; this is also apparent from the previous figure for the value F* = 0.5. Moreover since for each
b/a the areas under each curve are the same, we observe that the Hertz contact
pressure underestimates (3.4.15) in a central region but overestimates (3.4.15) at
the extremities of the contact region. For completeness, we show in Figure 3.7
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3.4 Variation with angle 0 of the non-dimensional pressure p*(0) (see
(3.7.l)i)forboth the full numerical evaluation of (3.4.7) and (3.4.9)
and the approximate expression (3.4.15) and for F* = 0.5.
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.5 Variation with contact angle 0 O of the non-dimensional force per unit
length of cylinder F* for both the Hertz estimate (2.3.17) and (2.3.18)
and that arising from (3.4.15).
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Figure 3.6 Variation with angle 0 of the non-dimensional pressure p*(0) for both
the Hertz theory and the approximate expression (3.4.15) and for F* =
0.5.
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7 Variation with angle 0 of the non-dimensional pressure p*(0) for both
the Hertz theory and the approximate expression (3.4.15) assuming the
same contact angle 0 O = 7r/8.
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the variation of the non-dimensional contact pressure p*(0) for both the Hertz
estimate and the approximation (3.4.15), assuming that the contact angles are the
same for the two estimates, namely 0o = 7r/8. Evidently if the contact angle is the
same for both theories, then the Hertz approximation consistently underestimates
our prediction. It is, however, difficult to make much physical sense of this result
arising from the same contact angle for both theories, since this corresponds to
two different values of F* and therefore to two different physical problems. A
proper comparison of the Hertz theory and the present work can only be made
assuming the same value of F* for each theory and this is done in Figures 3.5
and 3.6.

Finally, we address a point raised by Johnson[88] and Choi and Shield [27]
concerning such treatments which deal with the problem of curvature within the
context of linear elasticity. As these authors correctly pointed out, the problem
of curvature can only be properly addressed within the context of second or
higher-order elasticity. While we concur with this statement, it is a matter which
is easier stated than done. Indeed, for large contact angles, the displacements
and displacement gradients at the extremities of the contact region can be in
excess of the assumed magnitudes, on which the theory of linear elasticity is
based. Therefore, strictly speaking, the theory of second-order elasticity is the
appropriate context under which such investigations on curvature effects should
be pursued. Notwithstanding, the analysis in second-order elasticity requires first,
and foremost, the solution for linear elasticity which is developed here. Moreover,
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in view of the complexities encountered in the linear theory, the calculation of the
second-order correction is likely to be formidable.

It must also be appreciated that since the level of research for this work
is at its initial stages and that this analysis serves only as a prelude to a m u c h
more complex analysis of the E H L problem, the primary interest lies in a result
which is available in as simple a mathematical form as possible. The pursuit of
an analytical solution would serve as a more revealing and useful approach than
launching into a complicated and time consuming numerical analysis, which is the
only likely method for which a solution could be tractable if analysis in second
or higher-order elasticity is attempted.

Finally, we note that the problem of three contacting cylinders, with the middle cylinder being symmetrically deformed actually does occur in m a n y industrial
processes, as indeed, it does in the roller coating system. Although, of course,
the problems are different, the pressure distribution corresponding to this system
might still be rendered as a reasonable approximation to the pressure distribution
for the contact problem involving only two cyUnders. In terms of a hierarchy of
approximations, these estimates, incorporating as they do the effects of curvature,
would be expected to be an improvement on the simple Hertz theory.
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CHAPTER 4

Adhesive Contact for a Circular
Elastic Cylinder

%s far as the laws of mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain;
and as far as they are certain, they do not refer to reality.
Libert "Einstein

4.1 Introduction

This chapter is concerned with the symmetrical plane strain compression of a
circular elastic cylinder under conditions of complete adhesion. In essence, such
an extreme boundary condition means that the friction coefficient at the interface
is so large that the circumferential points of the cylinder experience no interfacial
slip upon contact. Thus, the contacting surfaces are assumed to be ideally 'rough'.
Under this condition and the assumption of linear elasticity, the contact problem
involving the circular elastic cyUnder is n o w solved with both the horizontal and
vertical displacements specified in the contactregion.In this case w e require the
displacement solution of the fundamental problem for the cylinder subject to four
pairs of equal and opposite concentrated forces at its circumferential boundary,
as shown in Figure 4.1. The derivation of this solution involves some lengthy
calculations which, for convenience, w e summarise in Appendix A 2 .

In contrast to the boundary conditions assumed in Chapter 3, the conditions
of complete adhesion yield a pair of coupled integral equations for the horizontal pressure p(0) and vertical pressure q(0), which are assumed to be even and odd

Adhesive contact for a circular elastic cylinder

Figure 4.1 The circular elastic cylinder subject to four pairs of equal and
opposite concentrated forces at the boundary.
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functions respectively. Likewise in Chapter 3, we are able to reduce the coupled
integral equations to coupled singular integral equations which are in terms of the
finite Hilbert transform. W e construct simple approximations for the compression
by parallel plates and circular cylinders, both rigid and elastic.

In Section 4.2 we first deduce the governing coupled singular integral equations for the symmetrical compression of an elastic cylinder byrigidcompressors.
These equations are deduced from a superposition of the elementary displacement
solutions given in Appendix A 2 . In Section 4.3 w e present approximate analytical
solutions forrigidcompression by parallel plates and circular cylinders. These approximate solutions are based on results obtained in Appendix A 3 , and arise from
solving a singular integral equation of the second kind. Moreover, in consequence
of this work, Gladwell [50] proposed a solution to the original pair of coupled
integral equations, and applied it to the solution of problems corresponding to
rigid compressors, which are parallel plates and circular cylinders. A brief summary of his work is included in Section 4.3. In Sections 4.4 and 4.5 w e present
the coupled integral equations for symmetrical compression by parallel plates and
circular cylinders which are elastic. In a manner analogous to that described in
Section 4.3 for rigid contact, w e give similar approximate expressions for the
contact pressures. In Section 4.6 w e present some numericalresultsfor contact
by parallel plates and circular cylinders, both rigid.

Note that the main focus is on the displacement boundary value problem
within the contact region and no attempt is m a d e to give a proper account of
the true state of affairs in elastostatic contacts in which only partial slip occurs.
In reality, the contact region comprises a central adhesion zone bordering outer
regions of slip wherein Coulomb's law of friction prevail. This leads to a mixed
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boundary value problem in which the dimensions of these regions are unknown a

priori, but are determined as part of the solution of the problem (see, for example,
Spence [167]; and Nowell, Hills and Sackfield [131]). These contact problems
which belong to the class dealing with the phenomenon of finite friction are
extremely complex. Hence a common approximation is to assume the extreme
situation discussed here in which friction is so large that once a pair of surface

points meet upon initial contact, they remain adhered to each other for the rest of
the contact; that is, complete adhesion prevails. Finally, we note that the present
analysis arose naturally as an extension of that presented in Chapter 3. It bears

no direct relevance to the analysis of contact systems arising in the roller coatin
machinery where contact systems exist under highly lubricated conditions in which
frictional effects are negligible.

4.2 Governing coupled singular integral equations for rigid compressors

We consider a circular cylinder in contact with two identical rigid compressors
as shown in Figure 4.2. In the contact region —0O < 0 < 0O we suppose that
friction prevents any interfacial slip so that there is zero vertical displacement
a horizontal displacement of magnitude

e - {a(l - cos0) + [/(asin0) - a]},

in the negative X-direction where X = f(Y) is assumed to represent the righthand compressor. We assume that the contact generates horizontal and vertical
pressures p(9) and q(9) as indicated in the figure such that p is even and q is

Adhesive contact for a circular elastic cylinder
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q(6)ad6

p(d)ad8

p(6)add
X = f(Y)

X=-f(Y)

e
e

-•X

£

a
p(6)ad6

p(8)add

q(d)add

q(6)ad6

Figure 4.2 The symmetrical rigid compression of a circular elastic cylinder
under conditions of complete adhesion; therigidcompressors
are given by X - +flY), where/ is even and f(0) = a.
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odd. On replacing P and Q in (A2.9) by p(0)ad0 and q(0)ad0 respectively and
integrating 0 from zero to the contact angle 0O we deduce the following:
2a(l - a2)
TTE

pw

C(

log tan - — — —

+ cos(0 - V>)

q(tj>) sin(0 - V>) } dtjt

a(l + a)(l - 2a)
f ° q(tl>)H(1> - 0)<ty
E
Jo

= f(a sin 0) — a cos 0 — e,

2a(l-a22\)
TTE

/•*

qWlog tan -\0-ib\
— ~ - i + cos(0 - •0)

L { ]
a(l +

+ p(i/>)sm(6-il;)\dij;

a)(l-2a)
f ° p(iJ>)H(0-il>)dil>
E
Jo

= 0,
(4.2.1)

where w e have made use of (A2.3) and the standard relations,

A =

Ea
(1 + <r)(l - 2<r)'

// =

£
2(1 + a)'
(4.2.2)

O n differentiating (4.2.1) with respect to 0, and noting the elementary integral

(4.2.3)

r
J—it/2

cos20^
i
\0\
• ^ dS = log tan ^ + cos 0,
sm
fc)
2
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w e m a y deduce
lf°
- /
7r /
1

f$°

Tr /

v(il>)dib (1 - 2<T)
E
,
r?J n + k
{9W =-rjr /'(a sin 0) cos 0 + sin 0 + A sin fl,
sin(0 — V ) 2(1 — <r)
2(1 — o-*)
q{j,)dj>

(1 - 2a)

sin(0 - V )

2(1 - a)

(4.2.4)
where the constant A is defined by
1 Z'*0
A = — I \p(ip) cos xp -f q(ip) sin il>}dtl>,

(4.2.5)

and where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the indicated argumen
Moreover in deriving (4.2.4) w e have m a d e use of the fact that the derivative of
the Heaviside function gives the Dirac delta function.

Now on introducing

z = sin0,
£ s= sin^,
p*(z)=p(sm-1(z)),
q*(z) = g(sm _ 1 (z)),
(4.2.6)

and in analogy to the derivation of equation (3.2.8), we arrive at the following:

r POW __[*£&_„

(427)
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where z0 = sin 0O and for q we proceed as foUows,
fe° q(tf,)di/> _ fe° n( 1 1 1 ,,
J-e0 «in(0 -rp)~Jo
*
,<?0

q(xp) sin tpdtp

W

I sm(0 - 0 )

= 2 cos 0

sin(0 + 0 ) J

V

sin(0 - ^ ) sin(0 + tp)
9o

-2cos0
/

q(xp)smipdip
sin2 ^> — sin2 0

/•^o
COS0

0 sin tp — sin 0
./-&

2 1 2
y^u-^xi-e
)/'
-*o

cos

(4.2.8)
so that (4.2.4) becomes
1 fZ0 P*(Qdt

A:
20

E[f'(az)(l-z2y/2

**(, _

~r

« - *)(i - e 2 ) 1 / 2

T:

OM

+ z)

/o — ^A

(i-z2yi2

(4.2.9)
where /? = (1 — 2cr)/2(l — a) which corresponds to the second Dundurs constant
(Johnson [89], p. 109). Further from (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) the constant A becomes

A=

p {0+q {

»Jl { ' ' °(i-U^} *

(42 io)

-

A s described in Appendix A 3 exact solutions of coupled singular equations such
as (4.2.9) are usually obtained by forming a single equation for p* + iq* which
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is then solved as a singular integral equation of the second kind (Johnson [89],
p. 33; or Bufler [20]). Generally in this case, however, the appearance of the
square roots in (4.2.9)2 prohibits the exact solution by this procedure and in the
following section w e present two approximate analytical solutions of (4.2.9). In
the remainder of this section w e make one or two general observations relating to
(4.2.9).
Firstly, in common with all special functions, the exact solutions p*(z) and
q*(z) are likely to satisfy numerous integral identities. For example from (4.2.9)
and the conditions that p*(±z0) and q*(±zQ) ait all zero w e have immediately
the identities
1 fZ0 P»(0<g
*J-zAzl-Z2)

=

fA ,
E
]
+
2
I 2(l-a )T

Ef'(az0)(l-z2y/2
2(1 -a2)z0
'

^ J_2o (z2 - e2)(i - ey/2
(4.2.11)
Moreover, if we formally view (4.2.9) as two separate singular integral equations
and write d o w n the standard formal solutions (Tricomi [171], p. 175) then w e
obtain

(z20-ey/2 {Ef(ai)(i-eyi2
-Pq*(0 \dt,
+ T J-z,
2(1-O
Zo (t-z) 1
/ 2

2 \ ^/2

( & ) <*W = Az +

~f\1/2p^odi

f£(fc

i2)

{i-zy
(4.2.12)
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where w e have used two standardfiniteHilbert transforms which are given in
Chapter 3 and w e have made use of the fact that q*(z) is odd. N o w from the
conditions that both P*(ZQ) and q*(z0) vanish w e may deduce from (4.2.12)

ny^-xyx'i
^cmri^m^-^y
Az

°-*L0U-U

(i-e2)1'2'
(4.2.13)

whichrepresenttwo constraints which the exact solution must satisfy. If w e utiUse
these constraints in (4.2.12) then w e can deduce
- zf°
z
*/ x IX
1 f\z
0 ~ +Z z V
0
P (z) =-z0
E

+ <A + 2(1-a2)

(zo±C\X> JEf'(aO(l-e)?
2(1 -

a)

- mt)

di

U-z)

}(z20-z2)K

fi

(1 - z2)(z0 - z)

7T

Oo + z)

q*(z) =

2

(zo + 0
t2)(zo-0

\ i:\-~

p*(Q(z0 4- z - Qdj
ti-z)

(4.2.14)
and w e observe that both p*(z) and q*(z) as given by these expressions are
sensible at z = -z0 since both integrals in (4.2.14) vanish at this point because q*(z) and f'(az) are odd and p*(z) is even. The conditions (4.2.13) can be
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simplified somewhat to yield,

+

A JL

2 r°(Ef'(aQ(l-ey/2
-J0 {
2(1-a2)

r

Wo

an.,n\_<M_
^^}(z2-ey^

P*(Q^
[(i-?)(4-P)]1/2.
(4.2.15)

Secondly w e observe that the difficulties associated with the square roots in
(4.2.9)2 can be modified somewhat by rearranging this equation as

A:^«->
= Ad - z2V'2 + i f° ^)P-ai/2-(i-^2)1/2R
v
'
*J-z0
(i-z)(i-i2y/2
(4.2.16)

which, when simplified and combined with the fact that q*(z) is odd, becomes

TT J-Zo (£ ~ Z)

=A(I - z2y2 - - r

£<?*(£R
2
2 2
Z0(i-t y/ l(i-ey/ -r(i-z y/ y
* J-zn
2

2

(4.2.17)

Although w e m a k e no essential use of this equation, approximate analytical solutions of (4.2.9)i and (4.2.17), obtained by forming an equation for p* +iq*, might
be deduced by estimating the integral on the right-hand side of (4.2.17).
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Finally in this section w e observe that equation (4.2.9) can be reduced to
a singular integral equation by taking either (4.2.9)2 or (4.2.9)i as the defining
expression for p*(z) or q*(z)respectively,substituting into the other equation
and making use of the Hardy-Poincare formula for interchanging the order of
integration for two singular integrals (Tricomi [171], p. 171). Thefinalequations
are as follows:

(4.2.18)
or

=

^W^)-?{A+2ox^)}z-AI^Zo)'
(4.2.19)

where Ii(z,z0) and I2(Z,ZQ) denote the integrals
T

,

, 1 fZo

d£

h(z,z0)--J_^{i_z){i_ey/2,
1 fz° (i-£ 2 ) 1/2 <*e
,(z,z0)=- j
(t-z) '
* J-za

(4.2.20)

and the solution of (4.2.9) follows from solving either (4.2.18) or (4.2.19). The
integrals 7i and I2 can be obtained in closed form by means of the substitution
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£ = sin tp, making use of standard integrals (Dwight [41], p. 99) and the final
results are,
Z

ZQ

2 A2M/2
2

h(z,z0) = —
7T(1

1
n _ yi
(i-z
lo
- z 1^777
2)l/2 S
(i-z2yi2

1

h(z,z0) =

2

2zsin- (z0)
TX

2

(l~z yl
+

TX

n (i-z
- 2yi2
ZQ

+

(i-z2yi2

z
2 2
^
(1--z yi
log
z
2 2
-z
(1- yi

zo
2 2
(i--z yi
i
_ zo
2 2
' ( ! • -z yi
(4.2.21)

Again, although we make no essential use of these equations, we emphasize t
the various alternative formulations (4.2.17), (4.2.18) and (4.2.19) are noted since
these equations might be utilised as the basis for an iterative scheme.

In general exact analytical solutions of (4.2.9) or the alternative formulations (4.2.18) and (4.2.19) appear to be difficult to obtain. Any approximate
analytical solution, such as those presented in the following section, will almost
certainly possess one or another limitation or deficiency. Very likely the various integral identities such as those obtained above (i.e., (4.2.11) and (4.2.13)
or (4.2.15)) will be only approximately valid depending on the accuracy of the
approximation.

4.3 Approximate analytical solutions

In this section w e present two approximate analytical solutions of (4.2.9)
which w e designate with the subscripts 0 and 1. Thefirstsolution $ 0 and \I>0 is
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an ad-hoc approximation which arises because (4.3.2) is exactly solvable when

ZQ is set to zero in the left-hand side, while the second solution $! and *i is

consistent small contact angle approximation. In both cases solutions are obta

by reducing (4.3.2) to a system of the form (A3.1) for which the solution tech
is described in Appendix A3. As in Chapter 3 we first introduce new variables
and functions:
X =z/z®,
y =Z/zo,

$0) =P*(xz0),
V(x) =q*(xz0),
(4.3.1)
so that (4.2.9) becomes
1 f1 $(y)dy ._, , _ DMmx)
E

IL^=T)-

= ~Bx ~ 2^)f{aZox)il ~zW)1'2'

1 f1
*(y)dy
* J-i (v - *)(i - z2y2yi2

P

*(X)
2
1/2
( i - z\x2yi

_ A
~ A>

(4.3.2)
where the constant B is given by
B = Az +

° Wyjry

X^)

and the constant A from (4.2.10) becomes

x=

?£{'

(,)+,(,)

(i^)*

(4 3 4)

--
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N o w withoutreferenceto theright-handside of (4.3.2) w e observe that the coupled
system is exactly solvable for the two special cases z0 zero and z0 unity. T h e
solution for z0 = 1 is obtained by multiplying (4.3.2)i by (1 — x2)~ll2, then
taking the Hilbert transform and using the Hardy-Poincare formula (Tricomi [171],
p. 171) in conjunction with (4.3.2)2 with z0 = 1. Unfortunately, however, the
assumption zo = 1 appears to be too extreme and unrealistic in the context of the
particular problem under consideration and so w e omit the details. Thus w e only
consider z0 = 0, namely

i /• ^y^ _

=

_ m^ _ ,

x

2(1 - a2)

* J-i (y - )

* J-i (y-x)
(4.3.5)

where the constants A0 and B0 ait obtained from (4.3.4) and (4.3.3) respectively
with $o and * o in place of $ and *.

For the case of rigid parallel plates f(Y) = a and (4.3.5) becomes the
system (A3.1) of Appendix A 3 with ai = B0,

ji = -A0

and a2 = 72 = 0 and

accordingly from (A3.16) w e have the solution

1-x 2\l/2
*o0-0=2?ol—J2
cos £log

y0(x)=BQ[—-j2

l-x2\1/2

1 + x'
1-x

1 + x'

sin £log 1-x

(4.3.6)
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while the constraints (A3.17) give

A0 = -26BQ,

C

,_

. (2^BQ

7 = (!+«*)=*,
TX

Z

(4.3.7)

where 6 and C are defined by (A3.6) and (A3.7) respectively. From (4.3.3) and
(4.3.7)i we find
-SEZQ

A0 = (l-a2)(l + 2Sz0y

B0 =

Ez0
2(l-a2)(l + 26z0)'
(4.3.8)

Thus for a prescribed applied force F given by

w e see that the contact angle is determined approximately from the equation

F~az0 / $(y)dy = azQC, (4.3.10)

or
Txa(l + 462)Ez2
~4(l-a2)(l-f2£z0)"

(4 3 n)

''

For the case of compression byrigidcircular cylinders of radius b we have
f(Y) = a + b-(b2-Y2yi2, (4.3.12)
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and in the special case of b = a equation (4.3.5) becomes (A3.1) with ax =
Bo, Ifi = — A ) and a2 = 72 = 0 where BQ is defined by
Bl = Ba +

W^y <4-3-13)

Thus in this case equations (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) apply with B^ in place of B0 while
from (4.3.3) and (4.3.7)i the actual constants A0 and B0 become
-26Ez0
A0 =-(1-^X1 + 2^0)'
(1-26Z0)EZQ

2(l-a2)(l-r26z0y

°

(4.3.14)
and in place of (4.3.11) we have from C = TT(1 + 462)B^/2
Txa(l-r4S2)Ez2
" 2 ( 1 -a2)(l+26z0)'

(4 3 15)

'-

In the case of compression byrigidcircular cylinders with i ^ a w e need
to approximate f(Y) by
/(y)~«+g

+

g, (4.3.16)

and (1 - zlx2)1'2 arising in (4.3.5) by 1 - z2z2/2 which gives a system of the
form (A3.1) with ai,a2,7i and 72 given by
ttl =B0 +

2(1-a2)'
_k(k2-l)Ezl
2
4(1-cr 2 ) '
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71 = - A 0 ,
72=0,

(4.3.17)

where k = a/b. In this case w e obtain a solution of the form (A3.16) where the
constants a0, a2 and b0 can be shown to become
(k + l)Ez0
cio = 2(l-a2)(

ifko)^-^-^;

6zQ(l+462)

(1-462)'

}•

k(k2 - l)Ezl
a2 = —

4(1 -(T 2 ) '

k(k2 - l)E6zl
2(1-a2)

b0=-

(4.3.18)

while the constraints (A3.17) give rise to the following expressions for the constants A0 and B0,

2
(5 - U2)
k(k-l)z
Y
1
+
(l-a2)(l + 2Szo){ 12
-(k + l)E6z0

0

f

*° =2(l-a^A2Sz0) f1 ' ^

'^

^

~!«}•
(4.3.19)

Further for the total applied force F w e may deduce the approximate relation

(4.3.20)
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In order to provide a consistent smaU contact angle approximation w e suppose
that the symmetrical rigid compressors X = f(Y) ait approximated by
f(Y) ~ a + aiY2 + a2F4, (4.3.21)

where ai and a2 denote arbitrary real constants. If this is the case then (4.

yields a coupled system of the form (A3.1) where the various constants are gi
by
Ea^azo
ai =BX

+

(l-a2Y

_Eaz%(4a2a2 — at)
012

~ 2(1 - a2) '

z2 f1
7i=^y

y^i(y)dy-Au

Mzl
7 2 = — ,

(4.3.22)
where Ai and Bx are obtained from (4.3.4) and (4.3.3) respectively with $j and

#1 in place of $ and \I> and to the accuracy of the present approximation we h
z f1
A

i = ^-j

{$i(y) + yzo*i(y)}dy.

(4.3.23)

Further we note that the formulation (4.2.17) is useful in deriving the couple
system (A3.1) with constants as given above. In order to give the solution it
convenient to introduce parameters
_Ezo{\y^2aai)_
Pl
~ 2(1-a2) '
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Eaz\(4a2dr — a-Y)
92 =•

2(1 ~°2)
(4.3.24)

so that the constants defined by (4.3.22) become

<*1 = AXZQ + px,

oc2= P2,
7i

(Ai [ Czo
\ 2
2TT
Aizl

-Vo

2 '
(4.3.25)
in which case the two constraints (A3.17) yield two equations which specify Ai
and C, thus

£_ ( 1 + 4^)(3 + 2 f c 0 ) ^ = ii±ii2A * + ( 3 - 4 * ) £
TX

b

2

^ - [ ( l - 4 ^ 2 - 8 ^ 0 - 2 ] ^ = -^Pi+(5-462)P2}.
(4.3.26)
If w e introduce A , A i and A 2 defined by
A =2[S(1 + 4S2)zl + 126z0(l + 6z0) + 3],

Ai=(l+462)[4Pi+(3-482)p2],

A 2 =£[6 / 9 1 +(5-4£ 2 ) / > 2 ],
(4.3.27)
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then w e can show that (4.3.26) has solutions

Al=

=

~K{i A l * 0 + 4 A 2 }'
[(1

U2)z2

86zo

w X {l " ° "

2]Al+ (1+4 )(3+ 2 0 o A 2

"

jj ^

^ > }'
(4.3.28)

Thus the solutions are given by (A3.16) with constants a0, a2 and b0 obtained
from the above equations and (A3.18). Since pi = O(z0) and p2 =

O(ZQ),

for

small contact angle w e have the approximate formulae

A ~ 6(1 + 46z0),

Ai~4(l + 462)pi,
A 2 ~UPi,
(4.3.29)

so that (4.3.28)2 gives
C
TX ~

2
Pi(l-r-48 )(l-48zo)

(4.3.30)

2(l+48z0)

and therefore from F ~ az0C we have the approximate relation
_ 7xa(l + 4*2)(1 -

48ZQ)EZ2(1

+ 2aai)

2

4(l-cr )(l+4^0)

'

^6-61}

which in the limit as z0 tends to zero is in agreement with previous approximat
formulae ((4.3.11), (4.3.15) and (4.3.20)) since forrigidparallel plates (ax = 0)
and forrigidcircular cylinders (c^ = 1/26). In Section 4.6,
given for the various approximate solutions developed here.

numerical results are
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In consequence of this work, Gladwell [51] derived a solution to the original coupled integral equations (4.2.4). By expressing the pressure distributions
in the contactregion— 0 O < 0 < 0 O as a single complex function:

T(0) = p(0) + iq(0), (4.3.32)

the coupled integral equations (4.2.4) reduce to a single integral equation o
following form,
_1_ f ° T ( V > W + pT{0)
TXI J_6o sm(ip-0)

=

{e)

"

(4
v

3 33)
v

J

wherefiremains the second Dundurs constant, i.e., /? = (1 - 2<r)/2(l - a); and

g(0) = Aeie +

JE

2(1-OL

cos 0f'(a sin 0) + sin 0

(4.3.34)

Once again the conditions p(±0 o ) = 0 and q(±0o) = 0 apply such that (4.3.33)
is solved for T(0) for a given g(0) subject to

T(±0O) = 0. (4.3.35)

Equation (4.3.33) was reduced to standard form by extending the functions
T(0) and g(0) to TX - 0 O < 0 < TX + 0 O such that

T(TX + 0) = -T(0),
9(TX

+ 0) = -g(0),

- 0 O < 0 < 0O.
(4.3.36)
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By subjecting equation (4.3.33) to a change of variables, namely
e*'* = t,
eiB = s,
T(0) = <p(s\
9(0) = <s),
(4.3.37)
(4.3.33) was transformed to the following standard integral equation:
Lf?m+Ms) = r(s) (4.3.38)
TXI JY t —

S

where seT and Trepresentsthe union of two arcs on the unit circle, as shown in
Figure 4.3. Equation (4.3.38) is an integral equation of thefirsttype, discussed
extensively by MuskheUshvili [126]. Its solution was obtained with the aid of
sectionally holomorphic functions ^(z) and X(z) which satisfy the foUowing
relations:

*(*) = O X/iZ) ^ / vj^f A +
vJ

AZX

(*)> (4'3'39)

2TXXOL(1 - fi) JT X+(s)(s

- z)

v

'

v

'

#+(s) - tf-(s) = <p(s), (4.3.40)
x(z) = (z- er*+,'7(* - e)~i-^(z + e)~±+it(z +§)-*-* (4.3.41)
where

-m
7 = —-In a.
' 2TT
(4.3.42)
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Figure 4.3 Contour T for Gladwell's solution to the coupled singular
integral equations arising in the adhesive contact problem.
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GladweU presented solutions for the cases in which the compressors are
(i)rigidparallel plates, and (n)rigidcircular cylinders. For case (i), he obtained
an exact solution in the form:
e 2 7 *o

T(0) =

r

(sin2 0 O - sin2 0)'

2

o(l-fi )>

• * ( * + ') ^
sin(0o - 0)

(4.3.43)

which is remarkably close to the solution presented in this section. Specifically,
the pressure distributions (4.3.6), when expressed in terms of the original variables
in (4.2.6) and added together according to (4.3.32), yields
.
T {$)

1
2

= o(l-fi )(l-2>ysm0o)

/• 2a
(sm

*° '

• 2 a\ sin 0O + sin 0)
Sm

}

* sin0 o -sin0)

n

'
(4.3.44)

Gladwell quoted errors in (4.3.44) which range from the order of 0.01% to 2 % for
contact angles ranging from 0 O = 5° to 0o = 45°. Furthermore, he noted that the
exact solution (4.3.43) does indeed reduce to expression (4.3.44) for small contact
angles. Finally, consistent with ourfindings,the solution for a special case of (ii)
in which the cylindrical compressors have equal radii to the central cylinder gives
a stress function T(0) which is twice that for case (i) relating to paraUel plate
compressors.

4.4 Contact by elastic parallel plates
In this section we derive the appropriate coupled system of singular integral
equations for the symmetrical contact of an elastic cylinder by two elastic parallel plates. W e use subscripts 1 and 2 to denote parameters and variables associated
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with the cyUnder and plate respectively. For the right-hand elastic parallel pla
we use the half-space displacements along the surface X = a due to concentrated
forces P and Q acting at the point (a,Ya) in the positive X and Y directions
respectively which can be shown to become (Johnson [89], p.20)

„(„ V)- ^-^l^-ni . (l-2a2)(l + a2)
u2(a, Y) =
n(„Y\U2(G Y)

'
(4.4.1)

—

F log

+

—

Q + Ci

2(1 <7 )

~ ' mnr|r~r°l (1-2<T2)(1 + CT2)
~ ~ —^W~Ql0g "~^ 2E~2 P + °2'

where Ci and C2 denote arbitrary constants. Assuming perfectly rough surfaces,

so that there is no interfacial slip on contact, the surface displacements are r

ui(a,Y) — 1*2(0,1") =a(l — cos0) — e,

vi(a,Y) - v2(a,Y) =0,
(4.4.2)

where as usual e is the distance moved by each elastic plate towards the centre

of the circular cylinder. Now with Y = a sin 0 and Y0 = a sin ip we have from the
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above equations and (4.2.1)

2(11 --ah
-»*
1
KE

r
fe°° ( X \ e - r b \
1
/
| j » i M log tan ' 2 y | + cos(g - V ) - 9i M

1
sin(0 - V) j drP

J—OQ

q(l + g1)(l-2<r1) y60 ,..„,. ....

f0°
/
p2(il>)\\og\sin 6 — sinip\] cos ipdip

2(1 -aj)
+
—

*E* J-6Q
a(l + <r2)(l - 2<r2) f /** ye°
^g

< /

92(VO cos ^ d V ~ /

qi(i>) cos \l>dij>

= a(l — costf)— e + 2Ci a sin #o i
,2v /•*<>
2(1 -oh
[
1
^
*
J —0Q

/

\

\8-4>\

| 91 (VO I log tan '

y |
2

1

1

+ cos(0 - V) - Pi ( V) sin(0 - V) j <*V>

a(l + o1)(l - 2OJ) f8° ,,,„,. ....

2(1-«r») I"*0
+
E
0

—

/

?2 (V0P°g I sin 0 — s i n V>|] cos tpdip

* * J-e

a(l + o2)(l - 2<r2) { f6 , x /"^
^
< /

P2(V0cos ^ V - /

P2(V0 sin VdV-

= 2C-2.a sin 0OJ

(4.4.3)
where we follow Johnson [89] (p. 20) in splitting the range of integration in the
last terms of the left-hand side of both (4.4.3)i and (4.4.3)2 and we refer to the
explanation given therein.
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For the elementary forces to be in equilibrium we have

Pi(0)ad0 =p2(0)dY =p2(0)acos0d0

qx(0)ad0 =q2(0)dY = q2(0)acos0d0,
(4.4.4)

so that

cos V cos XJ

and therefore on differentiating (4.4.3) with respect to 0, making use of (
and dropping the subscript 1 w e may deduce
1 fe° f(l-a2)

.

(1-a2)

a\

p(xp)dip
(sin xp — sin 0)

1 ((l + oi)(l-2oi) _ (l-ra2)(l-2a2)\
2 \
Ei
E2
j
f9°
)
1
( 1 --<7
a 22)) /••<•
—;—— / [p(^)cos^ + 5(V>)sin^]<# > ,
sin0<- +

1 fre° f ( l - a 2 )
i
Ei

* J-l

+

(1-aj))
<?(</-W
E2
J (sin^-sin0)

1 f(l + <r1)(l-2(T1)
2 t
Ei
2\

(l + a 2 ) ( l - 2 a 2 ) ] p(0)
E2
J cos0

r0

—

/

lff

«/-0o

[p(^)cos^ + g('0)sin^]d'0.
(4.4.
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Thus using the variables defined by (4.2.3) we obtain the foUowing system of
coupled singular integral equations,

Ei

•zo

n

(1

E2

\i-ej

±0,1(1-20!)
E\

(l +

\(t-z)

g2)(l-2a2)\
Eo

1

-yx? -}" {(1-a2)

x

(l~a22)\

,0\ Ei

q*(j)di

E2 ](\-eyi\i-z)

-2a
i(l
p*(z)
+ oi)(l-2ai)
[ 1
2)\
2 ^
Ei

(1 + <T2)(1

J (I-22)1/2

E2

" Ei A'

(4.4.7)

where the constant A is precisely as defined by (4.2.10).

By expanding the square root involved in the integrand of (4.4.7)! and
simply rearranging (4.4.7)2 we may deduce

Iff2.?-**«"-*•
TT J-Zo (f ~ Z)

i r°

q*(t)dz

p*(z)
2

1

Try^a-^y^^-^^^a-. ) /

_ .
2-72

'
(4.4.8)
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where the constants /?, 7^ and 7 2 are defined
f (l + oi)(l-2ai)
Ei

(l + cr2)(l - 2<r2)
En

fi=^
Hil

1,

1 a-*22) r _.,

S£A«)

V-°DA

2

£j2

Ei

2E2',

7i
(1-<T 2 ) |

^!

(1-g 2 )
E2

(1 - g?)
72

£1
(1-<T ) + (1-<T2)
2

^1

^9

(4.4.9)
andfiwhich is given by (4.4.9)i is precisely the second Dundurs constant (Johnson
[89], p. 110). Although w e do not present any details, the approximate system
(4.4.8) clearly takes the form of (4.2.9) and therefore w e might utilise the various
approximate formulae developed in Section 4.3.

4.5 Contact by elastic circular cylinders

In this section w e derive the appropriate coupled system of singular integral
equations for the symmetrical contact of an elastic circular cylinder of radius a by
two elastic circular cylinders of radius 6. Again the subscript 1 denotes parameters
and variables associated with the central cylinder while the subscript 2 appUes
to the two compressing cyUnders. If each compressing cylinder is displaced a
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distance e towards the central cylinder then the surface displacements at the same
height, namely
asin0! = 6sin02, (4.5.1)
are related by

Ui(acos0i,asin0i) + it2(6cos02,6sin02) =a(l — cos0i) + 6(1 — cos02) — e,
Ui(acos0i,asin0i) — v2 (b cos 02, b sin 02) =0.
(4.5.2)

Now assuming that the compressing elastic cylinders are also undergoing a symmetrical deformation so that we might also use the expressions given in (4.2.1) for
the cylinders of radii b we have from the above relations and (4.2.1) the foUowing
coupled system:

2a(i-oh
\ E
J— 0$

X

a(l +

fe° r
I

r

i0i-v>ii

|pi(V>l) I log tan '

glKl-2gl)

Y

l

i

+co»(tf1 - Vl) ~ *i(lrl)«n(0i - Vi)} <*V>1

/fl°gi(V,l)H(V,1_fllWl

/
JO

2

^d>
f ° {„<*,) ^JJL^M+cos(e2-M
+

J-0*
/0*

° g2(rP2)HU>2 - 02)di,2
= o(l -cos»i) + 6(1 -cos02) ~ «,

+ 92(V>2)sin(02 - ^ 2 ) f dV>2
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a(l ~ *?) f ° f91 (V-l) |log tan l<?1 o ^ l [

^

El

+

dfa

J-e0 I
fe°pi(MH(9i_

_ f l ( i +.0(1-2.,)

+

+ cos(«! - fa ) + Pl(V'l)sin(e1 -fa)>
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26(1 i ^

V-l^Vl

Jo
/ ° {92(V 2 ) [ l o g t a n l ^ l l +

Cos(92-fa)

-P2(V"2)sin(*2 -V>2)} iV>2

6(1 + .2X1-2^2) / ° p 2 ( ^ ) H ( < ? 2 - ^ ) ^ 2
•^2

/
JO

= 0,

(4.5.3)
where 0Q is the contact angle associated with the compressing elastic cylinders
and in using (4.2.1) for these cylinders w e have replaced p by +p2 and q by — q2.
Further from (4.5.1) and

Pi(0i)ad0i =P2(02)bd02,
qi(0i)ad0i

=q2(02)bd02,
(4.5.4)

w e have the relations
c?02
d0i

a cos 0i
b cos 02 '

P2(*2)=Pl(*l)

COS 0 2
COS 0i '

COS 0 2
«2(*2) =91 (*1)
COS 0i '
(4.5.5)
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and on differentiating (4.5.3) with respect to 0i we may deduce
2
(1 ~ a()_
<r2i) f9° sec0ipi(tPi)diPi
) [er°
° sec02p2(*P2)dxP2
«xOiPiWiWi + (1
(i -- a°l)
TXEI
J_06o8^(01-^1)
sin^i-V'i)' TXE2 J_
TXE02* J_e* sin(02 - %p2)
n J-e

, (l + ^i)(l-2^i)
(1 + a2)(l - 2a2)
(
/
Al.
-sec02q2(02)
2E
sec 0x^(0!)-^
2
1 , (1-an)
) f'*
= tan 0i < - +
2
TXEI
j_
/ 6o [pi (V>1) cos xpi + qi (xpi) sin tpi ]dipi

1

+ tan0 2 < - +

^E

J-6o
2

I

\p2(*p2)cos tp2 -q2(ip2)simp2)dxp2 > ,

(1 ~ °l) f$° sec01q1(<p1)dipl + (1 - a2) fe° sec02g2(^2)#2
r
KEI J__0O sin(01-tp1) TXE2 J_9. sin(02 - ip2)
(l + <n)(l-2<n)
, (1 + a2)(l - 2a2)
—
sec0ipi(0i) +
—
sec02p2(02)
72\ r8
(1 ~ *?)
)f

+

TXEI—

,_eo

1

J-en

\Pi (</>i) cos V>i + 9i(V'i) sin %l>x]d%l>\

(l"-22) r°o
y°
7T^2

I \P2(^2)cosxp2 - q2(ip2)sinip2]dip2.
"0
J-e*

(4.5.6)

N o w introducing the variables
zi = sin 0i, z2 = sin 02,
6 = sin^j, £2 = sin ^2,
Pi(zi) = Pi(sin-1(2i)), p*2(z2) = p2(sm-1(z2)),
ql(zi) = ?i(sin_1(zi)), q*(z2) = q2(saxT1(z2)),
(4.5.7)
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m a y deduce from (4.5.1) and (4.5.5)
a
z2 =

TZI,

a

£2 = T 6 )

P2O2) =P*(zi)

q2(z2) = 9i(^i)

l-z2\1'2

.1-*?.
1-z2 \

1/2

,l--i2

(4.5.8)
which together with (4.5.6) yields, on dropping the subscript 1, the foUowing
coupled system of singular integral equations

1 r \(i ~ ^

(i

TT J_2o j

£2

£l

2

2 2

2

2 2

P

-2ffi) _ (1+ .2X1-2.2)
•E2
^

_ 2 /ii±fl2il
2 \

1/2

)(i-fc g )l I »(Q
~(i-,
^
(i-€ )(i-fc * ) ftt-*)

rf^

}

**(*)

=-{^^£k«'--«>^r

/2

d£

1/2
1 -**
-fcz

1-fc2*2

1

(l-.j)fc r ° r....

2 rrE2 </_z L (1 - fc2^2)1/'

H

1 - k2z$e2

i-e

1/2

d* > ,
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q*(Qdt
b-WHt-*)
(l + .2)(l-2.2)) p*(z)
E2
/ (l-z2)l/2
(i _ z2)l

g

]„

£ ['•«>- ^ ^ T ^ ^ T T I ] ( 1 ^ ) 1 / 2 ^
(4.5.9)

wherefcdenotes a/6. W e observe that iffc= 1 then these equations simpUfy
dramatically to give
«o P*(Qdt
„*

A.

z0

-fiq*(z)= -7*2,

(t-z)

q*(t)dt
, fiP*(z)
I [zo q*(C
2
+
(i-z)
(i-z2yi2
TX J_20 (i - eyi

8

*'
(4.5.10)

where as usualfiis the second Dundurs constant defined by (4.4.9)i while 7 and
8 are constants defined by
(1-Q2) ( (l-<7 22M-1
)
Ei
E2

7--i^r" + -^l + ;/><<*+i£(£P**
s=

nLp(m+^Lly¥W^
(4.5.11)
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where a is thefirstDundurs constant which is defined by (Johnson [89], p. 109)
(1-cr2)
(1-a2)
Ei
E2
a = -)
f.
(l-*i2)+ (1 ~ oj)
Ei
E2

(4.5.12)

Iffc^ 1 then we can approximate (4.5.9) in the usual way by expanding square
roots. W e omit such details and observe only that the essential assumption necessary toreducethe system to one of the form (4.2.9) is that the square root in
thefirstintegral of (4.5.9)i can be approximated by 1 + (1 — k2)(£2 — z2)/2 and
we can then exploit the various approximate techniques utilised in Section 4.3 for
the system (4.2.9).

4.6 Numerical results and discussion

In this section we present numerical results for the approximate analy
solutions designated by subscripts 0 and 1 and derived in Section 4.3. The two
cases of an elastic cylinder deformed byrigidparallel plates and rigid circular
cylinders are considered. Theresultspresented relate to the non-dimensional
force per unit length of the cylinder F and the non-dimensional horizontal and
vertical pressures p(0) and q(0) which are defined respectively by
4(1-a2)F
F = TxaE(l+482Y

m - v-^+'Vo,
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_ (.-^d+.)
(4.6.1)
where the dimensional pressures p(0) and force per unit length of the cyUnder F
arerelatedby equation (4.3.9).

We begin with results for the compression by rigid paraUel plates. Figure 4.4 shows the variation in the non-dimensional force per unit length F with
contact angle 0 O as obtained from equations (4.3.11) and (4.3.31). W e see that
for a prescribed F, the approximation subscripted with 0 predicts a larger contact
angle 0 O for all values of Poisson's ratio a. The difference between the two predictions becomes virtuaUy indistinguishable for small contact angles and as the
Poisson's ratio a approaches 0.5. For various values of Poisson's ratios Figure
4.5 shows the variation in the non-dimensional horizontal and vertical pressures
p(0) and q(0) for a fixed contact angle as obtained from equations (4.3.6) and
(A3.16) with the various constants given by (4.3.25) and (A3.18). It is apparent
from this figure that the non-dimensional horizontal pressure p(0) corresponding
to the approximation subscripted by 0 consistently underestimates the approximation subscripted by 1. The difference between the two approximations is
largest for the smaller Poisson's ratio but becomes insignificant as Poisson's ratio
approaches 0.5. The differences in the corresponding non-dimensional vertical
pressures £(0) are even less and the two approximations are seen to coincide for
Poisson's ratio close to 0.5. Furthermore w e note that for a = 0.5 (i.e. 8 = 0)
the non-dimensional vertical pressure q(0) is zero throughout the contact area.
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0.25 r-

= 0.5

0 Q (radians)

Figure 4.4 Variation of the non-dimensional force per unit length of cylinder F
with contact angle 0 O and Poisson's ration a (
, approximate 0;
approximate 1).
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Figure 4.5 Variation of the non-dimensional horizontal and vertical pressures p(0)
and q(0) with Poisson's ratio a for 0 O = 0.2356 radians (
approximate 0;
approximate 1).
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We now turn to the results for the case of compression by rigid circular
cylinders. Figure 4.6 shows the variation of non-dimensional force F with contact
angle 0o for various values of the ratio a/b and for a = 0.45. W e see that the two
approximations are virtually indistinguishable except for large values of a/b such
as the case w h e n a/b = 5 where a noticeable difference between the two approximations is apparent. In this particular case for a prescribed F the approximation
subscripted by 1 predicts a larger contact angle 0 O . W e note that the same pattern
ofresultsare obtained for other values of Poisson's ratio except for a = 0.5 where
the two approximations coincide for all values of a/b. Figure 4.7 gives the variation of the non-dimensional horizontal and vertical pressures with 0 for various
values of the ratio a/b and for a contact angle of 0o = 0.2356 radians. W e see
that forp(0), the difference between the two approximations is insignificant while
the non-dimensional vertical pressures q(0) ait viituaUy identical and their actual
magnitudes are m u c h lower than the corresponding non-dimensional horizontal
pressures p(0). In general, these results show that within the limits of our initial
assumptions, the difference between the two approximations are not significant
and either m a y be regarded as a reasonable estimate for the pressure distributions
p(0) and q(0).

We now show resulting pressure distributions arising from the boundary
conditions considered here (i.e., u = e - {a(l — cos 0) + [/(a sin 0) — a]}, v = 0)
with those considered in the previous chapter (i.e., u is the same as above, but
v is arbitrary), and the Hertz theory. Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b) show the nondimensional load variation with contact angle for the various models for Poisson
rations of a = 0.45 and 0.5 respectively and a/b = 0.2, 1.0 and 3.0. For a
fixed a/b, the closeness of these curves is clearly evident for small contact an-
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2.0 r-

a/b = 5.0

= 2.0
2.0
0.5
0.2

Figure 4.6

Variation of the non-dimensional force per unit length of cylinder F
with contact angle 0 O and radii ratio a/b for a = 0.45 (
, approximate 0;
, approximate 1).
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0.9r-

a/b -

2.0

e/er

Figure 4.7 Variation of the non-dimensional horizontal and vertical pressures p(0)
and q(0) with radii ratio a/b for a = 0.45 and 0 O = 0.2356 radians
(
, approximate 0;
, approximate 1).
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gles. However, both our models deviate substantially from the Hertz estimate
at increasing values of the contact angle and a/b. For large a/b, w e would
expect both our models (which take into account the curvature of the bodies)
to provide a more accurate estimate. For smaU values of a/b the curves are
similar. However, as anticipated the curves for both our models deviate rapidly
from Hertz for large values of a/b, that is, where the cyhndrical compressor is
m u c h smaller than the central elastic cylinder. In this case, the curvature of the
compressor relative to the size of the contact area becomes significant as the
contact area grows and, consequently, Hertz' assumptions become inappropriate.
Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) show the corresponding pressure distributions in the
contact region resulting from a fixed load of F = 0.5 applied to cyUnders with
a/b = 3.0 and Poisson's ratio a = 0.45 and 0.5 respectively. Consistent with
Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b), our models predict a smaller contact angle than Hertz
at the expense of a higher m a x i m u m pressure. Moreover, in the second model the
vertical pressure vanishes w h e n the elastic cylinder is incompressible (a = 0.5).
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CHAPTER 5

Incorporating Surface Layers and
Sharp Edges in Elastostatic
Contacts

"What is laid down, ordered and. factual is never enough to embrace the whole truth
life always spills over the rim of every cup.
Pasumaf^

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a numerical method of analysis for three-dimensional
frictionless elastostatic contact problems within the framework of linear elasticity.
The method is designed to accommodate a wide range of non-Hertzian contacts
between elastic bodies, particularly those having surface layers or profiles which
are discontinuous both in slope and curvature. The basic idea underlying this
method is attributed to Singh and Paul [161]. They proposed a method for the
contact of homogeneous bodies which utiUses the Boussinesq stress-displacement
relations for a half-space in conjunction with theflexibUitymethod of structural
analysis, but their numerical procedure is beset by instabUities associated with the
discretisation process. Hartnett [69] subsequently developed a n e w and rigorous
technique which employed the same concept of combining the Boussinesq solution
with theflexibiUtymethod. A n iterative scheme was adopted in which systems
of linear equations for the unknown pressures were solved subject to the two
restraining conditions of total equiUbrium, and exclusion of tensile forces.

Ahmadi, Keer and Mura [1] considerably simpUfied the procedure of Hart-
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nett [69] in such a way that only one parameter needed to be checked after each
iteration. W e adopt their approach in the present analysis. Initially, w e extend
their numerical scheme for layered elastic bodies by modifying the flexibility coefficient in accordance with the generalised Boussinesq solution for the layered
elastic half-space due to Burmister [22].

The stress singularities which characterise the presence of sharp edges are
imbedded into the numerical scheme by assuming at the outset a specific form for
the stress singularity. In particular, w e assume the inverse square root singularity
near the sharp edges in accordance with Dundurs and Lee [40].

In the following section we present the basic formulation for three-dimensional contact problems involving layered elastic bodies with smooth profiles. The
ensuing Sections 5.3 and 5.4 describe in detaU the numerical procedure which w e
adopt for a layered elastic body in contact with sharp edges such as in roller ends.
Numerical results are presented in the final section. In particular the results for
bodies having smooth and continuous profiles are compared with those of Chiu
and Hartnett [25]. W e also compare our results with the experimental data of
MUler [118] for the contact of rubber covered rollers used in the printing industry.

Finally, the utility of the present method is demonstrated for specific roller
coating systems. Complete measurements of both the deformation and the contact
pressure distribution are shown for a given set of operating variables: elastic
properties and dimensions of both rolls and the total applied force.
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5.2 Formulation of three-dimensional contact problems

In this section we present the basic integral equation (5.2.8) for three-

dimensional frictionless contact between layered elastic bodies with smooth pro-

files (that is, there are no sharp edges in the contact region). The normal disp
ment w(r) due to a concentrated load P acting at the origin on the surface of a

layered elastic half-space of thickness h, as iUustrated in Figure 5.1, is known

the generalised Boussinesq solution. It is given in terms of the Hankel transfor
(Burmister [22] and Muki and Dong [123]):

w(r) = ^

i;

/ Fotf/-)JotfrK, (5-2.1)
*Ei JQ

where r = (x2 + y2)1/2; the kernel F0(£h) is given by
1 + 4K{he-2th - K\e~^h
Fodh) =
1 - (A + K + 4K£2h2)e-2Sh

+

K\e~^h

(5.2.2)

and the constants K and A are defined by
7-1
K =

X =

7 + 3 — 4<7i'
(3-4g)7-(3-4g1)
(3 - 4<J)7 + 1

(5.2.3)

where 7 denotes pi/p and a, p. and E respectively denote Poisson's ratio, shear
and Young's modulus of the elastic substrate, while a1, p,1 and Ei designate

these quantities appropriate to the elastic layer, as indicated in the figure. We

here that the original Boussinesq solution applicable to homogeneous elastic bod
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Figure 5.1 Burmister's problem involving the layered elastic half-space.
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can be recovered from the above either by letting h tend to infinity or by aUowing
the layer to have the same elastic parameters as the substrate so that K = A = 0
and 7 = Fo(£h) == 1, in which case (5.2.1) yields the well-known result

*(r) = P{l~Ef]' (5-2-4)
Thus, in the case of a distributed load p(x,y), acting within a region fl on the
surface of a layered half-space, the corresponding normal surface displacement
w(x, y) can be derived by superposition as follows,

™(x,y) =(1~^f} /SnP{X''V>) (J~Fo(WJ°(Zpw)

dx dy

' ''

(5 2 5)

'-

where p denotes [(x — x')2 + (y — y')2}1^2.

We now consider the contact between a layered body and a homogeneous
body as shown in Figure 5.2 where the various quantities applying to the homogeneous elastic body are subscripted with 2. W e assume smooth profiled frictionless
surfaces which are brought into contact by a pair of mutually compressive forces
F acting as indicated in thefigure.If wi and w2 denote the surface elastic displacements of the layer and the homogeneous body respectively, and 8 denotes
the relative approach, then the fundamental rule of impenetrability which the contacting bodies must satisfy is as follows:

w1+w2+ f(x,y)- 8 =0, (x,y)efl,
wi+w2-r f(x,y)-8>0,

(x,y)<£fl,
(5.2.6)

where f(x,y) denotes the initial separation. Assuming the contact region remains
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Figure 5.2 The three-dimensional contact of layered and homogeneous elastic
bodies.
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small compared with the relative radu of curvature of the surfaces, then to a
reasonable approximation, f(x, y) m a y be expressed as

/(*. y) = (4- + -jr-) T + (A- +—) £, (s-2.7)
where R\x, R2x

and Riy,

R2y ait the principal radii of curvature of the two

contacting surfaces in the x and y directions respectively. Further, on assuming
that each body m a y be regarded as an elastic half-space, the above equations m a y
be combined to yield the following integral equation for the unknown contact
pressure p(x,y):

pix ,y,)

^~^JL '

(f~ wwo&w)
+

dx dy

' '

(1 - A ) /
f/
f ZVLUUMdtf
p(x',y')^lKl
±±-pi
*E2

J yn

which together with the equilibrium condition

li

p(x',y')dx'dy' = F, (5.2.9)

constitute the basic governing equations. Thus, if the relative approach 8 is prescribed then (5.2.8) constitutes the determining equation for the contact pressure
p(x, y), while the corresponding force F necessary to effect therelativeapproach
of magnitude 8 m a y be calculated from (5.2.9). Alternatively, if F is prescribed
then (5.2.8) and (5.2.9) constitute two equations for the determination of p(x,y)
and 8. For the numerical results presented in the final section both approaches
are adopted.
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5.3 Contact with layered bodies for smooth and continuous body profiles

In this section we describe the numerical procedure for smooth profiled
layered bodies. The basic governing integral equation (5.2.8) is discretised as

foUows. As illustrated in Figure 5.3 we consider an initial guess fli for the true
contact area fl, and assume that fti is a rectangle of size 2na x 2mb which is
strictly larger than fl so that fl is fuUy enclosed by fli. Next, we subdivide £22
into nm small rectangular cells each of area 4ab. At each cell j, we assume a
constant pressure of value pj so that the integral equation (5.2.8) becomes

Y^FHPj = * - /i, «' = 1, 2, ...Nu (5.3.1)
i=i

where Nx denotes the total number of ceUs in flx and /, is given by
fi = f(xi,yi), (5.3.2)
where f(x,y) is defined by (5.2.7) and (zj,y,) denotes the coordinates of the

centre of cell i. The quantities F(J are referred to as the 'flexibUity coefficient
and represent the normal displacement of ceU i due to a unit normal load located
at the centre of cell j. From (5.2.8) we find that Fij is given by
(1 — a2) fx>+a r»i+6 / r°° \

, (l-g22) fXi+a fy>+bdxdy

*E2

JXj-a Jyj-b pi

(5.3.3)
where pi denotes [(z, - x)2 + (y, - y)2]1/2. The second integral in equation

(5.3.3) can be evaluated exactly while the first integral must be evaluated approx
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Figure 5.3 Discretization of the tentative contact area to form a regular mesh;
and the assumed rectangular pressure element.
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imately and details for both integrals can be found in Appendix A4. Further, the
equilibrium condition (5.2.9) becomes
Nl

F
2=1

Thus, (5.3.1) and (5.3.4) constitute a set of Nx + 1 linear equations for the Nx
pressures pj and relative approach 8. N o w , since the initial contact area fii is
specificaUy chosen to overestimate the true contact area fl, some of the pressures
at the periphery of fli will be negative, which indicates that tensile forces exist
and therefore w e simply set these negative pressures to zero and exclude their
ceUs in the next iteration. In the next iteration w e suppose there are N2 cells
for which pj > 0 with corresponding contact area fl2 so that w e n o w have a
system of N2 + 1 unknowns pj and 8. This iteration process is repeated until no
negative pressures are obtained so that pj > 0 and the corresponding ceUs define
the contact area to the accuracy of the cell size. A flow chart summarising the
procedure is given in Figure 5.4. Finally, convergence of the above procedure can
be ascertained by decreasing the cell size. In the following section w e detail the
modification of this technique for bodies with sharp edges.

5.4 Contact with layered bodies under sharp edge loading

In much of the analysis of cylinders in contact, it is assumed that the
cylinders are infinite in length. Evidendy these theories can only provide results which, despite being reasonable over the central portion of the cyUnder
length,deviate significantly near the ends. Real line contact between cylinders of finite length experience edge effects. Specifically, high concentrations of stress exist
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(START)
f.F
Set up initial guess fll

I
I
m=l

Evaluate flexibility coefficient Fij

3

Calculate pressure p j ; j = l

Nm

I

Equate aU p j < 0 to zero

No

•( SOLVED

)

Figure 5.4 Flow chart of the solution scheme for the three-dimensional
frictionless contact problem.
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at the roller ends which manifest themselves as stress singularities when
within the framework of linear elasticity. The exact nature of these singularities
is governed by the elastic properties of the cylinders and their geometry near the
edges of the contact. Dundurs and Lee [40] have investigated the order of such
stress singularities with the conclusion that the strength is at worst an inverse
square root, which is specifically true when the sharp edged body isrigid.In
view of this, for the problem of contact of a cyUnder of length 21 with a longer
cylinder, we assume that the pressure at each ceU j is of the form
PJ(y) = ePj[(2£-y)y}-1/2,

(5.4.1)

where now p*j is considered to be constant over cell j, as iUustrated in Figure 5.5.
This modification givesriseto the same system of equations (5.3.1) forp^ except
that theflexibilitycoefficients F*j is given, as detailed in Appendix A5. In place
of (5.3.4) w e have
Nl

(

£ {«3=1

1 - (Vj + &) — cos -1

1 - (Vi ~ *)

K

X

2aV

(5.4.2)

and the derivation of (5.4.2) is also included in Appendix A5. W e now proceed
numericaUy as in the previous section for the determination of p*j and the actual
pressure Pj(y) which are then obtained from equation (5.4.1). Finally in this
section we remark that the assumption (5.4.1) follows Ahmadi, Keer and Mura
[1] in their treatment of sharp edges for the contact of homogeneous bodies.

5.5 Numerical results and discussion

The numerical procedure described here applies to a range of contact systems arising in practice and since there are no assumptions made on the shape
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sharp edge
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smooth
edge

•

*

sharp edge

Figure 5.5 The rectangular contact region arising from contact with a short
rigid roll of length 2t and the modification procedure for this type
of contact.
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of the contact region, the technique also applies to contact between misaligned
cylinders. The accuracy of the numerical solution depends on the ceU size or
equivalently the number of cells used to discretise the contact region and the
number of cells used in the results presented below ranges from 1000 to 4000.
Large ceU numbers can be handled without the need for large computer memory
byfirstiycalculating all the flexibility coefficients prior to thefirstiteration and
secondly making fuU use of any symmetries in the contact region.

We first tested the accuracy of our procedure by examining several Hertzian
systems, one of which w e present here. W e consider the contact between an
elUpsoid with Rx

=75.0 m m and Ry

=211.5 m m and an elastic half-space,

assuming that both bodies are made from steel and both with Poisson's ratio
and Young's modulus of magnitudes 0.3 and 210 GPa respectively. Our results
are compared with those of Brewe and Hamrock [19] w h o provide a simplified
formula for the relative approach 8 which is within 3 % accuracy of the actual
Hertz solution and can be obtained without recourse to tabulated data. Table
5.1 gives values of therelativeapproach 8 at various applied loads and the two
predictions are seen to be in good agreement.

We next compare our results with those of Chiu and Hartnett [25] for
smooth profiled contact between a steel barreUed roller and a layered half-space.
These authors take the principal radii of curvature of the steel roller in the x and
y directions to be 939.8 m m and 25.4 m m respectively while the Young's modulus for steel is taken to be Ex = E2 = 207 GPa

and that for the substrate is

E = 69 GPa. The Poisson'sratiofor the steel and substrate is taken to be 0.3 and
the calculations are performed for an applied load of F = 44.5 N. Figure 5.6(a)
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Relative approach 6 ( m m )

Applied Load (kN) Present method

Brewe and Hamrock [19]

10.0

0.03176

0.03177

20.0

0.05043

0.05043

30.0

0.06609

0.06609

40.0

0.08007

0.08006

50.0

0.09291

0.09290

60.0

0.10492

0.10491

70.0

0.11628

0.11626

80.0

0.12710

0.12709

90.0

0.13749

0.13747

100.0

0.14750

0.14747

Table 5.1 Comparison ofrelativeapproach 8 with Brewe and Hamrock [19] for
Hertzian contact
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Figure 5.6 Comparison with Chiu and Hartnett [25] for smooth profiled contact
with layered half-space (Chiu and Harnett, X; present method, )
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shows the variation of the maximum pressure with non-dimensional layer thickness
(h/Ry) and evidently there is reasonable agreement with our results and those of
Chiu and Hartnett [25]. Figure 5.6(b) shows the variation of the non-dimensional
relative approach (8/Ry) with non-dimensional layer thickness (h/Ry)

and our

results are seen to underestimate those of Chiu and Hartnett [25]. For comparison
purposes the Hertz theory (h —> oo) is included in Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b). These
figures reveal that the introduction of a softer substrate results in contact softening
as manifested in the reduced m a x i m u m pressures and subsequent increase in both
contact area and relative approach. W e also note a progressive increase in contact
softening for decreasing layer cover thickness. The discrepancies between the
present work and that of Chiu and Hartnett [25] as evidenced in Figure 5.6(b)
arise from different approximation procedures for the kernel function Fo(£h).

We now reexamine the problem of Chiu and Hartnett [25] under the condition
that the roller is non-barelled. Thus w e have the problem of contact between a
sharp edge circular cylinder (of radius 25.4 m m ) and a layered elastic half-space.
W e assume the same materials with the given elastic constants and w e take the
layer thickness h =5.08 m m and consider an applied load of F = 44.5 kN. Figure 5.7(a) shows the contact pressure which is obtained by ignoring edge effects
while Figure 5.7(b) and Figure 5.7(c) show the pressure following the procedure
described in the previous section where Figure 5.7(b) gives the pressure p*(x, y)
and Figure 5.7(c) gives the true contact pressure p(x,y). W e note that, although
the pressure p*(x,y) shown in Figure 5.7(b) has no particular physical relevance
other than representing the variable which is assumed to be constant over each
cell, it nevertheless represents an important quantity in the calculation and the
differences displayed in Figures 5.7(b) and 5.7(c) constitute the effect of the as-
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sumed square-root singularity. As expected, there is good agreement with Figures
5.7(a) and 5.7(c) along the central portion of the cylinder length but significant
deviations occur towards the edges where the m a x i m u m pressure occurs. Both
5.7(a) and 5.7(c) predict arelativeapproach of 0.047 m m while the stress intensity
factors Pmax/Pmid from 5.7(a) and 5.7(c) are respectively 2.908 and 2.198 noting
that the result from 5.7(a) is unreliable as the singularity at the edges can never
be detected from this approach no matter h o w small the cell size is made. The
primary object of this study is to simulate practical contact systems involving
rubber covered roUers which are used in the coating, textile and printing industries.
MiUer [118] gives load-indentation experimental results for rubber covered rollers
employed in the printing industry. Here w e present a comparison of our results
with those obtained for RoUer N o . 3 (as shown in Figure 5.7) of Miller [118].
The rubber covered steel roUer is of radius 760.7 m m and has a layer of rubber
of thickness h =12.695 m m . The elastic constants for steel and rubber are taken
to be E = E2 = 210 GPa,

a = a2 = 0.3 and Ex = 1.77 MPa,ax =

0.5

respectively and the solid steel roller is of radius 76.17 m m . The comparison of
our results with those of Miller [118] is shown in Figure 5.8 and the agreement
is seen to be reasonably good.

In the coating industry, it is of some considerable practical importance to
understand possible effects on the flow of paint which arise due to edge loading. In particular, of major concern is the phenomenon of edge beading. A s
illustrated very simply in Figure 5.9, edge beading is the situation in which extra
deposits of paint exist at the edges of the coated metal strip. This is a precursor
for the formation of 'blisters' which is a major coating defect observed in highspeed coating processes. In the drying stage during which the metal strip is passed
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Figure 5.8 Comparison with Miller [118] of applied load with layer indentation
for a rubber covered roUer in contact with a soUd steel roUer (Miller,
X; present method,
)
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edge beading

G

Figure 5.9
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(cross-section of a coated strip )

Edge beading and the formation of blisters.
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through ovens, the solvents in the paint evaporate and leave behind a resinous
mass which will crosslink rapidly (in a high-speed operation). T h e problem arises
if crosslinking occurs before all the solvents have escaped and evaporated. In
such circumstances, the solvents which remain are trapped and eventually they
will burst through the surface to form blisters. In an effort to establish the factors
which govern the formation of edge beading, the relevant question which arises
concerns the role of the high concentrations of stress which are k n o w n to exist at
the strip edges.

As shown earUer in Figure 1.10 for the roller coating system, edge loading
occurs due to the fact that the strip is shorter in length than the rubber covered
appUcator roll. Since the relative approach between the two bodies is less than the
snip thickness, the contact is effectively that between a shortrigidroll and a long
rubber covered roU. W e note that in most practical circumstances, particularly in
the manufacture of roller bearings, the high stress concentrations at roller ends
can be somewhat attenuated by crowning (or barrelUng) the ends as Ulustrated
beforehand in Figure 2.12; otherwise, these sharp ends wiU initiate the onset of
fatigue and wear during contact. Extensive studies have been done in finding an
ideal axial profile for a roller which would provide the optimum condition, namely
that in which the pressure is uniform throughout the cylinder length. It turns out,
however, that such a profile is difficult to achieve in practice (Johnson [89] page
134). In any case, none of these modifications are suitable in the roller coating
situation and edge loading remains unavoidable. Thus, alternative measures aimed
toward decreasing the stress intensities at the edges must be sought. In light of this
the numerical procedure presented here serves as a valuable tool for establishing
the factors which govern the intensities of the stress concentrations at roller ends.
Accordingly, w e examine typical contact systems which occur in a roller coating
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situation. We consider the contact between two cylinders as indicated in Figure
5.10 where both cylinders are assumed to be steel except that the larger one is
covered with a polyurethane rubber of thickness h = 3 0 m m and elastic constants
Ei = 3.45 MPa

and oi = 0.5. The radii of curvature of the two cylindrical

rollers are taken to be i? lx = 1 5 0 m m , Riy

= oo and R2x

= 125 m m and

R2y = oo, the former being rubber covered and the steel assumed to have elastic
constants E = E2 = 210 GPa

and a = a2 = 0.3. Figures 5.11(a), 5.11(b) and

5.11(c) show the various contact pressures (just as in Figures 5.7(a), 5.7(b) and
5.7(c)) for an appUed load per unit length of the roUer of 3 0 N / m m . Again from
(a) and (c) w e observe that over m u c h of the cyUnder the contact pressures are in
agreement with discrepancies only occuring at the edges. Figure 5.11(c) predicts
a relative approach of 3.35 m m and a stress intensity factor of 2.09.

Under normal operating conditions it is possible for the elastic parameters of the rubber to undergo small changes and it is of practical interest to
k n o w h o w such changes affect the state of contact, especially with regard to
the pressure distribution and relative approach. Figure 5.12 shows the variation of the m a x i m u m contact pressure and relative approach (displacement) with
changing Young's modulus E^iayer while the corresponding stress intensity factors are given in Table 5.2. It is apparent that contact behaviour is very sensitive to small variations in the Young's modulus for the rubber as exhibited
by the marked reduction in displacement and concomitant increase in maxim u m pressure. Table 5.2, however, shows very Uttie change in the stress intensity factor, implying an overall increase in pressure as the Young's modulus increases. Similar investigations, varying the Poisson's ratio from 0.45 to
0.5, reveal no significant changes in contact pressures and relative approach.
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Figure 5.10 Shortrigidroll in contact with an elastic covered roll.
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Figure 5.11(a) Contact pressure for two cylinders, with sharp edges and one rubber
covered: without sharp edge modification (p m a x =2.28 MPa, pm\& =
0.81 MPa, grid width = 60 m m , grid length =10 m m , n = 100 and
m = 10)
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Figure 5.11(b) Contact pressure for two cylinders, with sharp edges and one rubber covered: pressure p*(x,y) with sharp edge modification (p ma x =
Pmid = 0-81 MPa and grid as in 5.11(a))
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5.11(c) Contact pressure for two cylinders, with sharp edges and one rubber
covered: true pressure p(x,y) with sharp edge modification (p ma x =
1.70 MPa, p m id = 0.81 MPa and grid as in 5.11(a))
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Figure 5.12 Variation of m a x i m u m pressure and relative approach (displacement)
for varying values of Young's modulus
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Young's modulus E\
(MPa)

Stress intensity factor

1.6

2.133

1.8

2.128

2.0

2.123

2.2

2.118

2.4

2.113

2.6

2.109

2.8

2.104

3.0

2.100

3.2

2.096

3.4

2.091

3,

2.087

Table 5.2 Variation of stress intensity factor for varying values of Young's modulus
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In conclusion, we have extended a numerical procedure for the solution of contact problems for layered elastic bodies involving sharp edges. The method is
within the framework of linear three-dimensional elasticity and is intended for
the analysis of contacting rubber covered rollers and especiaUy those dealing with
elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) flow, which requires preUminary knowledge of the associated dry static contact problem. Furthermore, it is hoped that
this investigation m a y provide insight into the edge-beading phenomena and other
problems arising from the boundaries of the contact region which are subject to
edge loading.
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CHAPTER 6 Contact Between a Circular Cylinder
and a Thin Beam—a Preliminary
Analysis
Imaginary' universes are so much more beautiful than this stupidly constructed
'reaC one; and most of the finest products of an applied mathematician s fancy must be rejected,
as they have been created, for the brutal but sufficient reason that they do not fit the facts.
!Hardy

6.1 Introduction

So far in this thesis we have devoted our attention exclusively to the analysis of elastostatic contact systems arising in the elastohydrodynamic lubrication
model for the main roller coater, the function of which is to coat the primary or
'top' side of the metal strip. In this final chapter the contact system arising in
the subsequent coating operation is examined briefly. This process is designed
to apply paint to the reverse (i.e., bottom) side of the metal strip, as Ulustrated
in Figure 6.1. Here, coating proceeds in the foUowing manner: as the pick-up
roU rotates clockwise, paint is picked up from the tray and drawn through the
first contact region. On emerging downstream, the paint is split into two surface
layers. The layer attached to the applicator roU is transferred from beneath the
incoming metal strip, whUe the layer remaining on the pick-up roU is returned to
the tray. Evidently, the apparatus per se is merely a sUght variation of the main
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roller coater. The interest here, however, is on the nature of the contact interface

between the applicator roll and the metal strip, instead of that which exist betwee
the two cylindrical rolls. The contact between the roll and metal strip is modelled
by an elastic cylinder in frictionless, plane contact with a thin elastic beam as
shown in Figure 6.2. Since the deformations tolerated in practice are small, the
contact problem is formulated on the basis of the small deflection theory of thin
elastic beams and the theory of Unear elasticity.

In Section 6.2, we derive the displacement solution for the elastic beam in
the form of a Green's integral. This is followed, in Section 6.3, with a study of

the simplest case in which the indenting cylinder is rigid. In the final section we
derive the solution for the displacement of the cylinder subject to a concentrated
force at its boundary. We present two methods of solution based on complex

variable theory. Practical details of this particular coating system are confidenti
so the following study is pursued mainly on its academic merits. Moreover, we
emphasize that this chapter delineates a treatment of the problem accompanied by
some preUminary calculations. In Section 6.4, where we derive the displacement
function for the cylinder under the relevant system of concentrated forces, we make
no attempt to provide a rigorous justification of the various major equations, the
two techniques we employ for this study are detailed in England [43], Chapter 4.
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6.2 Deflection of the beam

Since in practice the deformations realised for this system are small, we
perform our analysis within the framework of the elementary theory of bending and
pursue the foUowing sequence of reasoning. First, we estabUsh the equations of
equilibrium by examining the state of stress for an elemental segment of the beam.
Next, we introduce the fundamental BernoulU-Euler law relating the deflection of
the beam to the bending moment. This is then combined with the equilibrium

equations to establish the governing differential equation for the deflection of t
beam. Finally, we present the solution for the deflection in the form of a Green's
integral.

The sign convention adopted is defined in Figure 6.3(a) which shows the
beam cut into two segments. Each beam segment is a free body which must be
in equilibrium, and therefore requires the existence of a system of forces at the
cut section. As can be seen, the positive force system acting on the left side of
the cut is in accordance with the conventional right-hand rectangular cartesian
system. Consider now an arbitary segment of the deflected beam with length 28s
as shown in Figure 6.3(b). As indicated the deflected axis of the beam, known as
the elastic curve, is bent into a radius p. Let the external forces appUed to this
segment be denoted by 2Ft8s and 2Fn8s in the tangential and normal directions,
respectively. To maintain such a segment in equilibrium there must be a normal

Contact between a circular cylinder and a thin beam

3"C

Figure 6.3 (a) Sign convention for beam analysis; (b) Deformation of a beam
segment in bending.
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force T, a shear force V and a bending moment M acting at the cut sections of
the beam. Thus by invoking the condition of equilibrium to the element in the
tangential direction, we therefore have

2Ft8s A (T + 8T) cos 80 - (V + 8V) sin 60
- (T - 8T) cos 80 - (V - 8V) sin 80 = 0.
(6.2.1)
8s
Since 80 = — is small, w e have cos 60 & 1 and sin 80 « 80; substituting these
P
into (6.2.1) and simplifying gives
dT
Ft + ds

V
= 0 .

,
6.2.2

p

Proceeding in a like manner for the equilibrium of forces in the normal direction
yields
dV T
Fn -r — + - = 0 .
as
p

(6.2.3)

Finally, by taking moments about the midpoint, we find

dM
ds

+ V = 0.

(6.2.4)

To relate the above force equations to the deflection of the beam, w e introduce

the fundamental BernouUi-Euler law which stipulates that the bending moment at

any point on the beam is proportional to the curvature of the elastic curve, n

- =

Wl

. (6-2.5)
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where the quantity EI represents the flexural rigidity of the beam. In r
coordinates, the curvature of the beam may be defined as
1

P

_

dx2

(6.2.6)

3 5

Af)'

where y(x) represents the deflection of a point x along the deflected beam. For
2

dy
f dy\
small deflections, — is also small and thus — 1 may be neglected m comdx
\dx J
parison to unity in (6.2.6) so that
1 <Py ,n „ „.

7 - 3? •

(6 2 7)

--

which on substituting into (6.2.5) yields the relation

£? = EI •

(6 2 8)

--

Moreover, consistent with this level of accuracy, we may also deduce that
ds = yjdx2 + dy2 = Jl + (j- J dx w dx . (6.2.9)

Now consider the symmetrical loading of the beam over the interval
—C ^

x

^ C

as

shown earlier in Figure 6.2. Assuming we have frictionless

contact, then

Ft = 0,
_ (p(x), \x\ < C,
^"\0, \x\>(,
(6.2.10)
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where p(x) is the normal contact pressure distribution. O n substituting (6.2.9)(6.2.10) into the equiUbrium equations (6.2.2)-(6.2.4), we obtain

— ~--0
dx
p

?L+T=
dx

dx

p

(P(X), \x\ < C
\ 0,
1*1 > c.

+ V = 0.

(6.2.11)

Differentiating (6.2.8) with respect to a: and then substituting the value of

dM
dx

into (6.2.11)3 gives
d3y

EI

d£

+V

= °-

(6.2.12)

Utilising thisrelationfor V in (6.2.11)i and noting (6.2.7), w e have

dT
dx

d2ySy
dx2 dx3

(6.2.13)

which on integrating gives

*--¥(£)+*•

(6.2.14)

where T 0 is the constant of integration. Finally, substituting (6.2.14) in (6.2.11)2
and using (6.2.12) and (6.2.7), we obtain the governing differential equation

r

-£A -f(3 'IS-tf' i;!A <-•'»
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Once again in accordance with the assumption of small deflections, we may
the cubic term in (6.2.15) so that

d4y 2d?y f ~PQ) , -

<c

^-^={0-' |:|>J;

(6 2 i6)

--

where K2 = ——.
EI

The homogeneous solution of (6.2.16) for the deflections in the free sec-

tions of the beam |x| > £, may be found using standard methods in the form
y(x) = Ci cosh KX + c2 sinh KX + c$x + c± , (6.2.17)

where ci, c2, C3, and c4 are arbitrary constants which are determined from
conditions at the boundary.

The non-homogeneous solution of (6.2.16) is found by first rewriting the
right-hand side of (6.2.16) in an integral form as follows:
dAy 2d^y 1 f°° , .c,

where 8(x) is the Dirac delta function. Subsequently, by taking the Lapla
transform of (6.2.18) and defining
y(s) = C{y(x)} (6.2.19)

as the Laplace transform of the unknown function y(x), we may deduce the
subsidiary equation
1 f°°
{sA - K2S2) y(s) = - —

J^ p(u)e-U9du

(6.2.20)
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which, in terms of partial fractions, may be written as
y(s) =

EIK

2

— ^ - 1 / p(u)e~usdu.
(s -

(6.2.21)

2

By taking the inverse Laplace transform of (6.2.21) and utilizing the property
C

1

{e

U9

(l* ~ T*h?) \ = [x~u-isinh K(x ~ u)] H(x -u),

x> u ,
(6.2.22)

we immediately deduce the following solution

y(x)

x pW
—u

= sh .L .

(6.2.23)

sinh K(X — u) du
K

Thus the formal solution to (6.2.16) may be written as
' Ci cosh KX + c2 sinh KX + c$x + c^,

x < -C

ci cosh KX + c2 sinh KX -f c^x -f c±
y(x) = <

EhJ_A(u)

x —u

sinh K(X — u) du, \x\ < C,
K

ci cosh KX + c2 sinh KX + 03a; + C4

w//

w

*_ u _Isinh *(*-„)
(6.2.24)

Invoking thefixedend boundary conditions in (6.2.24), namely
y(±£) = 0,

(6.2.25)
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and assuming an even pressure distribution we may find, after some straightforward calculations that the constants ci, c2, c3, and c4 may be expressed as

1
Cl =

fc

~2EI 3„ . ,—- / p(u) [1 — cosh K£ cosh KU] du,

(6.2.26)

K sinh KI J_C

I
c2 =

I p(u)[cosh Ku]du,
LJCJIK

cz =

rc
(6.2.27)

J— t

i
rc
— J—C
J^ p(u)du ,
2EIn,

(6.2.28)

l
r<
CA = „r o . . — 7 I p(u) fcosh K£ — K£ sinh K£ — cosh KU] du .
J
2ElK3sinh.Ke J_•CcyK n
(6.2.29)

Finally, the expressions of (6.2.26)-(6.2.29) m a y be substituted back into (6.2.24)
in the obvious manner to give the displacement solution for the beam in the
integral form involving the Green's function

1
fC
y(x) = jj-f J p(u)GB(x, u)du ,

(6.2.30)
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where the Green's function GB(X, U) is defined by
cosh K£ — cosh KX £
GB(X,U)

=•

2 K sinh K£

2

[cosh K£ cosh KX — 1] cosh KU
2 K sinh K£

x \H(u Ax)-

H(u - x)]

sinh KX cosh KU [H(U + x) — H(u — x)]
_

cosh KX sinh KUH(U

— x)

+ uH(u - x).
K

(6.2.31)

6.3 Deflection of the beam due to contact with a rigid cylinder

Consider the simplest situation in which the indenting cylinder is ri

this case, the displacement within the contact region is known and is
with the shape of the cyUnder which, to a good approximation, is
x2
y(x) = -h+

—

,

|*| < C ,

(6.3.1)
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thereby implying from (6.2.16) that the contact load is uniformly distributed,
namely
T

p(x) = — .
(6.3.2)
a
To obtain the contact half-width (, we need to consider the homogeneous solutio

(6.2.17) for the deflection in the free segments of the beam, together with (6.

for the loaded segment of the beam. By virtue of symmetry it suffices to examin

the right half of the beam. The conditions to which the equations of deflection
must be subjected to are as follows; first is the requirement of continuity at
juncture x = C where the two sections of the beam meet:

fko=(- •
ax

a

g(C) = 1 ,

(6.3.3)

and second is the fixed end condition at x = £:
y(i) = o ,
|W = 0 . (6.3.4)
The requirements of continuity in (6.3.3) yield
C2
ci coshK( + c2 sinhK( + c3( + c 4 = -h + ^- ,
2a
KCI sinh K( + KC2 cosh K( + c3 = - , (6.3.6)
a
K2C2

cosh K( + K2C2 sinh K( = - , (6.3.7)

(6.3.5)
v

'
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while the fixed end boundary conditions in (6.3.4) give

ci cosh K£ -f- c2 sinh K£ + cj,£ + c± = 0 , (6.3.8)

KCI sinh K£ + KC2 cosh K£ + C3 = 0. (6.3.9)

Now if we introduce the dimensionless variables

a = Ka, £ =

K£,

h = Kh,

Ci = KCi, C2 = KC2, C3 = C3, C = KCA

(6.3.10)

then (6.3.5H6.3.9) become

ci cosh C, + c2 sinh ( + c3( 4- c 4-/>
=

+

2a '

(6.3.11)

c

(6.3.12)

a
1
61 cosh C + c2 sinh £ =
a

(6.3.13)

ci sinh ( + c2 cosh ( + c3 =

ci cosh •£ + c2 sinh ^ + c3£ + c4 =0,

(6.3.14)

ci sinh^ -f c2 coshi* + c3 =0 .

(6.3.15)

Suppose h is known from direct measurement. A n initial guess C* may be made on

the contact half-width ( to solve equations (6.3.12)-(6.3.15) for the corres

constants C*, c2, £3 and c4. Once obtained, these constants may be substitute

equation (6.3.11) to yield h* (i.e., that which corresponds to (*). An itera
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technique may be employed whereby the value assumed for C* is systematically
adjusted until h* converges to h.

6.4 Circular cylinder under a concentrated force at its boundary

In this section we establish, within the framework of two-dimensional

linear elasticity, the basic concentrated force solution necessary to determine th
displacement of an elastic cylinder acted upon by a normal distributed load at its
boundary. To equiUbrate the cylinder, an equal and opposite concentrated force
together with a bending moment, Mo, namely

Mo = Ya cos a — Xa sin a,

is appUed at the centre of the cylinder as shown in Figure 6.4. A complex variable
formulation of the problem is considered, and we employ two methods of complex

variable theory to find the solution. The first is the direct method which is base
formally on the properties of the Cauchy integrals on the circle; and the second
is the so-caUed method by continuation, whereby one of the complex potentials
is continued across the circular boundary on the premise that it is stress free.

These methods are discussed thoroughly in England [43], Chapter 4. Here
we merely cite the main equations and will not attempt to rederive them by pro-

Contact between a circular cylinder and a thin beam

Figure 6.4 The circular elastic cylinder subject to a concentrated force at the
boundary.
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viding intermediate details. The purpose of the ensuing discussion is purely to
demonstrate the utility of these complex variable methods in solving the fundamental problem which is presently considered. We adopt the standard notations
in which an arbitrary point lying in the complex plane is defined as z = x + iy,
or alternatively, in terms of the polar coordinates, we write z = rel6. Moreover,
we use an overbar to denote complex conjugation and the symbol prime to denote
differentiation with respect to the indicated argument.

In essence, the stress boundary value problem for the circular region
\z\ < a amounts to determining the complex potentials $(z) and tp(z), which
are holomorphic and satisfy on the circumferential boundary \z\ = a the conditions
$(t) + t$'(<) + V(<) = iR(t) , (6.4.1)
where t = aet0 denotes a general point on the circumference, and R(t) is the
total resultant force over an arc of the circumference from some fixed point t*.
In terms of the normal and shear stresses, which we denote respectively by rTT
and rre, R(t) may be expressed as

R(t) = -i j (rrr + irre) dt , (6.4.2)
Jt*
where the integration must be taken in the anticlockwise direction.

Along with the boundary conditions of (6.4.1), we have the requirements

of equilibrium. These consist firstly of the condition that the total resultant fo
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on the body be zero which is satisfied if R(t) is single valued in \z\ < a. Since
the region \z\ < a is a simply connected domain (i.e., it has no holes) and the

body is in equilibrium, then this condition is automatically satisfied. Secondly,
the resultant moment on the body must also be zero which implies that

3 [ / R(t)dt\ = 0 ,

(6.4.3)

where T is the circumferential contour. The stress distribution on the circumferential boundary may be given by

rrr + irre = -(X + iY)8(0 - a) , (6.4.4)

where X and Y represent the concentrated force components in the x and y

directions respectively, and 8(x) is the Dirac delta function. It thus follows fr
(6.4.2) that
—7r < 0 < a,
m = {°:•(X
_:;*;;'
{v^+iV,
iY), -a<0<7r.

(6.4.5)

Direct Method

Here w e solve the above stress boundary value problem using the direct
method in the manner discussed in England [43], Chapter 4.3. Supposing $o(z)

and tf>o(z) denote the complex potentials for the system of point force and momen

acting at the centre of the cyUnder, which in this case is the origin, then we ha
the well known results (see for example MuskhelishviU [125])
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and
...

(3 - 4a) ,

iMo

,„ A „s

where a is the Poisson's ratio of the elastic cylinder. By setting
F=_X+iY_
* 8TT(1-<7)' *

- X-iY
B*(l-*y

{ J

it follows that the complete potentials corresponding to the concentrated fo

moment at the origin, and the concentrated force acting at the point z0 = ae,o
the circumference, may be written as follows

§(z) = -Flog z + #i(z) , (6.4.9)

and
i/>(z) = (3 - 4<r)Flog._- + ^2. + ^(z) , (6.4.10)
where the additional stress field associated with $i(z) and i/>i(z) removes

and (6.4.7) at the circumferential boundary so that only a point force is ge

there. On substituting (6.4.9) and (6.4.10) into (6.4.1) and rearranging, we
obtain

$i(f) +<$i(i) + V»i(t) = ~ &r(l - a)FiH(0 - a)
+ Flogt - (Z - 4o)F\ogi
— t iMQ

+ F^ + — £
. t

2irt

= iRi(t),
(6.4.11)
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where R(t) is a known function on T. Now since $i(z) is holomorphic in \z\ < a,
it may be expressed in terms of the Laurent series

*i(*) = b0 + hz + b2z2 + ... (6.4.12)

This representation may be utilised in connection with the properties of the Cauchy
integrals on the circle to yield an equation for $i(z) in terms of the total force
the circumference, namely

*1(z)+%z + 2b2a2 = ± /T^- (6.4.13)
Z7T Jp

t— Z

Since the complex potentials are determined only to within an arbitrary constant,
the term 2fe2a2 in (6.4.13) may be omitted. Next, by taking the Laurent expansions
of (6.4.13) about the origin, and then comparing, we obtain the various equations
for the constants bn (n = 1,2...). In particular, on comparing the coefficients of
z, we find the necessary equation for bi to be

This may be easily verified to be equivalent to the condition that the total result
force on the body be zero. Moreover, we need only specify the real part of &i (say,

6), as the imaginary part contributes merely a rigid body rotation to the solution.

Proceeding, we then evaluate the integrals in (6.4.13) and (6.4.14); this in-

volves a lengthy but straightforward series of calculations which, for convenience,
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w e summarise in Appendix A 6 ; the final result for $i(z) is
$1(2) = 4(1 - a)Flog(z - z0) + F^r + ( ^—^ - b) z + constant .
aL

\Z7raz

J

(6.4.15)

Having found $i(z) it remains to determine the potential V>i(z). For this task
certain Cauchy integral properties are utiUsed to deduce the relation

Once again essential integral results used for evaluating the above expression for
V>i(z) are summarised in Appendix A6; the final solution is given by
xl>i(z) = - 4(1 - a)F\og(z -zo)- (^ - 2b\ ^
Zo

— 4(1 — a)F+ constant
(z -zo)
(6.4.17)
Finally, the complete potentials foUow immediately from (6.4.9) and (6.4.10),
namely
$(z) = - Flogz + 4(1 - a)Flog(z - z0)

—z2

fiMQ

\
(6.4.18)

and
ij,(z) =(3 - 4<r)Flogz - 4(1 - cr)Flog(z - z 0 )
.,. x_, zb" iM0
- 4(1 - a)F(Z — Z 0 )

+

(
- constant
27TZ

(6.4.19)
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Continuation Method

Alternatively, these results may be generated by employing the process

of analytic continuation which is Ulustrated in detail in England [43], Chapt
4.5. Recall the cylinder \z\ < a in Figure 6.4. Suppose we assign the complex
potentials $o(z) and ipo(z) to represent the complete system of point forces
moment acting on the cylinder, we thus have (as in Muskhelishvili [125])
$0(z) = -Flogz + Flog(z - z0) , (6.4.20)
and
^0(z) =(3 - 4a)F\ogz - (3 - 4a)Flog(z - z0)

Z7TZ Z — ZQ

Since the body is in equiUbrium, the potentials take the following form for l

M.
$0(z) = 0(z-1),
0oOO = - + O(z-2,) (6.4.22)
z
where A is a real constant which can be deduced on comparing with equation
(6.4.21) to be
a /I — <?.n\

a
A =

(l-2a

4-K V 1 — a

X cos a + Y sin a

N o w suppose w e introduce the stress system whose corresponding potentials are denoted by ®i(z) and if>i(z), so that the combined potentials $0(z)
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$i(z) and ^o(z) + rpi(z) generate zero stress on the circumferential boundary
\z\ = a. Then $i(z) and tpi(z) must be holomorphic in \z\ < a and consequently
remove the stresses corresponding to $o(z) and tpo(z) on the boundary. Based
on these assumptions, it may be deduced that continuation of $i(z) across the
unstressed boundary, yields

$i(z) = {

V *)
$

\ *J

2a 2

o(^)+2^2,

(6.4.23)
\z\>a,

to within a rigid body rotation and

*(*) = - *i ( y ) - ( T ) *'*(*) '

w <a-

(6-4-24)

The right-hand side of (6.4.24) may berewrittenin terms of the two independent
definitions of the function $i(z) given in (6.4.23). Specifically, the first and second
terms refer to the function $i(z) as defined in the regions \z\ > a and \z\ < a,
respectively; thus

«.)-- $0 (f)-f+ ^(f)-^(f)-^(f),N<a.
(6.4.25)
Finally in accordance with (6.4.20) and (6.4.21) w e find after some long but
straightforward calculations that the potentials $i(z) in (6.4.23)i and 0i(z) in
(6.4.25) may be simplified to the form
z2
(' iM0
, \
^(z) = (3 - 4cr)Flog(z - z 0 ) + F~2 + ( ^—^ - h j z + constant,
(6.4.26)
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and

0i(z) = -Flog(z - z0) - (3 - 4a)F—— + constant. (6.4.27)
z — z0
The combined potentials $o(z) + $i(z) and 0o(-z) + 0i(z) may be easily verified
to yield respectively the same expressions for $(z) and ip(z) which have been
obtained using the direct method.

Having found the complex potentials $(z) and 0(z) then, in principle, the
displacements (ur, ue) at any point on the elastic cyUnder (as depicted earUer in
Figure 6.4) may be found from the foUowing relation:

—-^— (Ur + iue) = e~i0l (3 - 4<r)$(z) - zW(z) - 0(z) 1. (6.4.2S)

The displacement solution arising from (6.4.28) may be used in an analogous

fashion to the general approach adopted in this thesis to solve the contact betwee
the cylinder and beam. Furthermore, the solution for (ur, uo), which describes

the resulting displacement of a circular elastic cylinder caused by a concentrated

force applied on the boundary, may be utilised in future research to derive the dis
placement solution unique to the contact system involving two circular cylinders.

The lack of the solution expressed in (6.4.28), up until now, has meant that studie
of the contact of two circular cylinders which concern themselves on the precise
shapes of these bodies have only been resolved in the context of the symmetrical

three-body contact system; i.e., the alternative representation of the two-cyhnder
system with the symmetrical compression of a circular elastic cyUnder.
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APPEND1X 1 Analytical pressure approximations
and some useful Hilbert transforms
To extend the analytical approximations to include higher terms so that
N

/(Y)-^^2",

(Al.l)

n=0

or to deduce exact pressure distributions for artificially constructed f(Y), n
N

f'(Y) = (a2 - Y2)-1/2 J2 bnY2n+1,

(A1.2)

n=0

for some integer N and constants an(l < n < N) such that a0 = a and bn(l <

n < N) such that /'(±a) remains finite, we need in either situation to evaluat
the finite Hilbert transform

lfH»=lI,
*- J-i

+ J,, (A1.3)
(y - x)

where In and Jn ait defined by

7T J_x (y-X) TT J_t

In a sUghtly different notation and terminology the above integrals are given
Johnson [89] (p. 31) so we only state the key equations. They can also be
evaluated using Chebyshev polynomials (see Gladwell [50], p. 66).

For the finite Hilbert transform In we can show that
In = x2In-i + xJn-i, (A1.5)

Analytical pressure approximations and some useful Hilbert transforms and n applications of this equation, using 70 = —x, gives
n-1

x2*+1 Jn-(j+i).

2

In = -x »+i + £

(A1.6)

i=o
The integral Jn is elementary and we have
2 f*'2
2n

2

r (n + ±)
2

Jn = - (sin0) cos 0d0 = "Z {„, (A1.7)

27T 1 /2( n + l)!'

7T Jo

V

>

which together with (A 1.6) provides an expUcit expression for In and t
for the finite HUbert transform (A 1.3). Thus for example we have,
1 f1 (l-y2y/2y3dy

-I

=

l+x2__x4

(y-x)

8

2

* J-i
1_ x2 x^_ _
1 f1 (l-y2y/2y5dy
(y-x)
16 8
2

1 /-1 ( l - y 2 ) 1 / 2 ^
(y-x)
* J-1

5

x2

x4

x6

128

16

8

2

6

8

(A1.8)

As a simple illustration of the use of theseresults,suppose we take f(Y)
defined by
f(Y) = a + S-[a* - (a2 - Y2)3'2], \Y\ < a, (A1.9)

where 8 is a positive constant then we have

f'(Y) = (a2 - Y2Y1'28Y(a2 - Y2), (ALIO)

Analytical pressure approximations and some useful Hilbert transforms -211so that in the notation of (A 1.2) we have 60 = 8a2 and &i = —8. Using (3.3.1)
and (A1.8)i we can show from (3.2.12) in the usual way that the 'exact' pressure
function corresponding to (A 1.9) becomes

M = 8fi-t2)(2-z2) <8

+ Ua2{2

~ Z°2)(1 "

x2zl)

~ ^^
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APPENDIX 2 Cylinder under four pairs of equal
and opposite concentrated forces
at the boundary
In this appendix we present some of the details leading to the expressions

(A2.9) for the circumferential displacements for the plane strain problem of a
cylinder under four pairs of equal and opposite concentrated loads applied at

boundary as shown in Figure 4.2. The general problem of a cylinder under a sel
equilibrated system of concentrated forces appUed at the boundary is given by
MuskhelishvUi [125] (p. 330). Following [125], if (Xk,Yk) denote concentrated
forces at boundary points zk = aem* for k = 1,2,...,n where 0 < c*i <
a2 ... < an < 2-K then the displacements (u, v) are obtained from the formula

2p(u + iv) = x M z ) ~ z<f>'(z) ~ 0i(-O>

(A2-!)

where <j>i(z) and 0i(z) are given by

1+in)Iog

* w = ~h B*

Xk+i

(yy)" *h &

fc—1 K — x

1 vp^/v

*W = T,g

.VN1

(zk -z\

(Xt lYk)loi

"

(A2.2)

and the constant x is given by

1 ^(Xk

+ iYk)zk

{—) ~T*gfa-,)•
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where A, p and a have their usual meaning.

In our case we have n = 4, ai = 0, a2 =

TV—0,

a3 =

so that
Zi = aet6\

z2 = —ae ,
z3 = -aeie,
-ie
z± = ae ,
(XUY1) = (-P,-Q),
(X2,Y2) = (P,-Q)
(X3,Y3) = (P,Q),
(X4,Y4) = (-P,Q).
(A2.4)

From the above equations we can deduce the following expression for the
placements,
2,(u + ! ,)=(P + ^{xlo g (^) + lo g (|^|)-(|5|)

(A2.5)
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We only simpUfy this expression for circumferential points P* given by ae'^

we need to consider the two cases corresponding to whether P* lies above or

below the lines of action of the concentrated forces P. Figure A2.1 depicts
case £ > 0 and defines the angles 7* and the distances rk(k = 1,2,3,4). From
the relations
zi — z = Tie-'71,
z2 — z = —r2e'72,
z3 — z = -r3e'73,
z4 — z = r4e-'74,
(A2.6)
we obtain from (A2.5) on equating real and imaginary parts
2pu = --|(l + x)l°g ( ) + cos272 + cos273 — cos271 — cos274
27r I
\r2r3J
-2(1 -x)cos0cos£J
+ —1(1 - X){l2 + 74 - 7i ~ 73) + sin271 + sin273 - sin272
— sin 274 — 2(1 — x) sin 0 c°s £ [:
p f
2p,v = — \ (1 - x)(7i + 72 + 73 + 74) + sin 271 + sin 27 2 + sin 273
27T v.

-I- sin 274 — 2(1 — x) cos 0 sin £ \
Q f 1 rir2 \
+-^-\ (l + X)lo S
27T t

-2(l-x)sin^sin£J.
(A2.7)

\r3r4/

+ cos2 7i + cos 27 2 - cos 273 - cos 274

Cylinder under four pairs of equal and opposite concentrated forces

Figure A2.1 Definition of angles y* and distances r k (k = 1, 2, 3,4 ) for an
arbitrary circumferential point P* with polar angle £ (t>>6).
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Now on using the expressions given in Figure A2.2 for the angles jk(k

1,2,3,4) which are derived from elementary geometrical relations for

triangles as indicated in Figure A2.2 and noting that 71 and 72 are t
negative for £ < 0 (namely 71 = —7* and 72 = —72) so that altogether
271 =

TT

- (£ + 0), 272 = £ - 0, i>0,

27l = -x - (£ + 9), 2l2=i-0, i<0,
273 = £ + 0, 274 = 7r + 0 - £, £ > 0and£ < 0,
(A2.8)

we may show that equation (A2.7) simplifies to give

u(a cos £, a sin £) =^1

+ X

^ j P log (tan ^^- tan ^^-

+ 2P cos 0 cos £ + 2Q sin 0 cos £

+ {±^-H(0 - i)Q,

u(acos£,asin£) = '

1 +

< Qlog U a n ^ — I / t a n

2

+ 2Q sin 0 sin £ + 2P cos 0 sin £

+{1J^-Hti~ W
(A2.9)

where H(x) denotes the usual Heaviside function, H(x) = 0 for x < 0 and
H(x) = 1 for x > 0.

Cylinder under four pairs of equal and opposite concentrated forces

(a) $>6
p*

2y=7t-($ + d)
2y=S-6
2y=Z, + e
3

2y=n + 6- £

(b) £<6>

2y* = 7t-h(% + e)
2y* = 6-%

2y=Z + 6
3

2y=7t + 6- £

Figure A2.2 Angles ya (k = 1, 2, 3, 4 ) derived from elementary geometrical
relations for isosceles triangles ((a) £ > 0, (b) £ < 0 ).
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APPENDIX 3

Solutions via a singular integral
equation of the second kind

In this appendix we give the formal solution of the coupled system of
singular integral equations

* J-i (y - x)

?r J-i (y - x)
(A3.1)

where ai,a2,(3,yi and 72 all denote constants such that j3 < 1. Further we look
for a solutions such that $(x) is even, \£(x) is odd and $ ( ± 1 ) and ^ ( ± 1 ) are
all zero. This problem is solved by reducing (A3.1) to a singular equation of the
second kind

«^/B=^
where <f>(x) = $(x) + i$(x), A = i/ft and g(x) is given by

g(x) = A[(«i + a2x2)x + i(7l + 72x2)]. (A3.3)

The formal solution of (A3.2) is given by

(A3 2)

-

Solutions via a singular integral equation of the second kind

9{x)

Mr\n ;

A

+
2

(i + \ )
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fi + xyc

(l + wy^^-x^^yi-x)

+ (1 + A2)(1 - x 2 ) V 2 ^ i _ x ;

*/_/

TT

^

Vi + y; (y-*)'

(A3.4)
where 7 isrelatedto A by cot(7T7) = A, so that
e,2,^
7

_ /1+ P
= ( 1 ^ 7 ) = 3 - 4a,

(A3.5)

and therefore 7 = i8 where

'--sWi^f)--^ 3 - 4 ^

(A36)

Further the constant C is defined by
C = I <f>(x)dx = f 9(x)dx,

(A3.7)

which follows on making use of the fact that \I>(x) is an odd function. N

making repeated use of the foUowing standard result for Hilbert transform

1

irvjm.irps&yr
T J-I (y ~X)

-K y_j (y - X)

and using the integrals (n = 0,1,2)

(A3.9)

}{y)dy< (A3.8)
7T 7_!
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which can be evaluated precisely as described in Bufler [20] to yield

Iyi±^i2^)xi^^\
(i + \2y'2(i + 482)
Jo =
2A
(l + \2y/2(l + 482)i6
J, =
3A
2 2
_ (l + X y/ (l + 462)(3-462)
J2 =
24A
(A3.10)
where the integrals Jn(n = 0,1,2) are obtained by means of the transformation
V = (^i), (A3.ll)
and making use of integrals given in [20].

From the above results we find that the formal solution (A3.4) becomes
1 /1 + x \iS
^X) = (l-py/2(i-x2y/2

\T-~x~)

{{ao + aix2+a2xA) + ix(bo + bxx2)},

(A3.12)
where the constants a0,ai, a2, b0 and bi ait given by
ao =

ai

£ + (1+4<52){^ + (3-4^ + ^2}-2^7i,

= -ai+(l+482)^--28l2,

a2 = —ot2,

6o=

_7j+(1+ 4^){|-^} + 2fo I ,

6i = —72 + 28oc2.
(A3.13)
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Now from the conditions ^>(±1) = 0 we have the constraints

ao + ai + a2 = 0,
b0 + h = 0,
(A3.14)

and the solution (A3.12) becomes
2 /2
il
l-x
V
(l±x\
<f>(x) = ( 1 2

-/3 )

\l-xj

{(a0 — a2x2) + ib0x},

(A3.15)

so that the required solution of the original coupled system (A3.1) is given by

1 -x 2 X
1 — /32

1

$(x) =

1-x 2 X
1-P2

1

*(*) =

/2

|(o 0 -a 2 x 2 )cos Ulog (——-J - 6ox sm

/2
< 6QSCCOS 6 log I

J + (ao — a2X )sin

•*(£:)]}•
(A3.16)

where j3 = (1 —2a)/2(l —a), 8 is defined by (A3.6) and the various constants must
satisfy the two constraints (A3.14). In terms of the four constants 0:1,02,71,72
and the constant C, the constraints (A3.14) can be shown to become

C
7T

(1+462)

|oi+(3-45 2 )^ + ^ 7 2 } ,

or
, ,K A^6a2
(1 ~ 4<52)
71 = 2£oi + (5 - 4 £ 2 ) — - ^
^72,
(A3.17)

Solutions via a singular integral equation of the second kind

while the constants a0, a2 and b0 involved in the above solution beco

a0=c*i + (1-4^)^ + 2^72,
a2 = —a2,
b0 = — 28a2 +72.
(A3.18)
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APPENDIX 4 Evaluation of flexibility
coefficients p2j
In this appendix we present the details relating to the approximate eval-

uation of the flexibility coefficients P,j defined by (5.3.3). On expanding t
denominator of (5.2.2) up to order e-4t where t = £ft, we have

F0(t) ~ i + [ flCktk) e'2t + (E Dkth) e"4t> (A4J)
\k=o

/

\k=o

)

where the constants Ck and Dk ait given by
C0 = A +

K,

Ci = C2=

4K,

D0 = X2 + K2, Di = 4K(K + A), (A4.2)
D2 = 8K(K + A), Z>3 = £>4 = 16/c2.
Thus, for the first integral in (5.3.3) we have
r°°

J

i r°°

F0(£h)Jo(£pi)d£ = - J

Fo(t)J0(Pit)dt

- T \ IT + E C* I e~2ttkMPi*)dt + V D* / e~4ttk J0(fct)dt \ ,
(A4.3)

where & denotes pi/h and in order to evaluate the various integrals the foUo
formulae are employed,

r^'^'^r^
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/•OO

/
Jo

e-att2J0(Pt)dt =

00
/•OO

/
Jo

e~att3 J0(Pt)dt =

2 a 2 - 02
(a2 + /?2)5/2'

q^yo^,2
_ S/3
Q/322)
3a(2a2 -

(a2 + /32)7/2 '

(a2 + /32)9/2

Jo

(A4.4)

which are aU generated from the first one by simply differentiating with respect
to a. The expression (5.3.3) for the flexibility coefficients now becomes
dxdy

*«-{ xft

+

WE, U.1-. J„
-b

_ _ 22\
rxj+a
ryj+b
x +a
+b ( 2
(1 —
a) f
i
fyi
AU

Pi

r°°

+ TlDk I e~4ttkMPitfdt \dxdy,
fe! Jo
J
(A4.5)
where as before pi denotes [(x,- - x ) 2 + (y, - y) 2 ] 1 / 2 . Thefirstintegral appearing
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in (A4.5) can be evaluated exactiy, thus

/ / —— =g(x + a,y + b)+g(x-a,y-b)
Jxj—a

Jyj—b

Pi

- g(x - a,y + 6) - g(x + a,y - b),
(A4.6)

where the function g(x,y) is defined by

g(x,y) = xlog[y + (x2 + y2)1/2] + y log[x + (x2 + y2)1'2], (A4.7)

and (x,y) denotes (XJ — Xi,y$ — yi). In order to facilitate the computations t
second integral appearing in (A4.5) is evaluated thus

*V+a

ryj+b f

/
fVj+b (

\YlCk

/

Jxj-a

Jyj-b
2

~2a \Yl

yco

Ck

2

\k=:0

e-2ttkJ0(Pit)dt + 22D>:
Jo

k=Q

e-AttkM^t)dt\dxdy

Jo

J

4

/>oo j
2t k

e- i MPiji)dt + YDk I e_4t<*Jo(0iji)di\ dy,
Jyj-» U = o J°
*=o J°

J

(A4.8)

where fa denotes A-1^. ~ ^i)2 + (Vi ~ yjff12-

From

(A4.5HA4.8) we

may deduce an approximate expression for the flexibiUty coefficients F^ which

is that used in the numerical work described in Section 5.5 and we note that i

the numerical computations, the various y integrations are effected by means o
standard integration packages such as the quadpack package of Piessens et al.
[143].
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APPENDIX 5 Evaluation of modified flexibility
coefficients F*
In this appendix we present the approximation for the modified flexibility

coefficients F*j which apply to equation (5.3.1) when the assumption (5.4.1

made. Using the approximate expression (A4.3) we can show from (5.2.8) that
F?
f(l-<r 2 ) , (l-^2 2 )) fXi+a fyj+b_ t dxdy
2
l
>-\
nEi
TCE2
}Jx..a Jy..h Pi
i[(2f-y)yyi
(•\ _ n2\

TvhEi jx._a

fXj+a

jy._b

fVj+b ( 2

[^

+ Y,Dk
*=o

-oo

jo

e-4ttkJ0(Pit)dt
Jo

£ dxdy
[(2t-y)y]W
(A5.1)

where as usual pi denotes [(x{ — x ) 2 + (yi — y) 2 ] 1 / 2 and (ii denotes pi/h. For

the first integral appearing in (A5.1) we can perform the x integration, th
a
a
'xi+
r^dX

JXj -a [(xi-x)2

dx
+ (yi-y)2Yl2-

x + a+[(x + q) 2 + (y i -y) 2 ] 1 / 2
2
2
° S x - a + [(x - a) + (yt-- y) ]V2
(A5.2)

where as before x denotes x}•, — Xj. For the second integral in (A5.1), in order to
facilitate the numerical work, we make the same approximation as that used
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Appendix A 4 , that is
rxj+a

ryj+b (

2

C

.^

2t k

/ / 1 E * / e~ t Jo(Mdt
Jxj—a

Jyj—b

{ k=Q

Jo
4

roo

,-4tjifc
e-^t*
J0(/3it)dt

k=0

ryj+b

+ E
k=o

Jo

Dk

Jo

^

f

2

dxdy

[(2e-y)yy/2

f°°

I" e~*Hk Wijt)dt \dy,

)

(A5.3)

where again flij denotes /i-1[(x; — XJ)2 + (yi — yj)2]1/2. From the above three
equations we can deduce an approximate expression for the modified flexibility
coefficients i%-*.

Finally in this appendix we observe that with the assumption (5.4.1) the
equilibrium condition (5.2.9) becomes
Ni

ryj+b

2ap

£ '7 ,

yj-b

tdy
[(2^-y)y] 1 / 2

= F,

(A5.4)

J

j=i

yj-*>

which together with the integral
y*+b

dy

-1

2 =
/2 cos

J

,-» W - (* - y) Y

yj

!

(yj +*)
-1
cos
i

1

(yj - *>)

(A5.5)
yields equation (5.4.2).
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APPENDIX 6

Evaluation of complex

potentials $i(z) and ^i(z)

In evaluating the complex potential $i(z) the first step is to determine the

real constant 6 (i.e., the real part of &i) from equation (6.4.14) which, on
the relation for iRi(t) in (6.4.11), may be expressed in polar coordinates t
as

b=

4lb /

1 _ 8 7 r ^ ~ a)FiH(9

~ a ) e ~ i $ + 4(x ~
-= 20

°)FWz~ie
iMQ

, ,

+ Fexe + -—- }d0
2-na J
(A6.1)
V _J_ *V

RecalUng that in terms of the original force components X and Y, F =

-—

87r(l — a)

and M0 = Ya cos a — Xa sin a, it is not difficult to show that the above inte
yields the result,
&=-T—< J£cosa +Ysina >. (A6.2)

Having found b, the complex potential $1(2) may be deduced from
(6.4.13), namely

$

•W = 5s/r

-&r(l - cr)FiH(6 -a)+

4(1 - a)Fi$

27ra j t — z
(A6.3)
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To evaluate the integral in the above equation w e make use of the foUowing
identities:

rme-a)di= J dL=los{z_zo)_log{z
Jr

t— z

J

+ a)t (A64)

t— z

=
ne>a
zo=ae

I

= 27n'log(—z — a) — 27n'lna,

(A6.5)

JTt — z

- I dt
JT t- z

,,-*--

Jrt — z

JT

• '

t-z

a2

>dt

Jr t — z

a

where \z\ < a. Upon substituting (A6.4)-(A6.7) into (A6.3) in the obvious manner, we find that

$i(z) = 4(1 - <r)Flog(z - z0) + F*- + (^ - b) z. (A6.8)
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Finally w e turn to equation (6.4.16) to determine the remaining complex
potential, t/'i(2)» namely

0l(*)

2™ y r

8*r(l - <r)FiH(0 - a) - 4(1 - <r)Fi6 + Fe~2ie - i^°.e-'e I
2ira
[t— z

= - 4(1 - cr)Flog(z - z0) - 4(1 - <T)F

_£0

2

—

20

2 — ZQ

- («° _ 2baA I
V

2TT

/ *
20

= - 4(1 - <r)Flog(z - z0) - 4(1 - <r)FZ — ZQ
2

+ < 4(1 - <r)Fzo + 2ba2 -

iMo 1 1
2ir z

= - 4(1 - <r)Flog(z - z0) - 4(1 - <T)F-

20

Z — ZQ

(A6.9)
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Numerical Comparison of Pressure
Distributions for Nonconforming Line
Contact between Circular Elastic Cylinders
A. A. TORDESILLAS and J. M. HILL
Department of Mathematics
University of Wollongong
Wollongong, N S W , 2 5 0 0 , Australia
INTRODUCTION
Contact problems involving circular elastic cylinders are of considerable practical and theoretical
interest and arise in m a n y industrial situations such as the coating, textile, paper and steel industries.
Our work is specifically concerned with their application in the roller coating process which is the
painting technique used in the coil coating industry. A typical roller coater configuration is the
forward roller coating system (see Figure 1). The bottom rubber-covered roller is half immersed
in a pan of paint and the top steel roller which carries the strip to be coated is pressed against
iL A s the bottom roller rotates, paint is drawn up through a narrow gap. The flow emerging
downstream splits into two surface layers. The layer remaining on the bottom roller is returned to
the pan while the layer attached to the metal strip forms thefinalcoated film. The film thickness
is metered by the entire paint flow in the gap between the two roflers. O f major interest is the
determination of the film thickness and the pressure distribution in the contact zone.
This process is modelled assuming two heavily loaded cylinders in plane contact lubricated such
that one or both are deformed under the action offluidpressure and with the following assumptions
for the contact zone:
(i) the lubricant (paint) is a Newtonianfluidsubject to a steady two dimensional laminar flow,
(ii) the film thickness is vanishingly small compared to the radii of the cylinders,
(iii) the lubricant pressure is constant across the film thickness,
(iv) inertial and side leakage effects are neglected,
(v) the cylinders are long compared to the width of the contact region.
metal strip

? \ applied

I film

top
steel
roll

bottom
rubber-cov'
roll
paint tray

F I G U R E 1: Forward roller coating system
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a singular integral equation for which L o o (1958) gave an approximate solution. This approximate solution is essentially the Hertz approximation but with different constants. Sternberg and
Turteltaub (1972) successfully incorporated curvature effects for the problem of compression of an
elastic roller, compressed between two rigidflatparallel plates. These authors give a remarkably
simple closed expression for the pressure distribution for this problem, namely
£(sb^0-sin^)^
( l - ^ X l + ccxs^o)

m

|tf|

^0'

(3)

where the contact angle 0O is determined by the condition that the total force exerted by the
horizontal pressure is the prescribed applied force P = Fll, thus
«0

/.-*o

p($)ad9 = P,

(4)

which in this case, can be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals.
In two recent papers (Hill and TordesiUas (1989) and (1990)) the present authors propose two
distinct models for the compression of a central elastic cylinder by two symmetrically placed
identical elastic cylinders or identical elastic parallel plates. T h efirstmodel (Hill and TordesiUas
(1989)) is precisely that proposed by L o o (1958) except that his singular integral equation is solved
exactly and includes the closed expression (3) as a special case. This model assumes that only the
horizontal circumferential displacement is prescribed in the contact region and accordingly reduces
to a single singular integral equation. However for this model some slip in the vertical direction
is aUowed. T h e second model proposed (Hill and TordesiUas (1990)) assumes fully adhesive
contact so that in the contact region there is a prescribed horizontal displacement and zero vertical
displacement T h e latter model involves the solution of a coupled system of singular integral
equations and two possible analytical approximations are presented. The purpose of this paper is
to bring these two models together to present a full numerical comparison with the Hertz theory
which is done only for the case of compression byrigidcompressors. Details for parallel plates
and elastic compressors can be found in the two papers. The two models are briefly summarized
in the foUowing two sections and numerical results are given in thefinalsection of the paper.

F I G U R E 2: Circular cylinder under equal and opposite forces applied at the boundary
SYMMETRICAL CONTACT OF CIRCULAR ELASTIC CYLINDERS BY RIGID
COMPRESSORS

We consider the case of an elastic cylinder of radius a in symmetrical contact betwe
compressors (see Figure 3) described by X = ±f(Y) which can be of any shape provided they are
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which, in some cases, can be evaluated withrelativeease depending on the form of g(x). For
example, forrigidparaUel plates w e m a yreadilydeduce the expression (3). Similarly for rigid
compressing circular cylinders of the same radii as the central elastic cylinder w e m a y deduce
2£W<? 0 - S in 2 fl)i/'
P W " ( l - ^ X i + cos^o)

(10)

]0l 6o>

-

where 0O is again determined by the condition (4). For the general case when the radii are distinct
w e m a y obtain the approximate expression

«"* {?:%?1% (i+'){'+& (f-)w+<+^-*;>i}.

(11)

where b denotes the radius of the rigid cylindrical compressors and by evaluating the integral in
(9) numericaUy, this approximation can be shown to bereasonablyaccurate especiaUy if a/b < 1.
SYMMETRICAL ADHESIVE CONTACT OF CIRCULAR ELASTIC CYLINDERS BY RIGID
COMPRESSORS
If the coefficient of friction between the contacting bodies is large then there is no relative displacement of the contacting surfaces, that is, there is no interfacial slip. For the prescribed horizontal
circumferential displacement (5) and zero vertical circumferential displacement Hill and TordesiUas (1990) utilize the linear elastic solution for four pairs of concentrated loads acting on the
boundary of a circular elastic cylinder (see Figure 4) to deduce coupled singular integral equations
for the horizontal and vertical pressures p{9) and q{0), thus
fl
*(y)dy m„x,) .= _Bx_ _ _ * rE(
if*(v)dy

a Z o x ) ( 1

2 ( 12(1
- < r -<r
» ) ' z)

^r J-i (y-x)

__ zlrW*.
zW)
(12)

i f1
*(v)<*y
.e
1/2
P
W-i(y-*)(i-*oV)
(i-

= A,

where the constants A and B are defined by

-?£{

*(y) + *(y)

yzo

(i-* 0 V)

1/2

}<*y,

B = Az0 +

Ez0
2(1-0*

F I G U R E 4: Circular cylinder under four pairs of equal and opposite concentrated forces
applied at the boundary
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(b)
FIGURE 5: Variation with contact angle 60 of the non-dimensional force per unit length
of cyUnder, P = ^~^\
Hertz — ;firstmodel -•-•-; second model
.
(a) a = 0.45; (b) a = 0.50.
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F I G U R E 6: Variation with angle 0 of the non-dimensional horizontal and vertical pressures,
•p($) - ii=glp(p) and q{6) = &=£±q(6), respectively. Hertz — ;firstmodel -•-•-;
second m o d e l - - - . (a) <r = 0.45, a/6 = 3.0, P = 0.5; (b) a- 0.50,a/b = 3.0,P = 0.5.
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